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i. . SUMMARY.

This guide presents the key issues to be addressed'
by State;regional, and local pternments and agencies,
in .creating effective hazardous waste management
programs. Basically a policy-oriented "checklist,;'
the guide highlights topics which have been con
fronted by g hazardous waste management pro
grams, or w h can be expected to' concern such
programs since the passage of the new Resburce
Conservation and Recovery Act of 1476 (RCRA).__

Background .

EPA began work to survey, investigate, and eval
uate options for hazardous waste management pro.
grants well before the passage of RCRA. Many of the
findings. from studies performed both inhouse and
under contract, which would be applicable to devel-,
oping State progiains, have not bee'n restated specifi
tally. for State program managers, or have been avail.
able .only as unpublished pipers. There txe, EPA,
Office of Solid Waste (08W) determined the need to
collect theie materials iworie reference volume. i

RCRA- encourages broader State authodti- on
many waste management issues, particular stab .

lishins a hatardous waste regulatory pro Ai a
result, the topics covered in this guide are .11y

relevant to State programs that are justigettin0 started.
This guide does not preempt regulatory /decisions

yet to be made at Federal and State levelsosince EPA
.intends to have _broad_public input befcie making.
such decisions at thI Federal Orel. This guide serves
to highlight issues about, which, decisions must be
made by responsible public officials.

ff

r

Chdptei i

SUMMARY.,

Legislative Context
This guide was conceived in the context of, pro-

viding State offici/als with a comprehensive legislative
base from, whieh to develop a broad hazardous waste
control program". Such a base could-lie constructed '

either by adapting existing legislation to cover the
meltifaceted,nature of the problem, or, by devising a
comprehensive act to deal specifically with hazardous
wastes.

_ _ Appendiicl is a Model State Hazardous Waste Act
developed through_the assistance of many State waste
agency managers, the waste management industry,
and other's. it,represents suggested model legislative
framework for dealing with the hazardous waste regu-
latory issues presented in .this, guide.

Issues of Concern
/Eight major chapters are included in this guide

which broadly frame the topics to be addressed by
Sta e decision makers:

_Definition of Hazardous Waite

_Problem Definition/Recognition
Principles of Waste Management

'transportation
Land -Use and Options for Hazardous aste
Management 1

Facility Operations
b Waste Sampling/Ahalysis and Leachate Anal sis

State Program Elements

Each chapter attempts to summarize backgrou
materials available to EPA and to relate these mate
rials to the implementation issues facing State decisi4

8
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EPA Regional Office staffs are. available to
st State program Tanagers who wish to discuss .-

thele issues in greater detail. . .

-Two "appeildbiei are included that address signifi
cant hazards* waste disposal problems often cited '

by State officials as.particularly bothersome. Atte.111- -7
dix B summarizes the sources of info? n for dig;
posing of small batches of h s pastes. Amin-
dix C reviews the statusof the regulation of the
storage and d* sarcif pesticides, pesticide containers,

and pe e-related wastes. .

ppendixe.r D and E reprint disposal advice pre.
pared as guidance under the Solid Waste Disposal Act,

as amended. Wastes containing polychlorinated bi-

0.1

phenyls And vinyl chloride.containing aerosol cans

were specifically addressed under this earlier program.

Ap4eodix. P',.details the Federal ageniies that.deal

witli die problem of itazardous wa-sff disposal. This

giticle-does licitiCurpon to provide all of the ansyier;
to State agency managers. It 'does categorize and
analyze, many of the significant#04,9ns that need
to be addressed and suggdsis evaluative and back-
ground. information to aid in reaching conclusions.
Many of the finai Fedefal decisions must await the
outcome of the pUblic participation process which be.

gab with the passage of RCRA and will culminate in
regulations that will respond to the need to control
hazardous wastes.

.
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chapter 2";

BACKGROUND FOR DEFINING. HAZARDOUS WASTES

There are two major methodologies presently in
use to identify wastes as hazardousa list approach
and a criteria approach. Both approaches aredifficult

to implement. The criteria approach addresses thk
problem more directly, ft identifies those properties
of waste that cause haiwdous effects to the environ-

ment and then recommetsmethodird procedures
to measure these prope (or effects). The list"
approach, on the other, hand, is more indirect. The
waste is analyzed for certaiii\presaibed species, and
depending upon the presence\ of these species (and
Possibly their concentration), a hazard judgement is'
made. The following discussion will address Methods
presently available to implement a criteria ap ch.

Since some aspects of the safe manage t of
hazardous waste are identical to safe management

other regulated substances, some of the methods
mentioned herein are those recommended by other
agencies for the testing-of these other regulated sub-

stances. Waste materials] however, do possess cer-

tain peculiarities. of form and function for which
existing criteria may not be adequate or appropriate
to characterize a waste's hazardousness. In these
cases; the differences are mentioned and it problems

addressed. The criteria that will be discussed are:

flammability, corrosiveness, and reactivity. These

criteria can be viewed is properties of the waste as
disposed and can be measured by directly testing the

waste.

There are other criteria, such as waste toxicity,
etiologic activity, genetic activity, and tendency to

.bioconcentrate, which must be considered in the
context of their routes of exposure. A waste contain:

ing a contaminant, conforming to these criteria can

1

only#be f hazardif them exists a vector (exposure
route) by which thil contaminant can be made avail-
able to the environment under dispotal conditions.
In order to ineaslue thesOxiteria idle -Meaningful
way, the Measurement must be done onahe exposure

vector, be itteinett from the waste, vapor due to
waste evaPoration and sublimation, , or air float
particles from waste particulates. For example, a'
waste may contain a toxic constituent, but if this

snot (elute),'vaporize, air -float

,toxicant is bound up matrixhthe waste matrix in such a
way that it cnot le
particulate, or sublimate under -disposal conditions,
the waste does not present a toxicity hazard. There-
fore, any testing done to identify wastes that would

.conform to the above criteria should ideally be.done
on these vectors: Testing of this sort is complex and
still under development in both the public and private

Sector:. This chapter will not deal with these ciboria
further.

FLAMMABILITY
FlammibilitY is one criterion for defining a waste

as hazardous. Plamhiable wastes may cause damage

directly, from heat and smoke production, or in.
directly, eititerly providing a vector by which other
hazardous wastes could be dispersed (such as convec-

tion currents carrying toxic particulates or dust), ,or
could cause otherwise benign wastes to become hare

ardour (such as plastics which, when ignited, Undergo

condensation reactions or depolymerize to emit toxic
fumes). For these reasons, it is desirable to identify'

.. wastes that are flammable, so they can receive proper
har.dling.

3

One method by which the degree of flammability

4
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of a material can lee defined is by the fiashpoint
(FP) of the substance. This,is the lowest tem.
p erature at which maporation producer sutficient
vapor to form an ignitable mixture with the air.,
near the surface of the WM., or within the vessel
used. (By "ignitable mixture" is meant a mixture
that, when ignited, is caplble of the hfitiataon and
propagation of Oa me away l'rom 'the source ofigni
non. By "propagation' of flame" is meant the spread

of flame from layer to layer independently of the.
source of ignitibn.)'

The initiation Of flame is always the.result of the
progressive autoapceleration of reaction, which be.
comes possible only under definite thermal conditions

brought about by an external source (for example,
spelt discharge, hoewalls of a vessel, etc.) Most cotn-
bustion reactions" are exothermic (heat producing),
and as they-proceed they raise the temperature of the .

surroundings. Since `reaction rate is a function .of
tempeiature (a measure of available energy), these
reactions accelerate themselves by the therilial energy

they release in reacdpn. (The reaction here is oxide-

don, that is, the exhaustive comlfination of the vapors

with the elemental oxygen in the atmosphere.)

. Jrn defining flammability, only the flash point need
be considered since direct vigorous oxidttion of a sub.

stance not in the gaseous state is very rare at, normal

temperatures. While all 'agencies and organizations

that define flammability use flash points as their lim
king criteria there is no consensus as torwhat that
limit should be (for example, Department of Trans.
porfation < 1.00°F, California F.P. < 80°F). In
land-fill situations, there are many available external
sources of energy which could provide the impetus
for combustionelectrical energy resulting from sparks

generated_ by - bulldozers, thermal energy resulting
from the heat of neutralization when wastes of differ.

are mixed, biologically-initiated thermal energy
from the decomposition of organic wastes, etc. These

sources could raise the temperature at the landfill su
face abbve the ambientlg,rape.rature. Data should be

gathered on the temperature and energy sources at

landfills to help' address the question of what flaih
point limit should be chosen to avoid conflagrations

due to these external sources.

-Another sodrce of concern is the fact that disposal

sites often contain wastes that arelnot hazardous by

a.

,..

1"

t

themselves, but when burned becoitte hazardous (for
example, certain plastics give off noiious fumes when

burning, beryllium dust may leave the site by a vector

supplied by the fire, etc.) For this reason, it may be
desirable not oqly to require that flairimable wastes

be placed in'a hazardous waste facility, but also com

bustible wastes. Combustible wastes can be managed
in a safe manner at ttese facilities by being segregated

from 'those wastes which become hazardous ilpon
burning.

The established tests for flammability .take the
physical state of the substance into consideration,
since thd state will affect the vapor pressure and con

sequently change the flash point. Therettre, thin
ntibility will be examined for the four follow,ing
physical states of wastes: (1) pure liquid; (2) solo
don; (3) sludge, (4) solid. The testing modifications
that must be made for each state, and a short discus.

sion of each state follo4:

e I. Pure Liquids
The vapor, as measured. by the vapor pressure,

produced by a.ptire substance ildirectly proportional .
to the ambient temperature: (The reference is pri
madly to liquids, although there are certain solidi,
e.g., camphor, that sublime, that is, change from a
solia to a vapor, at ordinary temperatures, and diat
have a meaningful vends pressure.) Th "ideal vapor'
pressure" of a substance is defined as the sum of the .7

vapor pressure of each contlitient multiplied by its
mole fraction. Temperature is a mand'estaiicui of
molecular motion, whica in, turn is physical ton
sequence of the kinetic energy of the molecules diem-.

selves. At anyigiven temperature, the molecules in a

sample will have a "spread" of kinetic energies that:
can be statistically described as a Boltzman distribu
don.

A molecule must possess a certain minimum
threshold energy in Order to overcome the attrac
tine forces of its neigh boring molecules in the clOse .

packed liquid state. As the temperature is raised, the

entire curve shifts toward higher kinetic energy-and
more molecules now possess the prerequisite energy
to escape into the gaseous state.

It has been suggested that flash points be standard-

ized to a particulai atmosphiitcpsw11, since-bard-
metric pressure does vary witlr different locations,
and witty time at the same location. The reason for

11

N
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this suggestion is as follows: Amur spheric p is

the measure of the amount of air av at any
givenePoint. Thus, as the atmospheric p siure drops,
less vapor (that is, lower vapor pressure) is necessary

to attain that concentration Which defines an its:
likable mixture, and thetemperature which produces
this lower vapor possum (that. is, the flash point)

is also bwer. One might assume- then that if the
balometer drops appretiably after a flashpoint deter
mination is made, whaNas tested as a nonflanutiable
substance at the higher reading may be flammable at
the new pressure. However, this seems to be an un-

realistic concern since aces:re:ling.:to the National
Oceanic and Aimciipheric Adininistration (NOAA),
the largest barometrib deviation in a single day (ex-
cluding hurricanes and tornadoes) is less than 20 non:

Hg, and this wouldchange a flash point of 80°C by
less thin 3°C.

- .

There are several common methods of determining

the flash point of a liquid. The methods vary only'
slightly with the apparatus used, and these apparatus

are of two types-open cup teeters and closed cup
testers. The method 4 basically as follows: the sun-

pieas placed in the sample cup and heated at a tow
but constant rate: A small test flame is passed across

the Cup at regular, specified intervals. The flash point
is taken: as the lowest temperature at which applica-

tion of the test flow causes the vapor at the surface
of the liquid to flash.

. The apparatus on the market differ in fcur ways:
(1) mite cup type; (2) cup insulation type; (3) heat-
ing mechartims; (4) agitation.

The "post important of these is the type okample
cup. 4at cup testers as ,a class give higher flash-
pointi than dosed cup testers, and are nopnalllused.
for4:deferminations on liquids.s_sith:leiatvely high
flails. points: -thesst her determinations result
from the fact thet.thelesIgn of the top of the sample

cup in an.opticup tester allows the Sample to be in
Arreatii contact with-the atmosphere, preventing any

quantitative buildup of vapors over the liquid as it is
heated. dosed cup testers have unalleeopenings
above the sample cup; this keeps the vapor from
quickly dissipating and results bra mixture richer in
vapor. Thus, dosed cup testers would be represent
tive of the worst, or most dangerous situation.

5

, There are two typel of cup insulators (temperature

4baths): liquid bath and air bath. Sidce the purpose
of these temperature baths is to ensure a uniform
temperature around the entire sample, a liquid bath

is superior to an air bath, due to the better thermal
transport properties of liquids as compared. to air.

As, far as temperature control mechanisms are con-

cerned, itmakes no difference whether the apparatus
has a gas or electric burner. Both are equally accurate
at the low temperature of concern, and the choice be

. comes one of convenience (electric) versus econorny

(gn).
The final choic-Ahat must be made is whether or

riot to include a method of !ample agitation an the
apparatus. If the sample toe zeFted is very 'viscous,
tends to skin over, or containr.suspendid solids, a
stirrer should be incorporated into the apparatui to
agitate the sample and prevent local temperature var-

iations. Since apure nonviscous liquid can also be run

on such an apparatus without a stirrer, it is recast:
mended that a stirrer be incorporated into the ap-
paratus. 0

There are,,a number of different flashpoint testers

. offered by the vendors, Fischer and Sargent to name
two, with various combinations of the above features
(Table 1).

The following is a short discussion bn three types
of physical state deviations from a pure liquid and
and how they should be handled.

, . Solution
sblution is the-least complex deviation fri..4 a--

pure 1i.quicd-and the procedures for ascertaining flash

._points of solutions have ,also been developed. The .

vapor pressure of solutions will vary either positively
or negatively from the ideal vapor pressur(where.
the "ideal v:Por pressure" is defined as the sum of
the vapor pressure of each constituent multiplied bya
its mole fraction). Solutions can be tested in the
sail** mintier as pure liquids with the following pro-
cedural change. If the flash point isaetenuined to be
6.6 °C (20°F) or higher, a sample of the liquid via
ponied to 90 percent of its original volume should be
tested. The lower value of the two.tests can then be
used as the flash point of the material. The purpose
of this procedure is as follows: Since the different
components in Ore mixture have differeet_volatiliqs,

12
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'
.

I

ample
Cup

Pensky4aartens (Fischer) .. Cased
Penstryidartens (Fischer) Closed
Tagliague (Fischer) j ' Open
TagUague (Fischer) t Closed
Cleveland (escher) ' Open
Cleveland (Sargent) I Open
Cleveland (Sargent) I Open
Pensky-Mertens (Fischer) 1, Cosed
PenskyMartenr(Fischer). \ Closed

TABLE I,

FLASH420INT TESTERS

Ursa Bath
' Type of Temp.

Control
Cost

(1974)

No Air Electric $395
yes Air Electric $470
No Liquid Electric $200

4Io Liquid Electric $300
No None Gas $265
No None Gas $120
No None Electric $240

esP
No
Yes Air

Gas
Gas

$330
$400

the composition of the liquid phase changes, which
produces achange in-the composition of the resultant
vapor phase, which in turn will affect the flash point.
The evaporation of 10 percent of the more.volatile
comp6sition ascertains whether this change in corn-
position will produce a flammable mixture.

III. Sludges
Sludges, including slurries, colloids, etc., pose a

much more difficult testing pioblem. Following is a
short discussion of some of the physical peculiarities
of sludges which might affect flash-point testing. If
the sludge is stratified, which is likely due to the dif-
feting densities of most substances, then the upper
layers will inhibit evaporation of the o ers.

The evaporation of the lower layers will occur at the
nobnal rate only when they are in direct contact with
the atmosphere at either thermally or mIchanicallY
produced holes. This problem can be overcome by
taking two testing samples, representing the two ex-,
treme "sittatiohs, theie situations being: (1) no
mechanical or thermal agitation_p_msent so that only
the least dense (top) layer is in -ft.taci with the
atmosphere and able to evaporate; (2) the vigorous
agitation so that all components of the sample come
into contact with the atmosphere and can evaporate.

If two -samples representing these extremes are
taken and tested' .(a sample of just the top lay%
and sample of the waste when agitated) and neither
results in a flammable solution, then any linear sow
bination of the two situations should alsb be nonflam-

inable,
The theoretical rationale for this evaporation in-

hibiting effect of layer stratification is as follows:, at
any given temperature the moleculaf motion, which

4 .

is simply a manifestation of the kinetic energy of a

_ sample, can be statistically described in terms of a
Boltzman distribution. Qniy those molecules with a
kinetic energy above a certain leveFhave enough MOP
gy to escape the attractive forces of the other mole-
cules in the liquid phase and can escape into the gas
phase.' /Obviously, those moleculef far below the sur
face have a very small chance of reaching the surface
with this minimum kinetic energy intact, since they
are constantly, being involved in. inelastic collisions
(collisiois where momentum, and hence kinetic
energy, is exchanged) and wilt on the average; lose
energy in these exchanges since they are themselves
above the mean in energy.

1V.:Solids
The on is one in which the sample to be

tested is a solid. burning of most substances,

the actual combustion takes only after the sub-
stance has been vaporiied or decom by heat to
pritduce a"gas. Most solids have lower vapor

than liquids, due usually to the stronger intesmoteon-
lax forces existing in ,solids. For thisseason, they are

less ilk* to be flanimable since it takes more oar-
7gy,lhat is, a higher "temperature," to volatilize them.
It is rare fora solid to have a flash o4fire point in the
normal temperature range except for those solids hash
ing a meaningful vapor pressure, like napthol. Be-
cause of this fact,. there is less danger of fire from
solids. Since solids can exist in many different
"states" (granular, amorphous,. rigid, etc.), the flam-
mability testing procedures must be very general with
few of the specific details one has come to expect in

standards.
Als6 tests which measure the ignitionor flame

13
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BACKGROUND FOR DEFINING HAZARDOUS WASTES

point of solids tend to give results which are highly
dependent upon, the conditions of heating. Solids, as
a rule, do not conduct heat as well as liquids, for this
reason localized hot and cold spots can dlielop when

testing a solid, and give rise to an observed ignition
point which may be different than the actual ignition
temperatures. Therefore; presently available testing
methods measuring such properties as the auto-
ignition point of solids do not seemto be useable in a

`
regialatow system, due to the inconsistency of the
available test methods, and the problems associated
with obtaining representative samples for testing.
What can be used in place of a testing method could
be a prose definition similar to that used by the State
of California: "A flammable solid is a solid which
may cause fire through friction or whiCh may be
rifted readily and when ignited burns so vigorously
and persistently as to create a hazard . . ."

CORROSIVENESS

Corrosive wastes are of twcfold concern. The
primary concern is for the safety of the waste hand-
lers (haulers and disposers). Wastes capable of dam-

aging tissue by corrosive action must be identified,
and then properly labeled to insure that they receive
cautious handling. The second concern. is that if
wastes which are to bedstored for a period in a con-
tainer are corrosive, they may corrode the container, -
leak out, and cause damage. There are standard
mee:ocis available to judge if a specific waste might
ba cause for either concern. The Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), the Department of Commerce,

the Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA), and the Department of Transportation
(DOT) all reference a test which can be used to
determine how corrosive a particular w ste would be
to mammalian tissue (Title 21, CFR 19 0, .11).
The test- specificies use of an albino rabbit, a

is good correlation that substances corrosive to the
skin of an albino rabbit would also be corrosive to
human tissue. Unfortunately, this test is very expen-
sive and time-cans tning when run on a regular basis,

that is, for each bat h of waste,
The second area:of concern, the conviiion or the

container holding a hazardous waste, can be addressed

by a standard test described by the National Associa

tion of Corrosion Engineers. This test determines
how. corrosive a sample is to certain metal alloys.

. This is necessary if: (1) the waste is hazardous and

is to be stored in a metal container; and (2) the
waste will come into cellitact with metal containers
which contain hazardous wastes. This test is de-
scribed in the National Association of Corrosion En

gineers Standard (TM.01-69). The test consists of
placing a sample of metal of known surface area into

the suspected corrosive waste and measuring the
weight loss due to corrosion after specified time inter-

vafi. This weight loss is then manipulated by alge-
braic equations to give suet information as mils
metal corroded per year (perpendicular to the metal

surface).

It is impordht to realize that this standard was"
written for the primary purpose of determining the
ability of a particular metal to withstand corrosion,
whereas our interest is in whether a particular "solu-
tion" (sludge, slurry, etc.) is itself corrosive. This dif-
ference in philosophy, however, does trot affect the
validity of the test, and seems .to necessitate, only
minor procedural changes.

in the test as it MS originally devised, the exhaus-

tion of she corrosive constituents of the sample solu

tion was avoided by the addition of more corrosive
constituents, or by changing the solution during the
test. For waste identification ourposes_this is
unnecessary, for while the test was designed td deter
mine the corrosion rate of a material which is being
constantly assaulted by fresh solution, our metal
containers are only in contact with a very limited,
specific amount of solution.. As long as the ratio of
thtsurface of test alloy to the amount of test solution
is smaller than the ratio of the inside surface of the
container to the total amount of solution in the con-
tattier, any error will be on the safe site. Obviously.
the alloy tested should be the one of which the con-

re tamer is made.

This protocol would not be foolproof. Pitting,
galvanic, intergranular and other types of corrosion
can cause leakage within a time period within which

the test results would indicate that no leakage would
occur. A decision would have to be made as to what
time period a waste might be allowed to remain
drummed before it would have to be tested.

Another alternative to specifying a corrosiveness
testing protocol is to specify container standards. The -
container lining and drum gauges could bo specified
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for wastes which are to be stored for stipulated
periods of time.

REACTIVITY
There are-presently no recognized standard gen-

eral testing methods for reactivity. The prestnt regu-
latory method of. describing "reaCtive" materials is
to publish Tlist of such, and then give a catchall
definition. ; These definitions do not, however, in.
dicate a positive test for reactivity, but rather describe
the physical peculiarles of-these width,e materials,
for example, "a strong oxidizer" or "a self-pol-
ymerixer." This ambiguity results from the fact that
while' "highly reactive" substances are found to be-
long to specific classes or chemicals (for example,
peroxides, etc.); there is no particular structure of

"chemical composition that can be used as an a priori
indicator of "reactivity." This is because reactivity
is solely a- function of the thermodynamic descrip.,
don of the initial, transition, and final states of the
reaction components.

These highly reactive hazardous substances are sub
stances which:

I. nutopolymerize
11. React vigorously with-air-or water

11rAre unstable with respect to heat or shock
IV. Are strong oxidizing agents
V. React readily hq give off toxic fumes

VI. Are explosive

These categories are not discrete, but ocrlap. For in-
stance some peroxides would fit four of the above
categories.

All these categories (except IV) usually reouire an

external impetus to precipitate the reaction either in
the form of energy as a "shock" or the addition of an
Initiating agent.

One common link among highly reactive sub-
stances, and an important reason for their hazardous-
ness, is that their reactions can cause the. formation of
seep temperature or pressure gradients with time.
There are standard methods of testing for and measur-
ing these effects. Differential Thermal Analysis DTA
(ASTM E475) is one procedure that can be used to
identify wastes which give off large amounts of heat
when reacting. The procedure oansisti of confining

the sample in a s y desigued-iressel equipped
with ashielded the al-couple;

The test assem y is put into a temperature bath
and then-halal t a constant temperature increment
rate, "'ha dif dal temperature (sample tempera.
ture min th temperature) is recorded versus bath
temper Lure or versus a thermally inert control mater-
ial.)The differential tempelature wive (that is, sane
pl temperature, due to reaction exobrermicity versus

"`bath temperature, due to oanstant thermal input),
is graphically analyzed to determine the ,threshold
temperature for initiation of measurable reaction.

Likewise, wastes which, react to form high pores-
; sure gradients can be identified by use of a reaction

vessel equipped with a pressure transducer. This can
then be heated and the pressure increase with time
analyzed graphically.

The problem yith these two methods lies in the
fact that the r must be analyzed. and a judgment
made. The results can be ambiguous and not readily
interpretable. For example, the pressure transducer
only reads the pressure increase, but gives no indica.
don as to the nature of the vapor being formed.

There are standardized testing methods available
to identify those materials which are pressure send-
dve, or can be detOnated by shock, such as the
Picathiny Arsenal ter

A test methcid wincn could be used to identify
strong oxidizers would be use of a redox eledtiode:
Oxidation can be thought of as the loss of electrons:
a redox electrode measures the potential difference
between the test solution 'and a Standard electrode.
From this potential, a test solution can be judged as
either oxidizing or reducing, and to what extent. This
test method can only be used on a liquid waste, and
specific protocols are not presently available to use
this method for determining the redox potential of
wastes,

The tests mentioned above are all specialized test-
ing prodedures which should only be run on a small
percentage of vrlstes. An alternative method of
handling, the identification of highly reactive wastes
would be to develop prose definitions or the effects
of these! reactive wastes similar to the National Fire
Protection Association categories for reactive substan
ces or oxidizers, with a sample listing for each.

15
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4 SUMMARY
As the foregoing discussion illustrates, the dermi

tion of a hazardous waste. (as required by Section
3001 of the Resource Conservation and Reccivery
Act) promises to be both scientifically, and in a poi.
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icy sense, .a very, complex talk. The variety of op.
lions for definition of these simpler, physical pawn.

"eters will ccompotind greatly when the acute and
chronic toxicity factors are addressed.
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Chapter 3
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PROBLEM RECOGNITION AND DEFINITION

BACKGROUND

BACKGROUND
According. to current estimatesy the Office of

Solid Waste, 336 million Metric tons (wet weight) of
industrial wastes are produced animillyin the United
States, with a yearly growth rate of aboUf 3 percent.-
It is also estimated that about 10 percent of this
intluttrial Waste is potentially hazardous. The inade-
quate management of these hazardous wastes has the
potential of mining an adverse impact on public
health and the environment. This impact combines
both the acute (short-range or immediate) and
chroniC (long - range). offsets of a hazardous Dom-
Pound or a hazardous" combination of compounds,

\and is related to slroducdorquantities Ihd distribu-
tion. In .EPA's Report to Congress* onlazardous
wastes, EPA concluded that the prevailing methods of
hazardous -waste management are inadequate and re-
sult in the uncontrolled discharge of hazardous resi-
de:is:into the environment.^

TYPES OF DAMAGE.INCIMTS
OSW has compiled' bundieds of case studies of

damages resulting from the improper management of
industrial residues, of which Tame have Wei pub-
-listed. In the course of this datata&sering effort,
OSW has recognized six major .youtes of 'environ-
mental transport that can result In the improper land
disposal ,of hazardous wastes (1) groundwater con-
tamination via !sachet.; (2) surface water contamina-
tion 'via runoff; (3) air pollution via open burning,
.evaporation, sublimation, or wind erosio (4) poison-
ing via direct contact; (5) poisohing via the. food

._sN
*Secticin '212 of the &naval Recovery Act of 1970

required that EPA prepare s comprehensive report to Con-
gress on the stores* and disposal of hazardous wastes.

r--
,

10

,,,,

chain; and (6) fee and 'explosion. Many cases docu-
ment the immediate and lOng-term danger 'to man or
his environment from Improper disposal of such
hazardoutwastes. Three examples'

Fifteen thousand drums of toxic and corrosive
'metal industrial wastes were dumped on farm-
land, resulting in the deaths of large numbert of
cattle from cyanide poisoning and the contamina-
tion of nearby surface water by runoff.

Hexachloroberizene .(HCB) was dumped in a
rural landfill, where it sublimed into the air.

- The HCB was ultimately absorbed into the body
tissues of cattle, resulting in the quarantine of
20,000head of cattle by the Louisiana Department
of Agriculture at a loss of approximately 3.9 mil-
-lion dollars to ranchers.

Chemical wastes were illegally stored and
dumped, causing the contamination of the Co-
hammy aquifer by petrochemicals. This resulted
in the condemnation of 150 private wells.

TABULATION OF DAMAGE DATA

has toomp4ed an inventory of over 400 cases
of damage resulting from waste-disposal practices.
The-majority of case studies in the inventory relate to
industrial processing waste disposal; however, dam.
ages from the disposal of pesticides and peiticide con-
tainers have also been incorporated. The primary
sources for this data-gathering effort were Site en-
vironmental regulatory agencies.

Based eti 421 industrial and pesticide wasterelated
damage case studies compiled to date, OSW has pre-
pared a number of tabulations which may help in
reaching some preliminary conclusions about prevail-
ing damage trends.

17
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".' PROBLEM RECOGNITION AND DEFINITION I I

Table 2 categorizes the damage mechanisms in.
volved in the analyzed case suidies by disposal
inethod. It indicatesthat groundwater oontamina
'don is the. most common type of damage reported,
followed by surface.water contamination. Moreovek,
in mosra--)ses Of established groundwater contamina
don, actual water supply wells (as compardd to mon
itoring wells) have been Affected. The table also
shows that "other land disposal'," which generally
refers to -promiscuous dunning or dumping on land
not designated-for.this purpose, is- the most signifi
Olt source of damage.

It should be noted that the data summarized in
the fablp are not nationally representative since 65

ewe* of the 421 cases studied were obtained from an in.
complete survey of one State that already has a per-
mit system for landfills and surface impoundments._
The most flagrant environmental offenses generally

occur in those States that do not have regulatory pro.
grams for industrial waste disposal. Further, such
States generally do not have adequate documentation
of damages.

The contaminants, listed in damage incidents by
disposal metho(*.comprise a wide range of harmful
and potentially harrs)ipl substances (Table 3). The
largest' category, miscellanedis organics (i1entified.
in 88 separate incidents), includes some known.and
suspected carcinogens. It should be emphasized,
however, that in most documented damage cases,
chemiCal analysis of the contaminants is inComplete;

This is mainly due to the :expensive nature of thor
ough laboratory analysis, especially when organic con
taminants are involved.

Two other interesting observations derived from
the tabulation of case 'Wiles shi4Id be noted. One
is that in 63 percent of the incidents of damage, the

Table 2
MECHANISMS INVOLVED IN INCIDENTS OF DAMAGE BY DISPOSAL METHOb°

Disposal Method
Surface

Impoundments
Landfills,
Dumps

Other Land
Disposatb)

Storage

of Wastes

Smeltings,
Slag, Mine

Tailings

timber of Cases 89 99 203 15 - 15

Damage Mechanism
(number of cases)

Groundwater
(259) 64 117 10 11

Surface Water
(170) 42 49 71 8

Air
(17) 3, 9

Fires, Explosioni
(14) 'I1 3

Direct Contact Poisoning
(52) 1 6 40 5

Wells Affected°
(140) 32 28 74 4l 2

b)
c)

The tabulanoIn is based on 421 cases studied thus far. The numbers in the matrix add up to more than 421, because several
damage incidents involved more than one damage mechanism.
Haphazard disposal on vacant properties. on farmland. spray irrigation, etc.
Not inchlded as a damage mechanism.

Note. The data presented in this table have been denyed solely from case studies associated with land disposal of inciusnal wastes.

18,
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TABLE 3
CONTAMINANTS INVOLVED IN DAMAGE INCIDENTS

BY DISPOSAL METHOD

to,

41

lispOsal Method
s

Contamhsant
3
g

Stirface
Ingiounebnents

Lendfills.
Damps

Other Land
Disposal*

CASES STUDIED: 421

Sinelthi9.

Slam Paw Storage
Tailings

ti

As 19 . S 4 10
Cd 5 3 1 1

Cr 33 . 11 9 12 1

1, 1 k

Cu 20 6 4 7 3
- Fe 40 10 ,20 4 .

Hg 11 1 - 1 9
Mn 26 3 4 4
141 13

was
2 5 1

Pb i22 6 8 3
Zn 22 9' 3

27 11 6 9 1
19 6 4 9
8 3

BRIT, 14 6 2 6 IMs- 16 6 2 7 1 t
SO4 18 9 2 5 2 1

Inorginsc Acids. 27 9 4 10 4
Misc. Inorganics : 83 21 29 6 2

PCBs r 3 1
Petrochemicals
Phenols

27
31

10
9

. s . . 5
10

1012 2

Misc. Organics 88 19 25 .39 5
!acted. 11 1 2 8
Pesticides 71 6 5V 7
Radioactive
Unspecified Leachate

9
25' .

2 3
18

I

1

1

1

2 -

Total A 4,
689 178 183 275 34 If

*Dhpostsg on vacant properties, on farmland. spray irrigation, etc.
1

causative waste disposal action occurred on the prop- Substantial quantities .of toxic and otherwise
erty of the waste generator; although in many in- hazardous industrial waste are'itut mated annually.

Land disposal of their) materials is lit:Teas*
as a result of increased produidon and constant).
don; and due to the institution, o: air andlwriter

1.

, stances, the damage bad spread .off-site when it was
discover. Tit second observation relates to the , .

-4e frameot cliscovely of damage. Sixty percent of
the available dadiage incidents iperelliscovezed during
the past 5 years,;, however, the acts of vast4 dis-
posal responsible for the damage may have occurred
yeArs or everidecades earlier.

EPA INI)USTRY STUDIES

. Under Section 212 ot the Resource Recovery Act,
of 1970, the Office Of Solid Waste. began examining
problems iassociated with hazardouswaites: As re .
quired by. the. Act, EPA Submitted a report to Con-
gress detailing their findings and conclusions, that
can be summarized as follows:

e.

pollution oxitroli.
.

Regulation ot nonradioactive hazardous wastes
s, at present, nonexistent at the Federal level,°and
variable in extent and inconsistent in enforcement
on both the State and local level. .

There is little economic incentive for generators
to dispose of their hazardous waste in an environ-
mentally adequate manner.

,

As a result, the Administration proposed that Con-
gress enact legislation designed to, prevent dangerous
and environmentally unsound hazardOus-waste treat
meriand disposal practices.

4.4
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It was apparent that should the proposed *isle-
tiOn pass, the preventive measures must be based on a
firm undation of knoidedge ards indisputable evi-
'dance order for resulting standards to be practi-

cal, likable, and implementable. This would re-
quire coniidetablY more information on- the genera-
don and 'bharacteristics of hazardous wastes, and on
the rechndlogy available for adequate treatment and

:disposal than had.been developed to date. Therefore,
the office of :Solid Waste undertook a series of 14

industrial studiei to. determine: (a) types, quantities,
and sources of those potentially hazardous wastes,
which are or-'W81 bienerated biindtiltry; (b) pre-
sent practices for treating and disposing of hazardous -
wastes; (c) cont rot technology which could be ap
to reduce the hazards preiented by these wastes upon
disposal; a (d) the cost of control technology.

Hazardous Want Quantities
The 14 industrial waste studies conducted-by the

Office of Solid Waste began In January 1974; and
were completed' n January 1977. The majority of
data collected were through telephone interviews,
plant visit's, 04 a sample and analysis program.
Approximately 200 milliek metric tons of total in-
dustry waste and 29 million metric tons ofpotendally
hitardous waste (wet weight) were generated it 1974
by the 14 industrial sources (Tables 4 and 5).

TABLE 4

U.$. INDUSTRIAL WASTE GENEIIATION
(MILLIOMETRIC TONS ANNUALLY) (104)

13

TABLE 5

POTENTIALLY HAZARDOUS WASTE QUANTITIES (US.)
(MILLION METRIC TONS ANNUALLY) (1974)

Industry Dry Basis Wet basis

1. Batteries* -
2. Inorganic chemicals
3. Organic thank:eh, pesticides,

explosives
4. Electroplating .
5.
6. letup relining
7. aceedcah
8. Motels
9. Leather tanning`

10.. Textile'
11: Milks plastics

snadt;nery.
13. Electronic components

0 .005 0.010
2.000 3.400

2.150 6.86b
0.909 5.276
0.075 0.096
0.625, 1.757
0.062 0.055
4.454 8:335-

5 0.146
1.770
0.785
0.1'62--
0.036
0.057

log 0.048
. 0.205

0.102
0.026
0 .057

10.'763 28.755

14. Waste oil reetin,ing

Totals

:n4111my cate90ry
Total Total
Dry Wet

Two inter?sting observations' derived from the
tables should,bp noted. First o 11, the haiardous
portion of the waste is app ately percent
(wet weight) of the total Indus .quantity.
percentage is 'larger than the 10 percent estimated
for allolodusttial wastes. Therefore, these particular
Industries are thought to-generate the majority of
the veden's hazardous wastes. The second observe-
tion is that foiir industrial categories-primary mralst -
organic chemicals, pesticides, and explosives; elec '
troplating and metal finishing; and inorganic them'
icals-account for 83 percent of the total hazardous
waste produced (wet weight) from the 14 industries. .

The geographical distribution of potentially ha-.
ardous waste quantities shows that othe majority of

40
(Lo

%0co 6-11'..000l

oito hazardous waste is generated in EPA Regions III,
00

IV, V and VI, which are the major industrial sectors

1. Salaries
2. Inorganic chemicals
3. Organic chemicals, pesdcides,

explosives
4. Electroplating ,
5. Paint', s

6. Pettelsi'm terming
7. fikanlaceadcals

44, 8. Primer metals
90 textile dyeing and finishing

10. Rubber lad plastics
. 11. Leather tanning and finishing

12. Special machinery
13. Electrode components
14. Waste oil re alining

2.200
0.909
0.370
0.625
0.244

100.342
0.310
2.007
0.064
0.305
0.037
0.057

Totals 147.470,.,=..,........

7.000 of the country, that is, the MidAtlantic Region,
5.276
0.396
1.757
1.218

109.902
2.099
3.254
0.203
0.366
0.060
0.057

199.598

s

Southeast Region, Great -Lakes Region and Gulf
Coast Rigion (Table 6).

1When the potential hazardous mete growth for
the years 1917 and 1983 is projected, indications are
that all 14 industries will generate a greater quantity
of liazardous waste (Table 7). The generatlon.rates
will range from a 24 percent, growth in theParilary.
metals industry to a 2000 percent growth. in the bat-
reties, industry. A large percentage of the growtias

20
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cliie to the insdnion at air- and waterpolludou con-
A .trol technology that has been or will be added

(Figure .

Treannen Disposal Technology
In conducting th 14 industrial 'Waste studies,

treatment and. dispo l operations were also con-
. tatted to assess the types of treatment /disposal

TABLE 6

POTENTIALLY HAZARD( JS WASTE QUANTITIW.
BY EPA RtI0114)b)

, (MILLION METRIC TONS ANNUALLY)

'

A

EPA'RfOon Dry Basis
1

Wet Basis

1
I 205,171 1 1,201,486
II 586,460 1,910,524
III 1,720,138 3,888,173
IV 1,434,088 4,451,865
V 2,647,572 6,541,708
VI 2,797,065 . 7,120,978
VII 161.932 558,595

220.071 517,736
IX 550,693 1 ,487,91 I
X 439,818 1,059,038

Tote' 10.763,008 28,755,014

(a) Quantity figures were obtained from contractor esti-
mates of those wastes which are potentially hatardqus in 14
Wiwi:dal categories.
(b) Appendix B indicates the States located in the dif
ferent EPA Regions.

methods used for the various types of wastes, From
the studies, it was found that land disposal (that is,
landfill, surface impoundment, etc.) is the most pre-
valent method (approximately 813 percent) used by
industry to manage their potentially hazardous watses,
with treatment and recovery techniquIsIsuch as, in-
cineration, recovery, etc.,) making up the remaining
17 percent

1.
National Impact of Hazardous Waste Practices

In oak r to in an understanding of the nation-
wide potential for health and environmental aamages
related to Industrial waste disposil, OSW made an
assessment. of the environmental adequacy-of cur-
rent disposal practices, assrelated to the estimated 29
million metric tons of potentially hazardous residuals
that have been identified in the industry categories
considered. The assessment of environmental ado- '
quacy was based on the disposal practices employed
by typical manufacturing facilities -those which em-
ploy average disposal .technology relative to other
plants in the same industry. The modes of disposal
have been identified as environmentally adequate or
inadequate.

Prevailing disposal practices can be categorized on
the basis of estimated-environmental adequacy, and
the perceit of total wet weight attributable to each

TABLE 7
POTENTIALLY HAZARDOUS WASTE GROWTH PROJECTIONS

.

Iisdutuy

Amount
(Mill. Metric Tons/Yr.)

-"` 1974 1977 1983
Dry. r Wet Dry a Wet Dry Wet

% Growth*
'74 '83

-

I. Batteries .0.005 0.010 0,082 0.164 0.105 0.209 2000
2. Inorganic chemicals
3. Organic chemicals, pesticides

and explosives

2.000

2.150

3.400 4- 2.300

6.860 3.500

3.900.,

11.666

2 800
iv .C3>:-at

Kg&

4.800

12.666 .

40

77
4. Electroplating 0.909 5.2711 1.316 4.053 1.751 5,260 92
5. taint and allied products 0.075 0.096 0.084 0.110 0.105 0.145 40
6. Petroleum refining 0.625 1.757 0.715 1.841 0.811 .1.888 30
7. Pharmaceuticals 0.062 0.065 0.070 0.074 0.104 0.108 68
8. Primary metals smelting

and refining 4A54 8.335 4.732 9.104 5.536 1-.3.418 24 .
g. Texile dyeing and finishing 0.048 1.770 0.500 1.870 0.179 0.716 ' 373'

10. Leather tanning 0.045 .0.146 0.050 0.143 0.068 0.214 51
11. Spedal machinery 0.102 0.163 0.094 0.153 0.157 0.209 54
12. Electronic components 0.026' 0.036 0.036 0.078 0.050 0.108 92

.0.-43. Rubber and plastics
-14, Waste oil's-refining

0,205
.0.057

0.785 0.242 Q.944 0299
0.144 _ _

1.204
0.144

46
253-CO W--0474 0.074

6-Totals (To Date) . TO.763 28.755 13.795 34.174 15.909 .38.089 48

*Figure s-based on dry weight quantities.
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TABLE 8
ESTIMATED ENVIRONMENTAL ADEQUACY OF

DISPOSAL PRACTICES FOR POTENTIALLY
HAZARDOUS WASTES*

Disposal Practice
Percent of Total Wet
Weight of Potentially
rkaiardous Wastes

linvironmentrdly Inaciequite**

Unlined Suiface Impoundments
Non-Secure Landfills
Uncontiolle4 Imineration
DeepWell Injection
Landspreading
use on Roads
Setvered

Total

Environmentally A4equate

Controlled Incineration
Secure Landfills
Recovery
Lined Surface Impoundments
'Wastewater Treatmeni
Autoclaving

Total

48.3
30.3

9,7
1.7

<.1
<.1
90.4

5.6
2.3
1.7

<.1
<.1
<.11974 1977 1193

YE ARSa ' 9.6

$-

Figure 1. Projected Gib;rth in Waste Quantities for

Fourteen Industries

A disposal practice can be estimated (Table,8). The
primary disposal method employed for hazardous
industrial wastes is lagooning in unlined surface kn.

-

potmdments, ana this Method accounts for nearly
half of the total of these wastes disposed. Lined
impoundments that were cons..ered adequate receive.

less than 0.1 percent of the total. Dumps or other
nonsecure land surfaces receive the second largest

.quantity. Together, these forms of land. disposal
account for approximately 80 percent of the total.
Incineration is the third major management practice

now in use, with uncontrolled incineration account
ing for almost twice the amount adequately handled
through controlled incineration: The result is that
over 90 percent of the approximately 29 million
metric toes lwei weight) of potentially hazardous
waste generated yearly by the 14 key ildustries is
handled disposal practices which do nottstem ade-

quate to vide protection of public health and the
enviroem This estimate may be somewhat s
mistic because a small percentage of unlined surface

*Based on annual g 'aeration in 14 keytndustries during the
period 1973 1975.

impoundments and nousecure landfills may be located

in areas that preclude the escape of pollutants into
the environment. On the other hand, this estimate
may not, be so exaggerated if one considers that the
locations for landfills and dumps traditionally have
been selected on the basis of economic rather than
environmental considerations. Waste disposal usually

takes place on. land that has little or no value for
other uses, in such areas as marshlands, abandoned

sand auk gravel pits, old strip mines, limistone sink.
holes, etc. Most of these sites have hydraulic con.
cessions with natural waters. Similarly, most indus-
trial surface impoundments are unlined and were not

. sited on the basis of hydrogeological considerations.
Therefore, one could venture to say that up to 90
percent of potentially hazardous wastes are disposed

of by questionable methods and are ultimately sus-
ceptible to escape into the environment.

There are other circumstances underscoring the
significant potentiel for nationwide dainagesSom In.
dttsuial waste disposal. One is that most manufactur-

. ing industries are located b the "wet regions" of the
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net*, white groundwater and surface water con-
tamination are most blelY. This point can
trated by superimposing the rnajoiareas of industrial
activity on a contour map comMng rainfall and
evapotradipiration data (Figure *2). The areas of
nsaxintum rainfall and minimum evaporation are gen-
erally in the eastern third of the nation, where most
manufacturing and, consequently, industrial waste
disposal take place.

A similar map shows where the nation's principal
underground aquifers are located in relation to kid**
trial concentration (Figure 3).. One can draw three
generarconclusions from this map. The first is that
'most areas of high concentration are underlaid by
principal aquifers. The second is' that some of the
most heavily used aquifers are located in dry regions
of the nation, where the risk of groundwater con-
tamination from land diiposal practices is relatively

small. The relatively small risk is counterbalanced by
the fact that any contamination of these scarce water

1

resources would result in particularly severe environ-
, mental and economic damage. The third conclusion

derived from this map is that many groundwater
aquifers in highly industrialized areas are not current-
ly exploited as major water resources. This inter-
prntation is somewhat misleading, however, since the
map does not-designate those areas where ground-
water usage is moderate at present but expected to
increase significantly. From an environmental per-
spective, of course, the risk of groundwater 'con-
tamination should be viewed with concern, regard-
less of current usage rates.

OTHER SURVEY APPROACHES
The data collected from the 14 industrial waste

studies have been most helpful in Asenting a broad
national picture of the hazardous waste managedient
problems. However, the quantities calculated are
based on avery limited data base. A comparison of
the number of personal visits made to the 14 indus-
trial categories with the actual number of facilities

0
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Figure 2, Precipitation - Evapotranspiration Potential Contours and Industrial Centers of the Conterminous U.S.
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Figure 3. Major Aquifers, Well Withdrawals, and Industrial Centersof the Conterminous (.1%S.

operating, indidatis that exoept for the waste oil re.
refining-Industry, no more than 7 percent of the in
dustry was-contacted and contributed.data (Table 9).
Also, in only five of the industries was a sample and
analysis program performed (most of the samples
collected were grab samples). Additional surveys
should be performed on a smaller scale to increase the

;confidence of these data. Thii could be.accomplished
through.State hazardous waste surveys and through
information collected-through the planning agencies
created under Section 208 of the Federal Water Pol-
lution ACt as amended ("208" Planning Agencies).

State Hazardous Waste Surveys
As a first step in managing the increasing hazardous

waste problem, each State should conduct a statewide
hazardous wade survey to establish an informed&
base. For the short term, this information base will .

,cleinonstrate the magnitude of the hazaidous waste
prablerio document the need for legislation and rep-

elation, and identify the hazardous waste sources and -
sinks that 'should be regulated.SOver the long term,
the information base will indicate the effectiyenees of

a State's hazardous waste management program. A,-/
good survey will also help establish surveillance prio 'i

ties and enforcement adtions.

TABLE 9
NUMBER OF PLANT VIS175

7.
Group 1 No. V

Its
No. Plants

Batteries 5 263
Inorganic chemicals 63 1607
Pettoteum refining 16 247
Organic chemicals, pesticides.
explosives 53 2200
Pharmaoeisticals 35 1058
Paint 71 1550
Primary metals 53 2717
Electroplating 40 ?0,000

Group II

Tanneries 28 386
Special machinery 35 3906
Textiles 80 2000
Rubber & plastics 85 2I50
Electronic components 23 2855
Waste oil re refining - 5 27
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f".
A comprehensive survey should include facilities

that ge iterate hazardous wastes; facilities that receive

hazardous wastes for storage, treatment, and final dis-

posal; and the collectors and haulers who transport
--gatardrit:s wastes. The objective of the survey would

'Be to establish a statewide mass balance of hazardous

wastes. Surveying only one portion-of the hazardous

waste life cycle will not define the total pioblem.
Authority to Request Data

In a few f6tes, legislation has been enacted to
specifically regulate hazardous wastes. Pursuant o
that legislation, formal reporting, registration, or per-
mit systems are beisig implemented. Theilata from
these systems can provide the information necessary

for a hazardous waste survey. In some other States,
the olid waste management legislation is broad
enough to incltide wastes other than municipal.solid

wastes, that is, hazardous wastes. In these cases, re-

porting, iegistration, or permit systems can also be
used to gather data.

If existing waste-management legislation is not
broad enough to require information from generators,

collectors and haulers, and disposal facilities, it may

be possible to ute infonnation.gathering authority.
provided in other legislation (for example, air -

pollution-control legislation or water.pollution.con-
trot legislation). States can and have required genera.
tors to piovide hazardous waste information with
their water discharge permit applications. This ap-

-proach requires coordination with and the coopera
don of other State environmental programs.

In situations where a response is mandatory, the
data gathered should be fairly reliable and ,nearly
complete. Many States, however; will not be able to
use any existing iriformationlathering authority to
.conduct a hazardous waste survey. in these cases, the

States will have to rely upon the good faith of the in.
dustries which they are swiping. States that have
conducted hazardous waste surveys by mail and with-

out data-gathering authority have received less than

50 percent response to their \inquiries. Telephone

follow-up to the mailings has increased the response
tOe much as 70 percent. Other tates without data-
gathering authority have conduct on site interviews

with potential generators with a m ch higher success
rate (greater than 90 percent). Therefore, the on.

site interview is the best.approach assure maxi

mum coverage of hazardous waste sources and also to

minimize data of poor quality. It has been found that
even when industries respond, the reliability of the
data may be suspect, which is due in part to the reluc

tance of industry to ptiovide data which eventually
may be used to formulate regulations.

Survey Procedure (Ortsite) .

Eich faCtlity that generates or receives a haiardous

waste should be visited, mid operating personnel at
each facility should be interviewed, if possible. The
State can achieve greater depth and increased accur-

acy bf information, as well as better response rates
from a visit to each generator and disposal facility:
Firsthand knowledge of trazardoin.waste problems
gained during interviews will be of lasting benefit to
the State hazardous waste program.

Most State environmental programs have field per-

sonnet (in regions or districts) who can assist in con-

ducting a 'survey. With minimal training, these Ina
viduals could conduct approximately 20 interviews
per month. Each individual conducting interviews
must receive basic training for the task, and should
review the technical literature before each interview

to familiarize themselves with the types of processes
and wastes which they are likely to encounter during

the interview.
Before actually beginning interviews, the proper

groundwork should be laid by identifying potential
generators and disposal facilities, developing interview

forms, and most importantly, soliciting the coopera-
tion of other organizations (for example, trade asso-
ciations, local health departments, other State agen-
cies, etc.). Without this cooperation, the results of
most surveys would not be as productive and useful.

Each generator, disposal facility, etc., to be Si2r
Ileyed, should be contacted to make an appointment ;,
and to briefly discuss the reasons for the survey.i

Potential Generators

Several States have used Standard Industrial Cidssi-

ficetion (SIC) codes to identify, groups of hazardous
waste generators and have found the codes to be in-

adequate. (SIC codes are established by the Office of
Management and Budget and are published in the
Standard Industrial Classification Manual.) The man-

ual and codes do not identify individual facilities
or potential generators, and they are not as descrip-
tive and inclusive as would be necessary for a cont.
plete hazardous waste survey. The electroplating
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N
industry. can be used to illustrate the problem. Ap
Proximately tiro- thirds of the alectroplating industry
In the United St consist of "captive shops,"

ateinot Hulk der the SIC code for the elec
troplating industry. Therefore, if a hazardous waste
sutvey.8f the electroplating industry focused only on
*oil electroplating shops which could be identified

Eby the' SIC codes, many electroplating waste streams

would be omitted.
Manufacturing directories, which may also be

. based 8n SIC codes, do identifir specific facilities bait

do not include all of the industries which are poten-
tial generators of hazardous waste. Pesticide applica

tots, utilities (railroads electric utilities, etc.). mining
cp'erations, and Federal and State facilities are exam-

of potential generators that are not usually in
clded in manufacturing directory listings. Manufac-
nui4 directories can also be out of date or incom

plete.1 It is therefiire recommended that other 115t
(f?r example, air pollc-eon emission inventories,

water discharge permit pplications, etc.) be reviewed
to expakt upon the basic SIC code and manufacturing

directory listings.
1

.The,Survey Data Collection Guide

A survey data-collscdon guide should be developed

and used by all interviewers to insure that they are re
questingled gathering similar data during their inter
views. Devtelopment of the data-collection guide is
one of the:keys to a successful survey because the
types and format of the questions included' in the
guide will dictate the quantity, quality, and useful-
ness of the data gathered. An individual with experi
ence in conducting 'surveys and designing survey
forms should be consulted for this aspect of the pro.

gram.

Data should be gathered for a base year (for
example, calendar year 1974). vo the information on
hazardous waste quantities, technologies, costs,etc.,
will be on a comparable, basis with respect to time.
Attachrnatiilan outline of topiet which are con
sidered appropriate for a hazardous waste survey.

Much of the information described in Attachment
A can be obtained from air pollution" emission inven
tories, water-discharge permit applications, or other
State records. If information is available from these
or other sources, it should not be requested again
in the survey interview. "ante o
be considered confidential or proprietary. and will

19

therefore be difficult to obtain without adequate
authority. The main objective of the survey is lo
learn about the life cycle of hazardous wastes: ..
specific information concerning hazardous wastes is
not available, hazardous -waste generation rates can be

estimated by using waste generation, factors. Waste
generation factors usually require data relating to a
facility's production capacity (for example, 0.324 kg
of waste per 1000 kg of product). Comparisons can
also be made with similar facilities of known size,
production capacity, and gehergtionrates to estimate
hazardous waste generation.

Various approaches can be taken in developilag
a datacoiScdon guide. Specific guides an be cle-
veloped for each industry (electroplating, battery
manufacturing, tic.). or a single survey guide can be
developed to survey the various phases cf the hiz
ardous waste life-cycle (generation; transportation,
treatment, disposal, etc.). The advantage of the latter

type ofiguide is that it is not limited to a single in-
dustry. Each State should tailor the data collection
guide to its individual needs.

Data Storage, Hzindlitig and Display .

The data gathered during the survey should be re-

viewed for completeness and accuracy, and then
stored so that it is readily available and usable. The
dine will probably .first be:nsed to produce a survey
report describing hazardous waste management prae-

tices in the State. Topics that would be of interest
for a hazaidouswaste survey report include die types,
quantities, and distribution of hazardous wastes with-

in the State; the types, numbers. capacities, and dis-
tribution of treatment and disposal facilities that
handle hazirdous wastes in the State and the -flow of
hazardous wastes into and out of the State. In order
to standardize hazardous-waste reporting, quantities

of hazardous waste should be reported on a dry-
weight basis. An estimate of the weight of the water
portion of hazardous waste should also be given.
Projections of future hazardous waste generation.
based on growth projections for the Stapis papule.
tion and industry are also appropriate.

The hazardous waste survey will probably be sub.
ject to refinement as the hazardous waste manage-
ment program matures. For example, if a permit or
registration" stem were implemented, hamrdous
waste generation and disposal data would become
more readily available and more acctirate. From

26.
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time to time it will pro ly be necessary to produce
new di supplementary surve eports td, describe the

4.
status of the, program. The data storage and handling
system should be fleitible enough to permit
development of summary reports, to track the pro-
gress of the overall program, and to track the progress
of individual facilities.

'208, Planning Agencies
The Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amend-

ments of 1972 delineate water quality ,goals which
are to be-met by 1983 and 1985. The Act calls for
the formation of state and-area-wide planning agencies
to "encourage and ficilitate the development and
implementation of area-wide waste treatment manage-

ment plans." These plans are totesent an integrated
comprehensive system for managing water quality
problems.

Authority to Request Data. The Act calls for
-planners to develop techniques to control the dis
position of all residual, waste generated within the
folanner's,jurisdiction that could affect water quality,
and to control the disposal of pollutants on land or in
subsurface epavations to protect groundwater and
surface water quality [Section 208 (b) (2) (J) and
(b) (2) (K)).

Residual wastes are defined as those solid, liquid,
or sludge substances resulting from man's activities in
the urban, agricultural, industrial, and mining en-
vironment that are not discharged directly into water
after Collection and treatment, if any. Residual
wastes include municipal solid waste, industrial
wastes and sludges, hazardous wastes. and sewage
au' dge.

State °(or designated area-wide) planning agencies
can develop alternatives to control the disposal of
residwil wastes only after assessing the problem,
examining alternative practices, and soliciting ap-
propriate public participation.

SUrvey Procedure. The term Best Management
Practices (BMP) refers to a practice or combination of
ptactices that has been determined tobe the most
effective and practicable (from a technological, eco-
nomic, end institutional standpoint) means of pre-
venting or reducing the amount of pollution generated

by' nonpoint sources to a level eompitible with water
quality goals. A BMP does not necessarily imply a

single approach; rather, a BMP for residuals may be
a combination of techniques and practices that must
be integrated into an overall effective residual waste
management system for a given area. This concept
can apply to a hazardous waste management system.
However, before the overall hazardous waste manage-
ment plan is derived, the State or designated area-
wide planning agency should determine the extent
of their problem. A survey technique similar to the
one discussed in the previous section "State _Hazard:
ous Waste Surveys," would be most appropriate to
determine the hazardous waste management problem.

1.
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ATTACHMENT A
DATA COLLECTION GUIDE

FOR AN
INDUSTRIAL WASTE' SURVEY

A. General information (to be obtained from each facility).

FafiNty name.

Facility location

Facility owner

Facility mailing address

Facility manager . Telephone no.

Facility contact Telephone no.

SIC group name snd four digit number. Primary

Secondary

Time period for which data is representative

Number of employees Facility area

-Either obtain a plat of the facility showing the location of onsite process waste storage, treatment. and
disposal from the facility personnel or sketch a diagram of the facility'on the back of this page.

S. Waste characterisation (applicable to Pmarator, tralitmer..and incinerator facilities).

Process waits

Process origin .
Quantity of waste

Anna', rate

Average hourly
rate

Maximum hourly
MO-

k

.
.

.

Waits stream
coniposition
(weight basis) .

Process products

Quantity

. .

' .

Attach flow diagrams of each process showing product and waste streams, if available.

22
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C. Storage methodology litiPlicable to generators, treatment and disposal facilities, and collectors and haulers).

23

Process wastes .
stored

.Quantity

Type of storage

Frequeniy of transfer .
-.to the storage area.

-
.

...

Frequency of irons ter
from the storage
area

. .

Methods of transfei
to and horn
stm4e

.

. ..

Safety procedures

Emergency plans . .

D. Transportation methodology (applicable to generator, stomp, and treatment facilities and collectors andhaulers).

Wastes trans Red

QuanthV

..

.
.-___r

' Destination .

Waste
composition

,
.

..

Special handling
procedures

r

Emergency plans-
.

-...--
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E. Treatment methodology (applicable`to generator and trtatmen

# z

oa.

Wastes treetod

Ouantity

v.
A

-

Composition of
wades treated

.

..

.

.

-,.

,
.

.

Treatment methods .

1

'Equipment Used to
'. treat wastes

..

.. ,,

Products

Describe the wastes from the treatment facility using*e waste characterization portion of the guide.

4.

F. Disposal methodology (applicable to generator, treatment, and disposal fp:Shies).

Land disposal

Waste

Quantity

Composition ,

. . .
..

, .

\--.V
. -
,

Type of. isposal .

. Liner type

Thickness .

Lot:hate
collection

Depth of facility

Distance to ground
MUT -

Site secyrity . .
/--

Leechate
trestment.

Burial methods . -
Types of leechate

analysis '

Describe methods used to identify and mark the location of hazardous wastes.

. .
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(-CONtEPTUALFRAMEWORK; 0 OR EFFECTE
HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT

e

The. potential for damage to public health and to
the environment from mismanagement of hazardous
wastes (see. Chapter 3) justifies the need for imple
mentation. of an effective hazardous wasp manage

prograhl. -11

Current EPA-air and water legislattia concerning
pollution discharges focuses :on industrial stationary-
source emissions by requiring new source performance
standards and effluent limitation guidelines. Such
requirement4 on industrial categories are Congres
sionallit mandated. Emission controls appeared neces-
sary because (I) man.madialribient "controls" (other
than water dilution) are- impossible, (2) sources are
geographically fixed, that is, each plant is faced with
an immediate problem of treatment, and (3) surveil
lance and enforcement of emission limits are much

_ more practical than is wasteload allocation or
ambientair modeling.

In other words, with regard to air and water disk
charges, plants are stationary and emit to a moving
receiver (air or water). Thus, regulation at the
receiving end (ambient levels) is, very difficult.
Samplinj the emissions into the receiving medium and
exercising control at the discharge site Is not only,
logical but, perhaps, the only, practical apprbach.
Also, with a moving receiving medium (air or water),
it is difficult to establisha direct link between a spec.
ific plant's emission in terms of its effect on the
environment and public health, In the case of air,
this is due,to such variables as wind velocity and direc
don as well as the ambient levels to Wish the plant is

Acontributing. Similar vagaries exist with water dis.
charges. Streams have different flow rates, bottom
sediments have differing sorption characteristics, etc.

.
. . .

Land disposal,-on the Other hand, is a more readily
controllable medium. 'The sink (the.land) is fixed,,
and ate wastes entering it are the variables subject to
control in terms of the capabilities of a particular site
to accept specific amounts of certain wastes.

WASTE MANAGEMENT

Industrial hazardous wastes (whethit solids,
1 powders, cakes, sludges, slurries, liquids, or contained -

;gases) are a unique problem because they are
transportable, and, they may be immediate polluters
of the land as well as ftiture hazards in the air and
water media on both a short- and long -term bads.
Thus, the integrity of the pathways which wastes seek
(land deposition, incineration, chemical treatment,
etc.) is the cdtioill environmental factor -to be con-
trolled.

Several impoitant trends are evident from industry
oriented hazardous-waste. studies. First, many Wag
have similar characteristics, in terms of the di
options selected. Waste disposal practices are usually
determined by the physical properties of the waste
(liquid, *sludges, etc.) rather than by its chemical prop.
erties. Analysis of the studies shows more variation
within an industry segment in terms of treatment/
disposal methods than between the industry segments

surveyed. Also, characteristics of several diverse
wastes can often be exploited beneficially at waste
treatment/disposal centers.

Second, since wastes are often transported for
treatment/disposal, and off site treatment and disposal
are a significant privatesector business, waste streams
are not "stationary" in the sense that air and water
emissions are. Because economic waste treatment/
disposal usually requires an accumulation of sufficient

16
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-.quantities for processing, the prospect of waste
movement, and the environmental integrity of such
transport is a major" source of egulaiory concern.

Finally, land deposition i ost popular waste -
disposal option. Current rechno ogical variety is
minimal at present; for" y wastes, land disposal is
the process that needs r Lilian, not industrial
,prOcess streams. However, there is a finite amount of
land available for disposal of hazardous wastes.

A hazardous waste management program .should
result inotreatidn of a system with certain character-
istics: adequate treatment and diipc;zal Capacity,
lowest cost to society consistent' with public health
and environmental protection, equitable and efficient
allocation of Cost to those responsible for waste
generation, and conservation of resources achieved by
recovering materials and energy from wastes.

The system ihoiild -combine onsite (point of gen.
elation) treatment of some wastes, offsite (central
facility) treatment for hazard elimination, and secure
land disposal of residues that remain hazardous after
treatment.

WASTE DISPOSITION HIERARCHY

Due to their: high potential for public health and
environmental iamage, some hazardbus wastes require

special control procedures. Management of these
wastes means awareness and control over them from
the time of generation through their transportation,
temporary storage, treatment, ana.disposal (so-called
"cradle.to-gravey control). This comprehensive man-
agement of hazardous wastes should be conducted or
coordinated at the State level so that wastes may
teach environmentally sound treatment and disposal
facilities. Several States have adopted waste transpor
tation control systems involving manifests or "trip
tickets" to monitor these waste flows. Such systems
appear to be the most effective method to assure
proper handling and tracking of wastes from genera.
don to ultimate disposal. Effective identification and

labeling of wastes by the generators is essential to the
effective operation of any manifest-based system. A
discussion of these topics is contained in Chapter 5 of
this guide.

In addition,management of hazardous waste means
more than careful disposal. It implies consideration
of alternate methods and schemes, both institutional
and technical, to reduce the amount and hazardous-
ness of wastes..

1

27

A hierarchical structure of waste management
options is offered below, based primarily on eniiron-
mental, concerns, while recognizing. that economics
will playa major role in the wastesenerator's decision
proms.

Lde, energy recovery, and material recovery as
well as treatment are desirable prior to ultimate -
disposal, especially land disposal. Thus, the desired
waste management dptions are (in order of priority):

Waste Reduction
Waste Separation and Concentration
Waste Exchange

Energy/Material Recovery
%Waste Incineration/Treatment

'Secure Ultimate Disposal

Waste Reduction
Reducing the amount of hazardous waste at the

source, through process changes, is desirable. Red4c
Lion of hazardous chemicals used in operations,
substitution of less hazardous materials, and better
quality control to reduce production spoilage are all
examples of possiblections which would reduce the
amount of hazardous waste requiring disposal. The
less hazardous waste to be .disposed, the less risk of
environmental damage.

Waste Separation and Concentration
Even with the minimum amount of waste, it is

possible to isolate the more haiardous or toxic waste
streams from the mixtures in whiCh they occur.
Waste separation early in process-stream flows, as well
as Ample isolation of similar wastes into separate
disposal containers, can reduce waste handling and
disposal costs. Moreover, isolation of such hazardous
wastes In separate storage areas would permit operat
ing personnel to focus their attention on careful
management of those wastes.

Concentration of wastes by dewitering (with ap-
propriate airpolludon controls) will reduce the
amount of wastes requiring treatment or disposal.
This process not only reduces the cost of ultimate
disposal but, more significantly, minimizes transporta-
tion costs, which are frequently the major variable in
total wastemanagement costs. A savings in transpor-
tation costs could offset any added costrof dewa ter-
ing and might even reflect true savings to the waste
generator. Concentration of the wastes could 'cause
the waste to be defined ashazardous while it was not
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Xi In the diluted or watered stage. A trade-Off exists

between the cost of handling and disposing of a
smaller amount (concentrated) of hazardous waste
compared-to a larger amount of nonhazardous waste.

Waste Exchange ,
Next in priority is the concept of waste clearing-

houses" where -pretreated or untreated hazardous
wastes are transferred. These clearinghouses operate

on the principle that "one mares waste can be another
man's. feedstock." At least six waste exchanges in
Europe and ten formally organized ..vaste'exchanges

in the United States testify to the feasibility of this
concept under a variety of institutional arrangements.

Such clearinghouses are desirable but may only be
feasible at a State or multi-State level An EPA report
on this subject is available from the National Techni

cal 'Information Service, Springfield, Virginia.* 'ince
this concept is relatively new, additional informition
krovided in the next section.

Energy/Material Recovery

Recovery of potentially useful substances, energy,

or materials from hazardous wastes is desirable. Many

wastes contain valuable basic materials, some of
which are in short supply, making material recovery

logical from both resource conservation and environ-
mental viewpoints. Extraction of materials from con-
centrated, waste usually requires less energy, and
generates far less air and water pollution, than the
mining and processing operations required to produce

the material from virgin resources. As material
shortages become more widespread, material recovery

from hazardous waste will become' more attractive.
Likewise, the combustion of such wastes to re-

cover energy or heat value for other purposes is en-
dorsed. Such operations usually require special high..
temperature equipment. with emission' control sys
terns and effluent monitors.

Other limitations are imposed by the "quality
control" aspects of waste utilization for energy. The
user facility must have an adequate supply of fuel
with consistent heat value on a regular or fullme
basis. Also, some provisions must be made for stand.
by or emergency operations. These limitations must

. 4

* "Waste Clearinghouses and Exchanges. New Ways
fix Identifying and Transferring Reusable Industrial Process
Wastes," P8.261287.

4

be carefully considered and integrated into the plan-
ning for any system using industrial wastes for fuel:

/ Incineration/Treatment
Incineration even without energ3l recovery is desir-

able, in its proper order of priOrity mainly to destroy

organic wastes. Other nonblimableAgtes should be
detoxified and neutralized to the greatest extent pos-
sible through physical, chemical, and biological treat-

ment. Careful attention to'environmental emissions,
using control equipment and monitoring devices is
stilerequired, regardless of the process employed.,
Alternate treatment techniques are being investigated

° by the Office of Solid Waste and several reports will
be forthcoming.

Secure Land Disposal

For those hazardous wastes not amenable to re-
%men/. treatment ,* or destruction, volume reduction
to minimize land-use. requirements should be per-
formed prior to secure land disposal. Secure land dis-

posal either through encapsuladdn of small quantities

of waste or through the use, on a larger scale, of a
chemical waste landfill is recommended.

In general terms, a chemical waste landfill provides

complete long-term protection for the quality of sur-

face and subsurface waters from hazardous waste de-

posited therein, and prevents hazards. to public
With and the environment. Such sites should be lo-
cated or engineered to avoid direct hydraulic con-
tinuity with surface and subsurface water flow into
and out of the disposal area. Monitoring wells should

be established, and a sampling and analysis program

conducted. Air emissions should be controlled and
monitored as well. Additional characteristics of a
chemical waste landfill are described in Chapter 6.

WASTE TRANSFER CONCEPTS
(WASTE EXCHANGE)

Waste transfer is both similar to and different
from the purchase and reuse of industrial by-products.

In both cases, an industrial process generates, in addi-

tion to its principal prOduct, some material which is
not' usable by the generating company, but which can
be sold economically for reuse by another company.
When the material has a well recognized value that

`justifies the costs of recovery, handling, and transpor-
tation, it is known as a by-product. When the mater-

ial has a value which has not been recognized, it is a
potentially transferrable waste. As long as disposal

3S
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is easy inexpensive, disposal will be the waste
generator's economically preferred coma. Trinsfer
to another plant or industry is economically attractive
only when dispotal presents rnajor problems, as will
increasingly. be the case with tighter restrictions and
higher costs.

While some transfers occur directly through the
initiative of either the waste's generator or its poten-
tigniser, larger-scale *realization of the concept ire -

gtiires a third party or."transfer agent." This is be-
cause 'the possible uses are not viell established,
,generator and potential ISM usually do not know
about, each other, and companies are reluctant to.re-
veal irifonnation 'about their processes and waste
materials. A transfer agent is needed therefore, to
identify generators and user to each .other, while at
the same time protecting confidential information
until a promising match is identified. Even mom

transfers can be made if the transfer agent is able to

offer additional services, such as assistance with nego-
tiations, consultation about uses and reprocessing re-

quirements, or actual handling of . the materials.
The- term "waste" has two meanings that are re-

lated but distinct. It can refer to damaged, defective,

or residual material resulting tram an industrial
Process, which retains some or much of its original
value; this is "scrap waste"l or "scrap." In everyday
usage, "waste" can refer to any kind of refuse, with
no value, which can only be thrown away; this is
"trash waste" or "trash." What is considered fresh
by one person may be considered useful by another.

This difference between twes values seen in one waste

is central to both the economic and the technical
viability of waste transfer, and creates opportunities

for transferagents.
Transfers can occur only after many conditions

have been establishINfor both generator and user.
Etch, depending up own business and perspec-

tive of what is important, must consider the fol-
lowing:*

Technical feasibility the matching of the
chemical and physical properties of available
waste streams with the specifications of raw
materials they might replaie.

*Adthdonal information on incineration may be
found in EPA rthlIcation, incineration In Hazardous Waste
Management (EPA/530/SW-I41).

t
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Economic feasibility -, balancing of disposal
cats foregone: and raW material costs saved
against the administrative and transport costs
of implementing% waste transfer.

Institutional and marketing feasibility guar-

antees of supply and anonrnity; and. mutual
confidence among generator, user, and transfer
agent.

Legal and reguistory feasibility protection
of confidentiality, legality, and unlikellliOod.of
liability suits.

When generators and users cannot satisfy all re-
quirements.for a transfer by themselves, they may
'seek help elsewhere. Their rim recourse is to in-
formal networks of colleagues. The second is to
professional societies and the advertising columns of

technical journals.

The third is to an information clearinghouse,
which serves the limited function of linking interested

trading partner. A clearinghouse transfers only hit
formation, playing only a passive role in the transfer
process and leaving generators and users to negotiate

directly.
The fourth recourse is to a dealer, reclaimer, or

menials exchange that is equipped to handle, treat,
and certify the chatacteristics of chemical materials.
Such agents play an active role, because they stand
as intermediaries between generator and user. Of
course, many companies reclaim materials with well-
recognized reuse value. ..'.;

THE PATHWAY APPROACH TO CONTROL ,

The differences between air and water pollution
clean-up programs; and programs of hazardous waste

management result from basic differences ..in the
nature of the problem, such as transportability, simi-
larities in waste treatment, and the threat by hazard-
ous waste to both air and water. These fundamental
differences coupled with the resojrce/enforcement
Problems of other regulatory experiences have led to

the "pathway" control approach.
The regulation and control of the pathways which

wastes follow provide a more effective solution to the

problem of land-destined hazardous residuals 'coin-
% pared with control of specific industry by industry

sources. Not oak industry left with more flexi;
Nifty in terms of disposal options, but also, State
governments can mininu2e and target their enforce-
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meat and surveillance'resources.

Thii approach penults the State to apply its tech-
nological resources in areas of its chartered expertise,
rather than having to mini challenges as to its knowl-
edge of industrial process techniques. Based on in-

_dusrry studies, the best regulatory approach seems to

be to channel waste's to environmentally adequate
facilities, and to let innovative corporate managers

And technical, decision makers choose among accept-
opdons. -

If lutes wereree to flow to the most economic .
treatinentldispond piocess, and if these processes
were environmentally` sound (pursuant to air/ivater
emission limits), then environmental integrity and the
public health wouldbe protected. At the same time,
the *finning industry would be free to evaluate the
colts of different waste disposal options, both in
terms of impact on the manufacturing process and in
disposition of its wastes. This approach could also
protect any proprietary or competitive positions, by
not piescribing the specific means of compliance
with iguitatory controls. Thus,industry would be
freeto devise technologies to rant its needs (Includ-
ing waste reduction and exchange opportunities as
alternatives to disposal).

Similarities among wastes which can provide use-
ful treatment/recovery opportunities as well as their
ase of movement are also accommodated by:regulat-
ing the waste disposal "pathway."

In addition, from the perspective of the State,
reechoes can be concentrated on surveillarice/en-
forcemeat activities at regionalized fealties as op-
posed to the regulation of thousands of individual
plant sites. Depending upon the costs associated with
offsite treatment and disposal, howehr, some firms,
may choose to treat/dispose omit.. These cases
would be handled by requiring permits for these
operations as well.

Included in a permit-oriented approach to regulat-
ing these waste "pathways" or destinations must be
an information system to assure that all hazardous
wastes generated are transported carefully and indeed
are received by permitted facilities. Thus, the con-
cept of .waste transport manifests of °triptickets'?
has been introduced and is discussed in Chapter 5..

INTRA-/INTERSTATECOOPERATION

In many States, where hazardous waste regulation

is being'or has been considered, it is the latest-addi-

tion to a safes of regulatory authorities. When plan-
ning for or developing legislation and regulations for
hazardous waste control, consideration should be
given to integration with other regulatory/control
authorities. , It is desirable to Use existing legislation/
regulation to provide the necessary degree of environ-
Inental protection without an additional level of
bureaucratic authority. (It will also invite less opposi-
tion from the controlled industries by mitigating
grounds for complaints of overregulation and duplica-
tion of control.)

A prime example of the need for iptemal coordina-

' don lies in the area of transportatictn control of haz-
ardous wastes. Many States already have a Public
Service Commission (PSC) or Public Utilities Com-
mission (PUC) (or similar agency) which has regula-
tory control over hazardous material transportation.
From the Federal viewpoint, the 'Department 'of
Transportation has interstate authority and, based
on an interpretation -of Os legislative mandate,.indi-
cans that its authiirity applies equally to inifestate
movements of hazardous materials. Be that as it may,
it would be advisee for the State environmental pro-
tection agency to attempt to use this existing author-
ity, rather than developing its own expertise On trans-,

portation control. Morevoer, it may well be within
the legislative authority of the State transportation
authority to modify its regulations to include what-
ever environmental tonterns are not already amp-.
modatal: a

Internal coortlinaiion should also be pursued in
areal of planning. There may exist agencies that
were created pursuant to Section 208 °kw Federal
Water Pollution Control Act, or other regional au-
thorities who have exercised and devetoped areavide
planning techniques. These should be consulted and
fierhaps integrated into the planning process. The
major concern in udneorganizadons should be with

?, achieving the necessary enr!rormental protection, al-
though the managementproblems involved are ream_ g-

nized.

ft
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. .

These mine levels of cooperation and coordinition
should be sought oa an interstate level. Since

commit usually flows freely ackiss state borders,
eceditency et regulation (and documentition) is a
worthy goal; Materials (all waste) flow to meet an
economic market. Over-regulation, such as a pro-
hibition of the knpoation of wastes, may well have

1,

0

.

.
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a negative impact on overall industrial growth of a

State or region. Interstate coordination, through a
.common set of riquirements, is more likely to pro-

' duce the desired environmental protection, since
there would be_no easy way for the "gypsy dumper"

41 to avoid regulatory control.
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Chapter 5

CONTROL OF HAZARDOUS WASTE .

i. TRANSPORTATION

. The primary objective of a comprehensive hazard-
ous waste mana4ement_ program is to assure that haze

-ardous wastes are prbperly handled. to prevent undue
harm t o public health and the environment. Elements
of a comprehensive hazardous waits management

a
program include reporting by waste generators, the
regulation of temporary waste receptors (storage), the
regulation of permanent waste receptors, and the
regulation of hazardous waste transportation. Al-

though control of hazardous waste transportation is
only one element of a hazardous waste management
proeram, it is a key element. By controlling hazard-
ous waste transportation, a State can follow the flow
of. hazardous waste into and out of the State, and
monitor the movement of hazardous waste'within its

d jurisdiction. The key uses of a waste transportation
control program are to ensure that hazardous wastes
are transported to appropriate waste receptors and to
generate information for planning and surveillance
purposes.

A State's system for the control of hazardous waste
transportation should be developed to regulate all
types of 14ordous wastes produced in any form
(liquid, solid, or contained gas) and transported by
any mode (surface, air, or water transport). The basic
elements necessary for a control system are a licens-

ing system for waste haulers, a permit system for
treannentldisposal facilities, and a hazardous waste
manifest system. In addition, for a comprehensive
hazardous waste management program, there should
be _proper containerization; labeling and *carding of
waste containers and vehicles; equipment identifica-
tion and requirements for equipment inspection;
provisions for accident and incident reporting; and.

.

1

interstate cooperation.

LICENSING SYSTEM FOR TRANSPORTERS

Although not mandatory under requirements of
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, many
State: have found a licensing system to be useful.

A licensing sYsteth should be designed to regulate
the transporter of the waste. Any individual 'or
corporation wishing to transport hazardous waste
within or through a State's jurisdiction would be
requirrad to obtain a license. Existing State require-
ments for the licensing of intrastate carriers may be
surfoont with. specific controls for hazardonswa.sta
hiders. The approval of a license by the State would
indicate that the transporter has the proper equipment
to handle the wastes in a manner which provides for
the protection 'of public health and the environment.
The State licensing agency may have requirements
respecting operator training, tariffs, routing, insurance
coverage, handling of waste, etc. A license is different
from the permit issued to waste treatment/dispdsal
facilities in that the major criteria for the issuance of
a permit would be that the facility is designed and
operating in an environmentally acceptable manner as
defined by the State.

In addition to licensing the waste hauler and issuing
a pprmit to the treatment/disposal site, a State may

to require the registration of all waste transpor.
tation and handling equipment.

Equipment identification would make it easier for
hazardous waste shippers, hazardous waste disposal or
treatment-site operators, and* State' enforceMent
personnel to identify equipment that has been
authorized to carry hazardous waste.

32
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CONTROL OF HAZARDOUS WASTE TRANSPORTATION
.

because they are certifkl by the generator. After
'receiving certificition that the waste was received by
the hauler, the generator should maintain a copy for
his records.

Upoa delivery of the Waste. to the disposal facility
and acqUiring certification of receipt, the hauler
should maintain a copy of the shipping document fOr
his records. Agairt,The certification procedure armies
the hauler that the waste. has been received by a
responsible 'waste 4lispOsal1acility, For, the manifest
system to work properly, **Information erktered on
the manifest by the Waite generator, transporter, and
waste management facility should be made available
to the State- Based on these data, the State will be
able to verity that the hazardous waste has ruched its
destination, and that the total amount of waste de
livered to the transporter was received at the waste
management facility.% In ,addition, data on the
manifest will provide the State with useful informa
Lion on the amounts and points of generation of the
harardous wastes, and on the disposal locations of the
wastes. The :Utz can also be used as a planning tool .

to determine tutus:. needs for waste management
facilities..

. LABELING AND PLACARDING OF WASTE
CONTAINERS AND TRANSPORT VEHICLES
Each person who offers a container containing a

33

Each license applicant should be able' to demon
state that a viable program for the inspection of the
transport equipment has been established. An mspec.
tion Kograns should include a schedule for equiprnent
check-ups and a list of specific areas or points that
should be inspected.

HAZARDOUS WASTE MANIFEST

The major purposes of a hazardous waste manifest
am: I) to provide the State with a means of tracking
the flowof hazardous waste within the State and
with-daia bn the quantities and disposal locations of
the hizastious waste; 2) to certify that the wastes
beim, hauled are accurately destribed; and 3) to pro-
vide information for recommended handling, disposal/
treatment, and emergency response.

Hazardous waste haulers would carry a manifest
provided by the shipper which would describe the
hazardous wastes being transported, the composition
of the waste, the quantity of the wastes, specific
halyards, and the precautions which should be taken
in the event of any emergency. At a minimum, mani

- fasts should contain the address of the permitted,
storage/treatment/disposal site, the hauler, and oppor-
tunity for each party to certify completion of his .
obligation. The State may require additional Infos-
:nation such as identification of the process that
generates the waste, information on the hazardous
properties of the waste, and reconwnendid treatment/

disposal methods.
A certification by the shipper, hauler, and receptor

of the hazardous waste is needed in order to track the
flow of the waste. Certification by the shipper as to
the nature of he waste and its consignment to a
licensed hauler should be required. The carrier should
certify that the waste was hauled to a permitted
storagehreatment or disposil facility and the disposal
facility should certify that the waste was received.

Ile manifest should be used primarily by the State
as a means of tracking the flow of hazardous waste
within its jurisdiction and insuring the generator that
the waste was delivered. The manifest is filled out by
the waste generator and signed by the hauler. The
generator, who bears the responsibility of selecting a
licensed hauler and designating a permitted facility, is

. assured by this process that the waste is being handled
by a responsible carrier. The carrier in turn, is
assured as to the waste's properties and composition

N

haitonis n atonal for interstate transport must label
and package in compliance with U.S. Department of
Transportation (DOT) -hazardous materials 'reguia.
dons. Proper labeling is important because it indi-.

Vcates the danger while handling, transporting, and
storing the materials. 'DOT labels represent the desig.
slated claesification of the hazardous material (that is,
explosive, flammable, corrosive, oxidizers, etc.). La. -

belt are required on all shipments of hazardous
materials, except when an article is classified as ex
empt from the labeling requirement becauscof size
and quantity or because of special packaging. Multi
pie labeling is required for packages containing a
material classed as an Explosive,A or Poison A. Mat-
erials that meet the definition of loose than one
hazard class must be labeled as requited for each class.
In addition, each package containing a material class-
ed as a flammable liquid, a-flammable solid or an ox.
Ozer, that meets the definition of a Poisosi B must
also be labeled.

4'0
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Many ubstances that are hazardous to the public
healtn or the environment (especially due to chronic
hazards) do not presently require distinctive labels
because they are not defined by DOT as a hazardous
material The Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act of 1976 gives EPA the authority to work with
DOT to accommodate this need.

In addition to proper labeling of all materials, a
carrier may not move a transport vehicle containing a
hazardous material unless the vehicle is marked and
placarded Any substance which does not require a
label does not require a placard.

A State program for hazardous waste transporta-
tion control must identify materials that are hazard-
ous to the environment and the public health in
addition to those listed in the Hazardous Materials
Transport Regulations (49 CFR 172). The labeling
and placarding requirements of DOT may not be
sufficient for environmental protection, since they do
not indicate that the material may present an environ-
mental hazard. Additional labeling and placarding
may be required to be developed pursuant to RCRA
for any substance designated as hazardous, to indicate
that a public health or an environmental hazard
would exist in the case of a spill or accident.

The additional labeling and placarding of environ-
mentally hazardous materials would notify emergency
response personnel that the material should be
contained and not washed away as a first response to
a spill or accident.

ACCIDENT AND INCIDENT REPORTING

DOT requires that any time there is an uninten-
tional release of hazardous materials (in any quantity),
the carrier must submit a hazardous materials incident
report to DOT. The basic information required
includes the shipper's name, address, etc., the
amount of materials released, the hazard of materials
involved, the nature of failure that caused the spill,
and a description of the essential facts of the incident.

To avoid duplicative effort by hazardous waste
haulers, each State may require that haulers submit
copies of the DOT report of accidents or incidents
involving hazardous wastes to the State. The haulers
should include on the report their State license
number.

Section 311 of the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act requires that immediate notification be given to

the Coast Guard in the event of a discharge of a
substance designated as hazardous from a vessel or
from an onshore or offshore facility. Currently 303
substances have been selected, the list of selected
hazardous substances should be promulgated in 1977.
These substances were identified as hazardous because
they present an " . . . imminent and substantial
danger to public health or welfare . . . " EPA's
hazardous substance spill list is not identical to the
DOT hazardous materials list. The DOT list includes
explosives, compressed gases, and other substances
which do not necessarily constitute a significant
water pollution threat.

INTERSTATE COOPERATION

If a hazardous waste is generated in one State and
transported to anotherState for treatment or disposal,
the waste hauler may well be required to obtain hazard-p
ous waste transportation licenses from the States
which he will pass through. Arrangements to ex-
change information concerning the movement of
interstate hazardous waste shipments are being con-
templated pursuant to RCRA regulation development.
The objective of this information exchange is to be
sure that the hazardous wastes are actually reaching
their assigned destinations and are not being dumped
in transit. There are two occasions on whi0 the ex-
change of information is especially important. The
first occasion is when a State learns ken its generator
or license applications, reporting system or other
means, that a waste generated within the State may
be shipped to another State. The other ttate(s) in-
volved needs to be notified and should respond by
sending license information to the hauler. l'h e second
occasion is when a State learns through a reporting
system that a waste has been transferred from one
State to another. If the waste does not reach its desti-
nation,' an investigation should be initiated to deter-
mine the disposition of the waste and the hauler's
fitness to continue to transport hazardous wastes.

CURRENT FEDERAL. AUTHORITY
Federal authority for the regulation of intemate

transportation of hazardous m aterials is shared by the
Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) and the

......!: Q) . The ICC bears the broad responsibility for ec-
onomic regulation to assure that the public has an
adequate and efficient transportation system under
private ownership. One area of ICC involvement is
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the licensing of interstate common and contract car
veers of hazardous materials which are considered
property. In order to receive a license to operate, the

carrier must demonstrate the existence of a need for
his service, and his ability to provide the service in a

manner which assures highway safety, and protection

of the public and the environment. The licenses are
issued for a period of 5 years, at which time the
carrier must again demonstrate a need and his fitness

to perform the transportation service. If it is found
that a carrier is releasing hazardous substances to the

environment during the transportation of a hazardous
waste, the State or local government may request that

the ICC not issue or reissue a license for that carrier
to operate in interstate commerce.

According to the Hazardous Materials Transporta-

tion Act of 1974, " . . . any requirements of a State

or political subdivision . .. which is inconsistent with
any requirement set forth in this title, or in a regula
tion issued under this title, is preempted." DOT has
indicated that the Hazardous Materials Regulations
may therefore pertain equally to inter- and intrastate

transportation of hazardous materials. The Hazardous

Materials Regulations basically require that all hazard

out materials be shipped in DOT- (49 CFR 173)
approved containers, tank cars, tank trucks, etc., that
a shipping paper, which may take the form of a
shipping order, bill of lading, or other shipping docu-
ment, must accompany all shipments of hazer
dous materials; and that all containers, tank trucks,
etc., must be properly marked, labeled and placarded.

In addition, DOT must be notified in case of an
accident or spill that meets the incident reporting
requirements.

The Hazardous Material Regulations require that

each person who offers a hazardous material for
transportation shall describe the hazardous material
on the shipping paper Each description of a hazard
ous material on the shipping paper must include
I) proper shipping name, 2) th, class prescribed for
the material, and 3) total quantity of the hazardous
material. A shipping paper may contain additional
information concerning the material, provided that
the information is not inconsistent with the required
description. In addition, a shipping paper must
contain a shipper's certification that states. "his is

to certify that the above named matenals are properly
classified, described, packaged, marked, and labeled,
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andwe in proper condition for transportation accord
ing to the applicable regulations of the Department of

Transportation."

LIMITATIONS OF CURRENT

FEDERAL AUTHORITY

The ICC does not regulate all transportation. State

governments retain jurisdiction within their States, al-

though no part of an interstate movement is subject

State control. ICC does not regulate any intrastate
transportation of goods or materials.

It is important to recognize that the hazardous
materials transport regulations are aimed at protecting

the transport workers and the general public from
acute hazard due to intermittent or one-time short.
duration exposure. EPA believes that substances

shou.d also be considere Izardous because of their

chronic long-term effect. potential for environ-
mental degradation.

DOT has the authority to prescribe and enforce
safety regulations for motor carriers, oil pipelines, rail

roads, etc., and for the transportation of explosives

and dangerous articles. DOT regulations are concerned

only with safety on the highways, airways, waterways,

or railways, and do not currently address themselves to

environmental protection. DOT has published an
Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (HM-145

FR December 9, 1976), giving notice that it is con-
sidering whether new or additional transport controls

are necessary for classes of materials that present
certain hazards to the public health and to the en-
vironment and that are not currently subject to the
existing Hazardous Materials Regulations. DOT

Hazardous Materials Regulations classify materials
according to their nature, they do not provide spe-
cifically for any classification or designation of a
hazardous waste by name. instead, the general
methodology is to categorize hazardous materials into

a limited number of genenc classifications [for
example-explosives, flammable, compressed. gases.

flammable liquids, comOustible liquids, oxidizing
materials, and toxic materials (poisons) E. A waste
material may contain a mixture of different active
ingredients having differing hazard characteristics, for

example, flammability and toxicity. Under the DOT
Classification system, Section 173.2, a hazardous ma-.

aerial having more than one hazard must be classed

according to the following order of hazard. This will
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also pertain to a mixture: 1) Radioactive Material,
2) Poison A, 3) Flammable Gas, 4) Nonflammable
Gas, 5) flammable Liquid, 6) Oxidizer, 7) Flammable
Solid, 8) Corrosive Material, and 9) Poison B.

Therefore, a waste mixture containing, for example,
Acid sludge (corrosivematerial)and arsenic (Poison B),
is classified only as a corrosive material..

Under the placarding requirements, motor vehicles
containing less than 1,000 pounds of the following
substances need not be placarded:

Class C Explosives

Nonflammable Gas
Chlorine
Oxygen

Combustible Liquid
Flammable Gas
Flammable Liquid

\ Flammable Solid

OraiTic)ere!dde
Poison B

Corrosive Material

Irritating Material

When a vehicle contains a mixture of these sub.
stances, the vehicle may be placarded DANGEROUS.

The regulations being developed under RCRA to
be promulgated April 21, 1978 will address many of

the subjects discussed. Generator standards that im-
pact the transporter will require the labeling of those
materials defined as hazardous waste, the furnishing
of information, the appropriate padraging of the
wastes, and the development of a manifest system.
For the transporter of hazardous wastes, the regula.
tions will address recordkeeping concerning hazard-
ous waste transported; acceptance of waste for
transport, compliance with the manifest system and
delivery of all the hazardous waste to the designated
facility. Delivery standards could include safe opera-
tion of vehicles, accident/spill reporting, and appro.
priate handling of leading containers.
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Chapter 6

LAND USE AND POLICY ISSUES CONCERNING

HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT

The establishment of an effective State hazardous
waste management- program requires the recognition

of a number of policy issues by the decision maker.
The purpose of this chapter is to highlight and elabo.
rate upon issues related to land disposal of hazardous
wastes such as the definition of disposal, safe quanti-
ties for disponi, groundwater protection, public land
use, and others. The discussion in this chapter should
serve to focus attention on the need for explicit
consideration of these issues by the State official as
he moves to implement a viable hazardous waste
management program.

DEFINITIONS OF STORAGE,
TREATMENT, AND DISPOSAL

The complexity and stricture of a State permit
granting process of the type specified in the Federal
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976
(RCRA) are affected by the definitions governing
storage, treatment, and disposal.

In Section 1004 of RCRA, the term, storage, as it
applies to hazardous waste, is defined as "the contain-
ment of hazardous waste, either on a temporary basis
or for a period of years in such a manner so as not to
constitute disposal of such hazardous wastes." The
term, treatment, when used in conjunction with haz-
ardous wastes is defined as ',any method, technique
or procelkiiinluding---neutralization, designed to
change the physical, chemical or biological character
or composition of any hazardous waste, so as to
neutralize' such waste or as to render waste non
hazardous, safer for transport, amenable for recovery,
amenable for storage, or reduced in volume." The
term, treatment. also "includes any activity or pro.
coning designed to change the physical form or
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chemical composition, so as to render a waste Op-
hazardous."

Finally, the term, disposal, is defined in Section
1004 as "the discharge, deposit, injection, dumping,
spilling, leaking, or placing_of -any solid waste or
hazardous waste into or on any land or water so that
such solid waste or hazardous waste or any con-
stituent thereof may enter the environment or be
emitted into the air or discharged into any waters,
including groundwaters." Although these definitions
draw rough distinctions between sites or facilities
having no or zero emissions to the environment (that
is, storage) and those having some emissions (that is,
disposal), these definitions require that a secure land
disposal site (no emissions) be included in the same
category as a tank farm storing hazardous wastes.

DETERMINATION OF SAFE QUANTITIES

FOR DISPOSAL

Central to the question of permitting land disposal
facilities is the development of a methodology for
considering how much of a particular waste can be
disposed on a specific plot of land without resulting
environmental degradation.

This decision requires:

the development of a defensible procedure to
make such a judgment in a replicable way and;
a policy that sets forth the degree 'of environ
mental degradation (especially groundwater con-
tamination) allowable in the State.

In order to protect the public health and the
environment, EPA is developing a procedure that
State decision makers can use to evaluate any given
land site for its disposal potential for hazardous
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wastes. The procedure might incorporate a matrix, a
set of nomographs or criteria, or a mathematical
model, that will describe what is happening to the
contaminants in the sod.

The modeling of the dispersion of contaminants
through soil involves modeling of two cPstinct zones:
1) the unsaturated zone and 2) the saturated zone,
which also includes the aquifer (the water_table and
below). Most research has been in the latter regime,
the saturated zone and the aquifer. Of most interest
to the State decision maker is the prediction of
activity in the unsaturated zone, because soil attenua
don of contaminants takes place mostly in this zone.
The mechanisms of adsorption, absorption, chemical
interaction (ion exchange, bonding and forming of
complex ligands, etc.) occur in the unsaturated zone,
and it is in this zone where contaminants must be
sufficiently attenuated, to protect the groundwater.

Modeling of the unsaturated zone is in its Watley.
Models and analogs do exist which treat this zone, but
they are for very specific contaminants and for very
specific boundary conditions. To be of use for the
implementation of a permit program for the land
disposal of hazardous waste; a data matrix of waste
types and soil types should be developed based on
experimental and field data. The matrix should
consider the attenuation of wastes separately and in
combination with a range of soil types. The conspic
uous absence of laboratory and field data addressed
toward the unsaturated zone will hamper efforts to
develop a generalized model for the zone. Further,
the specific applications for describing the attenuation
of wastes in the unsaturated zone require a large base
of very specific laboratory and field data over a long
period of time to calibrate and then to validate the
model.

An extensive data base is required to develop a
viable test procedure for the attenuation of hazard.
ous pollitants in soil for calibrating models of the
unsaturated zone. Additional monitoring data at
untested sites are necessary to validate the adequacy
of the model- describing soil attenuation. Thus, only
after a model has been calibrated and validated, can it
be used as a predictor model with reasonable oonfl.
device. When such a model is ready for use in con.
junction with a permit program', it must consistently
receive the proper input data, and the actual field site
must satisfy all boundary conditions of the model:

otherwise, the predicted results will be inaccurate. In
such cases, the degree of inaccuracy should be
determined, so that appropriate safety factors can be
applied. Confidence in such a model should be rather
high in order to realize consistent and equitable
decision making by State officials. This requires
concurrent data and model development to fit most
circumstances likely to be encountered in the field.
The use of safety factors will have to be incorporated
to allow for any shortcomings in confidence level and
to be certain that the model errs on the safe side from
a health protection standpoint, when granting permits.

The procedure that is developed to evaluate a given
land site should be analytically capable of assisting in
decision making to support a hazardous waste landfill
permit application and evaluating the attenuation ca
pacity of various soils and various w tes separately
and in combination, as would be en tared in
typical field conditions. The procedure sh also
provide a fairly high degree of replicability terms
of consistency and repeatability of an er; and
extsapolation to new or untried sites, particularly sites
which may not exactly fit the assembled compare.
tive,data base.

Desired inputs for such a procedure might include:

Information pertaining to how much and what
kind of wastes have been, are being, and will be
deposited at the site being evaluated and the
disposal methods which- were and are to be
used.
Basic information about thk soil characteristics,
the hydrogeology, and the climatology of each
disposal site. Wherever possible, predisposal site

conditions should be established for normal
background conditions.

It is important that the data inputs be easy to
obtain by State officials and permit applicants.
Furthermore, permit applicants should not have to
assume, an undue financial burden or expend an
excessive amount of time in gathering input data for
the procedure.

The desired outputs of the procedure would
Include:

A knowledge of how much and what kind of
wastes can be deposited on a given parcel of
land. The effects on the water can be compared
to drinking water standards or other water-
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quality standards, such as natural background

levels (where in excess of drinking water stand-
ards).

A prediction of the maximum potential con-
centration of each pollutant In the groundwater:

both immediately under the disposal site; and
at the owner's property lines contiguous with
tither properties downstream of the site. The
model should also indicate when and for how
long this will occur. . This information viill be
useful for assessing potential long-term changes

and for settling possible court litigation suits.
Information relating to the transport, distribu-.
lion (at any given point or interface in the soil),
and chemical interaction of speCific pollutants
through specific soils.

Information on,the atrenuation of pollutants in
the unsaturated zone. It is desirable for atten-
',ration of pollutants to occur mostly in this
zone so as to maximally protect the ground-
water. The actual mechanisms involved In
attenuation (adsorption, ion exchange, etc.)
need not be known, although this would be
useful information.

In order to facilitate implementation; the outputs
from thatrocedure should utilize charts, nomographs,

and tithe, visual summary aidi in lieu of actual model

runs, wherever this appears feasible.

The development o f a predictive procedure designed

to evaluate a specific site for Its wastehandling
capabilities will help to insure that land disposal of
hazardous wastes will not pose an undue threat to the
environment.

GROUNDWATER PROTECTION
The State policy with regard to groundwater

preservation/degradation may range from zero dis-
charge (implying non degradation) to maximum

tion of soil attenuation and dilution (implying some
possible added tamination). Another policy
scheme revolves ound allocation of land use based
on aquifer usage. or example, the State of Maryland

is attempting to e blidi criteria to provide a way of
identifying the underground water supplies that need
to be protected. In this way, the State of Maryland
feels that better decisions cats be made as to where
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hazardous waste can be disposed. For the purposes of

controlling the pollution of groundwater, the Water

Resources Administration in Maryland has identified
four classes of aquifers and has also established criteria
for groundwater quality. Maryland has also set ef-
fluent limits for any solid, liquid, semisolid or semi-
liquid wastes disposed in aquifers. IThltse limits are

based on the assimilative capacity of the aquifersand

groundwater quality standards, and will be,measurtd
as determined by the Water Resources Administration.

By designating aquifer types and establishing
effluent limits, the Water Resources Administration
hopes to protect those aqidfers that are used, or are
capable of being used, for drinking water or agricul-
tural and industrial water supplies.

Aquifers that are not designated as a source for
any types of water supply will be used for waste
storage and treatment. Since all aquifers cannot yield

groundwater In sufficient quantities and of suitable
quality to be Useful, the State of Maryland" has ruled

that the use of these aquifers for waste treatment and
storage represents a legitimate use of this resource.

THE QUESTION OF USE OF PUBLIC LANDS

Federal A cy Policies

Under RCRA, the A and the States have a
responsibility to decre pollution, including environ-
mental purposes, lit uding hazardous or solid waste

facility sites. Program strategy places emphasis on

private-sector initiatives for hazardous waste manage-
ment.

EPA does not have a formal policy position on the
use of public (Federal, State, local) lands for environ-

mental purposes, including hazardous or solid waste

facility sites. Program strategy places emphasis on

private-sector initiatives for hazardous waste manage.

rnent.

The 1973 Report to Congress: Disposal of Haz-

ardous Wastes by EPA includes a short discussion on

the use of public lands. A partial reason for this stems

from the history of the report. It resulted from
Congressional concern about hazardous waste storage

and disposal, which subsequently led to Section 212
of the Resource Recovery Act 0970 requiring that
EPA prepare a comprehensive report to Congress on
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the feasibility of creating a system of national disposal

sites. EPA research for the report resulted in the
conclusion that strategies other than a national dis-
pOsal site system should be emphasized for effective

hazardous waste management. This issue under
standably became intertwinea with the use of public
lands, especially Federal lands. To satisfy the require.

ments of Section 212, the report does present, iti an
appendix, a comprehensive report and plan for a
system of national disposal sites, including hypothet-

ical locations of ideally located sites, some of which
are on public lands._ Unfortunately, this appendix
created confusion because EPA had no intention of
recommending either specific sites or the concept
itself. In fact, EPA does not advocate a system of
national disposal sires involving the Federal Govern.

ment. The Report to Congress, however, did state
that it might be necessary to make public lands
available if adverse public reaction or other reasons
preclude the use of privately owned sites.

Experience does exist in the use of Federal lands
for the processing and disposal of solid waste. The
following discussion is presented to show the extent

of Federal agency involvement in this area and to gain

some insight into problems common to both hazard.
GUS and solid waste management.

The Department of the Interior's Bureau of Lasid
Management (BLM) has State offices in many of the
western States for the management of the BLM lands
contained in a given State. In Colorado, the BLM
leases land to approximately 39 AO 40 local govern-

ment units for solid waste landfills. The leases are
generally for a period of 5 years, and the annual
cost is nominal-about 25 cents per are per year
After site closure, the terms of the lea& require site
restoration by the u,ser which may be a governmental
unit or an independent contractor. The BLM requires
that sites be maintained according to State (Colorado)
standards which are based on EPA guidelines.

Generally, BLM officials do not fe-tsee any
insurmountable problems for municipalities obtaining

UM lands for solid waste disposal sites, provided that
suitable nonFederal lands are not available. Although

urbanized areas in Colorado are limited, the BLM
officials believe that pressures exist and will be
increasing for the use of Federal lands in Colorado
due to expanding national energy requirements.
Increased oil shale production will generate large

quantities of mill tailings, for example, which will
require proper disposal, and Federal lands are a logical

candidate for that disposal.
The U.S. Forest Service also manages large parcels

of land in Coloiado. The Forest Service land is very
mountainous, and access is possible only 4 months

of the year due to heavy snows. However, it does
have five solid waste land disposal sites which are
basically operated in a manner similar to those on
BLM land. A need for a disposal site must be demon

strated in that suitable nonFederal lands are not
available and the governmental unit must meet State

standards which are based on EPA guidelines. The
use can be free (for a governmental unit) or on a fee
basis.

Regarding the use of Federal lands for hazardous
waste management, the BLM field instructions pro.
hibit the use of national resource lands for long term
hazardous waste disposal. Their guidance states that
leases be given for a maximum period of 5 years,
and that hazardous wastes that do not break down
into harmlesscomponents within that time should not
be disposed of on national resources land. This, in
effect, bans hazardous waste management on these
lands.

Other Issues Concerning Public Land Use

The use of public lands for hazardous waste man
agement facilities is an intricate subject that overlaps

into many areas related to the overall hazardous waste

management issue (for example, public acceptance
and economic incentives). The remainder of this
section will examine several key issues concerning the

use of public land for hazardous waste management

facilities. The follolving questions will be discussed.

Is the use of public land necessary to properly
manage hazardous waste and adequately protect

the environment and public health?

Will the enactment of the RCRA and related
State laws provide enough incentive to hazard.

ous waste management operators so as to make

additional incentives or the use of public land
unnecessary?

Can the use of public land be supported on
equity grounds?

Are Public Lands Necessary For Proper Hazardous

Waste Management? The factors that make some
existing public lands attractive for hazardous waste
management facility sites-remoteness and geological
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suitability may mitigate against the economic prag
matism of the use of such lands. Transportation costs
\of shipping hazardous wastes or residuals from their
origin in an industrialized area to suitable public
lands, possibly in a western State, can be prohibitively
expensive. Also, it is possible that public opposition
to the use of public landsespecially. for wastes
shipped from an industrialized area in the East to a
wettest State --might be just as vehement as the
opposition to siting environmentally suitable facilities
in urbanized areas. The actual shipment of wastes
from one State to another calls attention to the
problem of disposalwitness the opposition encoun
tered in early 1975 by Montgomery County, Maryland,

when it attempted to transport municipal waste to a
privately owned landfill in Ohio. Public opposition
by local Ohio citizens caused the proposal to be with-

drawn. It is purely speculative as to what the
opposition would have been if the disposal site were
on public land. Citizens and environmentalists may
have protested with the same result. Public confi
dense in long term care may be enhanced by locating

facilities on public lands, but that is not a guarantee.
The objective of environmentally safe hazardous

waste management can be accomplished on private

lands. They can be just as technically acceptable as
public lands. Adequate safeguards can be established

through the promulgation and enforcement of (State)
regulations, and through the use of requirements such

as bonding to ensure compliance and long term care.

The use of public lands is not necessary to protect the

environment and public health, and does not neces-
sarily provide an effective and efficient solution to
hazardous waste management. Further, their use does
not always solve the real problems of long term
security and public opposition to hazardous waste
disposal sites. There may be better ways of attacking

those problems. such as public education and strong
regulation to provide safeguards for the public.

Wilt the enactment of the Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act provide enough incentive to has.
ardota waste management facilities so as to make
additional incentives or use of public lands tmneces
say?. The passage of the RCRA is of special
interest to the owners of hazardous waste management

facilities because it is likely to create a substantial
positive shift in demand for their services.

The provision of public lands either to generators
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or service facilities fir hazardous waste management
is, in reality, a subsidy or type of economic assist.
ance. With the likely increase in demand for the
services of hazardous waste management facilities that

will result from the enactment of RCRA, it is doubt-

ful that subsidies or incentives to the hazardous waste

management industry will be necessary. Enforcement

of the new regulations will create incentives for
development of new facilities by ensuring additional
markets for services. Regulatory activity should
improve the financial soundness of hazardous waste
management firms over time by Increasing the rate of
use of these facilities and thereby increasing the prices

they can command for their services.

Can the use of public lands be supported on equity

grounds? A desired goal of environmental legislation

is to shift the cost. of pollution control from society
in general back to the specific producers and con-
sumers of the pollutionproducing products. In the
particular case of hazardous waste generators or
service firm facilities built prior to hazardous waste
management lations, an equity argument could be

made for ovidin assistance to outdated facilities
lacking adva treatment and disposal technology.
The installation of new technology for established
firms can be costlier than installation perforMed
during original construction. The prices for hazardous
waste management facility servicesare not likely to be

affected because the new, more efficient facilities
tend to set prices, and older firms may not be able to
recover higher control costs through increased pro:
duct prices. However, the fact remains that hazardo us-

waste.management regulations, in themselves, could

create a new market for the services of hazardous
waste management facilities (which treat and/or
dispose of 20 percent of all hazardous waste) and
could provide them with the business and benefits
that could form the basis of capacity expansion. On
balance, it seems inequitable to provide any additional

incentives, whether they be use of public lands or
some other form of subsidy, beyond the potential
economic stimulus arising from the regulation of
hazardous wastes. If it is one of the goalsof the new

legislation to shift the burden of hazardous waste
management from society (the public) to the gen-
erators and consumers, then the use of public lands
cannot be justified on equity grounds.



Chapter 7

FACILITY OPERATION'S

One of the most sensitive areas for decision
making by State officials is the propel operation of
facilities designed to accept hazardous waste. In.

creased attention will be focused on these decisions as
a result of the Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act. Even as national minimum standards,for facilities
are being developed under Sections 3004 and MOS of
that Act, however, decisions must be made as to the
'adequacy of ongoing and proposed operations. Thu;
this chapter is intended to highlight topical areas that
should be addressed by decision makers in approving
hazardous waste management facility operations.

Facility operati involve more than the diy-to.
day operation a waste management facility. This
chapter presen the State decision maker with a
discussion of some of the key elements to be aware of
and plan for in the proper storage, treatment, or
disposal of hazardous wastes. The chapter begins
with a discussion on planning for and development of
a hazardous waste management facilitY. Planning and
development not only involve a determination of the
need for such a facility, but also the site selection.
Site selection depends on various physical and cultura'
variables: geologic, hydrogeologlc, topographical,
climatic, ecological, and economic factors as well as
public acceptance.

After a facility has been constructed, it is impor
tent for the protection of publie health and the
environment that the facility be maintained properly
both during and :titer operation. The responsible
operation of an environmentally acceptable facility
from the receipt of the waste to Its ultimate dis
position constitutes a major component in the control
of hazardous waste facilities. Proper facility operation
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includes proper handling of the waste; waste com
patibeity in treatment and disposal; safety at the site;
monitoring to assure protection of the environment;
operator training; and financial responsibility. The
final step in the control of hazardous waste facil-
ities is proper closure. The owners need to plan for
site closure, and long term surveillance, and the State
must determine what the future uses of the land will
be.

MANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
With a data base describing the kinds and quan

tides of hazardous wastes requiting disposition (see
Chapter 3), the decision maker can begin to consider
the need for facilities to manage such wastes. This
planning effort should be an integral part of the State
planning process for all wastes, to be establish") under
Subtitle D of the Resource Conservatior. and Recovery
Act of 1976. In addition, planning, underway or
contemplated pursuant to Section 208 of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act, will need to be inter-
faced with State decisions regarding hazardous waste
facilities.

Regardless of the planning procedures used to
determine additional hazardous waste facility needs,
conscious decisions must be made as to the degree of
control, to be accorded to planning process decisions.
At one extreme, no hazardous waste facilities except
those on an approved State plantwould be permitted
to operate. In effect, this position could create State
"franchised" market areas which might ultimately
require economic regulation. On the other hand, a
less detailed plan for facilities with less stringent
facility operating standards opens the door to made.
quate facilities due to undercutting competition from
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poorly controlledfacilities. Thus, the "mix ". between
the degree of flexibility in the planning process and
the stringency of regulations needs to be carefully
balanced to meet the goals desired by the State for
safe environmental control of such facilities.

As an aid in analyzing the need for facilities at the
State level, EPA recently completed a contract report

analyzing the expansion capabilities of the hazardous
waste management industry. This report, Potential
for Capacity Creation in the Hazardous Waste Man.
agenient Service Industry*, states a variety of fee-
torn increasing the demand for hazardous wastez
management services: air and water pollution controV

and land disposal regulations; industrial growth; pesti-

cide controls; and new restrictions on ocean dumping
Of wastes. This increased demand for proper disposal

of hazardous wastes will apparently require full
utilization of the existing facilities and additional
construction of new facilities. Today, however, it is
estimated that only 53 percent of the overall capacity

of about 100 facilities operated by the commercial
hazardous waste service industry are currently used.

With the enactment of the Resource Conservation

and Recovery Act of 1976, an estimated 50 to 60
additional sites for commercial use will be needed to
adequately fulfill the demand for proper hazardous
waste handling, treatment, and disposal. (The esti-
mate includes the construction of approximately 20
secure landfills.) Typically, these facilities will be
designed to handle a greater amount of waste mater
ials than current operations and will, in most cases,
offer both chemical treatment and incineration.

In order to determine whether a new facility is
needed or increased utilization of casting facilities
will adequately serve the fur needs of the com
munity, the distribution and current utilization of the
industry must be examined in a given geographic area.

On a national basis, the geograpt is distribution of
sites is concentrated in EPA Region 1r, V. and IX as
shown in the following list. These regions contain

apriewdmately 60 percent of the sites. (EPA regions
are listed in Table F.1 in Appendix F.)

*Potential for Capacity Creation in the Hazardous
Waste Management Service Industry and Environmental
Protection Agency, August 1976 (PB257 187),

EPA

Region

II

III
IV
V

VI
VII

VIII
IX
X

Percent of Total

6

16
8

'6

25

9
7

17
5

43

Of' the 110 facilities identified in the report as
hazardous waste management facilities, only nine are
municipally controlled. Eight of the nine are located_
in Region IX and one is located in Region

Hazardous waste management facilities provide a
variety of services to customers in their own State
and other States including chemical treatment, incin-
eration, secure landfill, resource recovery, and deep
well injection of the hazardous wastes. Table 10

TABLE 10
FACILITY UTILIZATION (PERCENT UTILIZATION)

EPA Chemical Secure Deep Well Resource
Region Treatment Incineration Landfill Injection Recovery

T" 45 30 30 50
II 50 50 50 60

III 45 75 30 50
IV 60 60 40
V SO 65 50 75 50

40 40 50 75 60
50 75 60 60

vine - - . .
IX 80 Mt 80 75

50 - - 30 - 60

*Only one facility. Source: Foster D. Snell, Inc.
Industry Interviews.

shows the current estimated utilization as compared
to process capacity of the facilities nationally/ The
highest facility utilization is in Region Drior all
processes, with the lowest in Region 1.

Future treatment and disposal capacity of the
hazardous waste management industry is dependent

upon expansion plans, capital expenditures necessary

for regulatory compliance, and elimination of environ-

mentally inadequate disposal options as required
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under the Resource Conservatory and Recovery
of 1976.

SITE SELECTION
Assuming that the need for some facilities is

established, the decision maker is faced with the issue
of approving and/or participating in the selection of
specific sites for such facilities. Site selection should
be viewed as a phased decision process. The first
phase, site screening, should include the establishment
of a minimum set of criteria (by the State) that must
be met in.order for the prospective she to be con-
sidered as 6 candidate for further investigation by the
owner. Site screening is the process of identifying and
evaluating a parcel of land for\ its suitability as a
hazardous or chemical waste lancisclisposal treatment
or storage site. Specific site - screening criteria should
cover characteristics the site must possess naturally or
which can be achieved through modification. Geo-
logic, hydrogeologic, topographical, climatic, ecoki
gical, and cultural aspects must first be examined
before any sites are considered for potential construc-
tion of a hazardous waste management facility. Eco.
nomic feasibility (cost benefit) and public acceptance
of the site may ultimately decide the fate of a
proposed site. The screening criteria based upon the
above parameters should ideally be set up to be
judged by the owner of the site on a simple accept.
able or nonacceptable Oasis. Either the site meets the
set of criteria or it doesn't.

Site screening carte used by the private sector as
an effective means of eliminating unacceptable sues,
for the construction of a hazardous waste facility
(treatment, storage, disposal), based upon ir_eirnum
criteria identified by the State.

A useful tool for the evahiation of site screening
criteria is a "decision tree" a flow chart of "yesno"
decision points (Figure 4). The desirable quality of
an individual site parameter is stated at each decision
point In total, the "tree" constitutes a minimal set
of environmental parameters important to maintain-
ing the environmental quality of a given site.

Presented is an example of a "decision tree" and
general criteria for a hazardous waste disposal site
(Figure 41) The State decision maker should develop
specific site screening criteria for hazardous waste
disposal treatment and storage facilities. The criteria
for treatment and storage should address many of the

same parameters considered for the disposal facility.
By no means should the "tree" be interpreted as
necessarily representing the complete universe of
parameters, or the order in which they must be
evaluated, Other criteria established by the State such
as soil types, waste types to be handled, engineering,
cost/benefit analysis, legal issues, economic con-
straints, etc., may affect the site review and selection
process.
- A naturally secure disposal site would be any site
whose set of environmental conditions satisfied the
parameters of the "tree" with no site modifications
required.

Geological
Hazardous waste management facilities should not

be located in areas where the geology of the site
presents an unstable environment. Sites exhibiting
historical seismic activity, karst landforms, landslide
potential, soil slump or soilfluction, subsidence, vol-
canic or hot spring activities, etc., should be carefully
examined before the site is selected. in many loca-
tions, these areas cannot be avoided. Therefore, site
modification will be necessary.

flyilrogeologic

Location of a hazardous waste management Fakility
above a useful aquifer may necessitate site modifica-
tion to prevent leachate from reaching jhe water
table. This may include some form of leachate
collection coupled with a Final capping of the site
after completion. It is important, therefore, to be
aware of the location of all useable aquifers along
with all perched water tables.

The groundwater within the saturated zone may
be an important water resource for drinking, &Flea
ture or industry; therefore, it is important to consider

its potential for use. Groundwater availability may
be estimated from the saturated zone's productivity
(pumpablllty). Productivity evaluations should be
based on local conditions, including the availability
of good quality groutdwater resources and anticipated
demand for water from aquifer(s) in question. Satu-
rated zone discharge points, including perched warm
tables, should be identified and mapped at the site. If
there are potential water supply points between the
site and the discharge points or if the perched water
table discharges outside the drainage area defined by
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the the measures should be taken to prevent con.
tamination of surface and groundwater from the
leachate. One such measure is the use of a double
liner arrangement with a leachate collection system

between the liners.
In addition to groundwater, the inherent soil.

moisture content will influence site selectioe. Field
capacity is the amount of soil moisture held in the
unsaturated zone against the normal downward -dull
of gravity. Field capacity is expreasecl-ti- either
moisture content per unit of soil-weight, or as inches
of water per foot of soil. Procedures for making field
capacity determinations are described in the "Hand.
book of Soil Survey Inveitigations Field Procedures,"*

published by the US. Soil Conservation Service.
Field capacity measurements should be used as

indicators of the unsaturated zone's. moisture
conducting potential because of its positive correla
Lion with other soil parameters (such as texture), that

retard the rate of soil.moisture movement. If wastes
containing free moisture are permitted to be disposed

at the site, it is important that the unsaturated zone
contain enough available storage capacity to accom

ntodate this free moisture.

If the field capacity is not sufficient to hold all of
the moisture associated with the waste, it is still
possible that the physical and chemical properties of
the soil may be capable of attenuating pollution
materials via ion exchange or reducing transport to
the aquifer below. If the available storage capacity is

sufficient in itself, it may not'be necessary to go to the

expenie and trouble of determining soil attenuation.
If the field capacity is not sufficient, however, and.
there exists insufficient attenuative properties to pre.

elude potential contamination, then the use of
engineered modifications (liners, leachate collection,
etc.) will be necessary to reduce or eliminate leaching

from the site.

Topographical

The main topographic constraints that may render

a site unasirable for hazardous waste treatment,
storage, or disposal are susceptibility to flooding,
erosivity, and offsite drainage runoff.

'Soil Conservation mice. Handbook of Soil Survey
Investigation Field Procedures, U.S. Department of Agricut.
tune. Covemnint Printing Office, Washington, D.C.

The site should not be located in a flood plain,
shoreland, wetland or any other area subject to
inundation. If no such area is available, tradeoffs
will have to be made. Erosion and sedimentation,
considered to be a nonpoint source of pollution,
should be containable within the 'site's boundary.
Areas with highly erodible slopes pose a problem to

site operations and should therefore be avoided. The
site should also contain sufficient area for the eon.
struction of a runoff-holding pond to retain surface
and subsurface runoff which may contain soil as well
as hazardous substances in solution. Several EPA

publications provide useful information and are avail-
able from the US. Government Printing Office.*
Data necessary to make the soil loss calculations are,

readily available from the US. Soil Conservation
Service.

Climatic -4
The primary climatic features which may adversely

impact on a site are the amount of precipitation and
incidence of severe storms, Surplus precipitation will

cause surface runoff and water infiltration through
the soil. ',machete, as a result of infiltration, will be
transported downward only as far as the water is able

to penetrate. If precipitation exceeds evapotranspira.

- tion for any length of time, there is the potential that
tfie leachate will reach the groundwater. This,
however, depends upon local soil and hydrogeologic
conditions.

Because seasonal recharge may occur during a
period in the site's annual climatic cycle when preciPi.

tation is excessive, the annual ratio of precipitation to
evapotranspiration is not the only indicator of
groundwater infiltration potential that should, be
examined. More accurate indicators of infiltration
potential include weekly and monthly comparisons
of evapotranspiration and ptecipitation rates. Soil
permeability and the water-holdisig capacity of the
soil will also influence diikamount of leachate
infiltration. This will vary rom soil to soil and

*Methods for identifying and evaluating the nature
and extent of nonpoint sources of pollutants (EPA 430/9.
73.014).

Processes, procedures, and methods to control poi.
Mimi resulting from all construction activity (EPA 430/9.73.
007).

;Comparative costs or erosion and sediment control
construction activities (EPA 430/03.016).
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therefore should be determined by.soh analysis of the
potential site.

* Runoff, that residual of rainfall that does not
infiltrate into the soiVdepends on such factors as the
intensity and duratain of the precipitation; the soil
moisture content; vegetation over; permeability of
the soil; and the slope of the site. Hazardous
constituents. that may have percolated up to the
surface of the site could be carried off in the runoff.
Therefore, the runoff from a 100year storm or
annual spring thaw, whichever is the greater, should
be containable by the site's natural topography. If
tot, berms, dikes, and other runoff control measures
should be constructed to.modify the site. (Runoff
may be estimated by applying the coefficients used to
design surface water drainage systems.)*

Mininum aiteria for the above parameters should
be established by the State decision maker and
applied to the site by the prospective owner. If the
minimum standards are not achieved at the site, it
should either be rejected or undergo site modification.
For the ecological and cultural parameters, the option
of site modification does not exist the site is either
acceptable, or it is not.

Ecological
Since it is difficult to assess the limitations of an

ecosystem without initiating an exhaustive and time.
consuming study, it is recommended that site selec
Lion avoid areas which are undeveloped, including
wetlands and marshes, grazed and ungrazed grassland,
grazed or ungrazed forest and woodland, and eel,.
systems which are in a delicate balance. *ether a
site is a habitat for rare and endangered species or
used seasonally by migratory wildlife are also factors
to be determined before selection of the final site.

Cultural

Cultural site features are those elements that are a
direct result of human activities which modify and
effect the site's desirability for hazardous waste
disposalaccess, land-use, and aesthetics.

Adequate access to the site should minimize both
the transportation costs and the risk of accident or
property damage. Distance from the waste source and
route congestion and suitabgity for bulk cargo

*Chow, Vente. Handbook and Applied HydrologyA
Compendium of Water Resources Technology. McGraw.Hill
Book Co..New York. 1964. 14180.

vehicles are elements that must be considered for site.
selection by the prospective owner of the site.

Land areas zoned for nonresidential uses and areas
with adequate buffer zones should be considered as
possible locations for the siting of a hazardous waste
management facility. Heavy and light industry at
well as unproductive agricultural lands ate preferable
land-use zonesresidential," commercial and recrea
tional zones, on the other hand are not recommended
disposal sites. ' Whether' zoned or unsoiled, the
proposed site should ideally contain sufficient land
area to provide a concentric ring of unoccupied 1,)ace
as a buffet zone between active storage, treatment,
and disposal areas, and the nearest area of human
activity. .

Visual aesthetics are best measured by the unaided
eye. Line-ofsight observations from commercial
business, residential or recreational areas should be
screened from the facility's activities. Vegetation,
topography, distance, and artificial barriers are all
potential means of modifying thesite to achieve the
desired effect.

After all of the data are collected and analyzed, the
prospective owner will have to.evaluate each param.
eter and decide what trade-offs will be necessary for
final site selection. Each parameter will have to be
assigned a "level of importance" to ti.s community
and compared to the other sitteelection elements.
According to the location of the site and specific site
characteriitics, each parameter may be assigned dif-
fere.it values. For example, in California the location
of geologic faults will greatly influence the siting of a
hazardous waste facility, whereas i: Florida, seismic

Activity need not be considered. Trade-offs will then
have to be made for final site selection. In the final
decision process, a specific decision maker may be
able to trade-off access to paved roads, for example,
against the acreage of the, sate which would have to
be set aside fOr a water run-off catchment basin.

. Public Acceptance
No matter in how much detail the above param

eters are examined for the selection of a hazardou.e
waste management facility site, public acceptance or
rejection may ultimately decide its fate. One of the
most difficult problems faced ,by the decision maker
(or the applicant) is that of gaining public approval
from a community for the construction of a --:4te
management facility.

....
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The first step toward the formation of favorable
public attitudes is for the prospective owner to design
and present to the community a comprehensive plan
for an environmen sally safe, economically viable, and
aesthetically pleasing facility.

The comprehensive plan should include data on:
the population (industry) to be served; land avail.
ability and suitibility; economic resources; zoning and

environmental regulations; and transportation net-
works. The comprehensive plan should also cover
management of the facility, manpower requirements
of the facility, financial needs, and implementation of
the plan.

r
The prospective owner must decide at what point

the public should become involved in the selection of
the site, and type of facility to be built. PUblic

participation in the planning stages may be a time-
consuming process; however, for the success of the
project,:the public should be informed as early as
possible that ; hazarcichis waste management facility
is being planned.

Even if every possible consideration were taken by
the planning 'body to provide an economically and
environmentally sound hazardous waste management
facility, there would still be no guarantee tat the
project will be welcomed with open arms by the
community. Many times citizens look on hazardous
waste management facilities with distrust. This is
particularly true for sanitary landfills. The term

sanitary landfill" normally has an unfavorable corm°
talon for many people. .Often this type of facility is
associated with the unsightly, foul smelling, open
"dumps" that are still in use today.

An information and education program can help
to alleviate this problem by enabling the public to
take an active role in both the planning and operating
stages of the new facility. Furthermore, an informa-
tion program can increase public awareness of the
environmental benefits of a welllanned and well
constructed facility, as well as the environmental cost
of unmanaged hazardous waste.

There are many ways in which to conduct a public
information/education program. Use of media, public
participation, citizen advisory committees, and door
to door canvassing are only a few methods commonly

employed to gain support

The planner should begin the public information
program by explaining why a particular type of
facility is needed and the logic of its proposed iota
tion. Emphasis should be placed upon the benefits
that will be realized from the facility both economi-
cally and environmentally. It is important for public
awareness that the information go to all of the various

interest groups that should be involved with the
project. Political leaders, public officials, environ-
mental groups, as well as public interest groups and
industry should be notified. Adjacent property
owners, although often not organized as a group,
probably have the most to lose from a poorly
conceived facility. Therefore, they should also be
made aware of and have an opportunity to input to
the decisionmaking process.

Increasingly, a situation exists where community
groups have opposed and successfully blocked the
construction of various private and public facilities.
For this reason, it may be necessary for the prospec-
tive owner to provide these eroUps with some form of
"additonal benefit" to serve as an incentive and
thereby increase the realized benefits.

Additional benefits to the community may involve,
for example, site restoration to facilitate a park or
recreation area. It must be kept in mind that if
"additional benefits" are to be successful in winning
public acceptance, the facility should be environ
mentally and economically acceptable.

OPERATION OF FACILITIES
Once the facility is sited and constructed, proper

operation is necessary to protect and prevent adverse
impacts of the facility on the public health or to the
environment.

Proper facility operation, on a daytoday basis,
includes proper handling of the waste, access to
laboratory facilities for waste analysis, treatment and/
or disposal; safety at the site; monitoring to assure
protection of the environment; operator training; and
financial responsibility of the owner.

The State decision maker should allow disposal of
hazardous waste only at permitted, approved facilities.
The criteria used for the permitting should allow the
State to close facilities that are not being operated in
an environmentally acceptable manner or which are
exceeding the established criteria.
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Proper Handling Waste Compatability
Proper handling of the waste to include treatment

and disposal is needed in order to prevent environ-
mental damage. Without proper handling, there is a

danger for fire, explosion; and gas generation that can
arise from the haphazard mixing of wastes which are

not compatible. While empirical data exist concerning
the consequences of reactions between pure sub-
stances under laboiatory conditions, very little work
has been done in the field of waste combination
reactions. Very seldom are wastes pure substances.

They are usually sludges, emulsions, suspensions or

slurries containing many different components. In a
landfill, these mixtures will not react in the same
manner that the pure substances comprising them
react in the laboratory. This is due to differences in
concentration, rates of mixing, heat capacities of the
surroundings, and the presence of other components
in large or trace amounts which might accelerate or
decelerate the reaction.

It is evident from existing data that the largest
dangers inherent from incompatible reactions involve
Strong acids or bases. Large deviations of the pH of a

waste from neutrality will also interfere with soil
attenuation, and can solubilize and release heavy
metals and other contaminants that might otherwise
be bound. For these reasons, it is desirable that acids

and bases be neutralized to within a pH range of 4.5

to 9 before being mixed with other wastes (possibly

acidic and basic wastes could be mixed in a controlled

manner to achieve pH neutraUty). Even within this
restricted pH range. acids should be segregated from

acidsoluble sulfide and cyanide salts.

Wastes that are particularly toxic, including beryl-

lium, asbestos and an pesticide wastes, should be
segregated from highly flammable wastes, since fires

provide a ready vector for these wastes to enter the

immediate environment.
Also, wastes that react violently with water, or

react with water to give off a noxious or toxic gas
(wastes containing phosphorous trichloride, phos-
phorous pentachloride, thiony !chloride , and elemental

sodiuni, potassium, or magesium) must be encap-
sulated in a moisture-proof contain* before land
filling.

With the above inclusions, an example of a corn pat-

ibility matrix is depicted in Figures 5 and 6.* If it is
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not feasible to neutralize add wastes and/or caustics
to within the prescribed pH range. then the matrix in
Figure 6 should be used. The successful use of any
compatibility system -depends upon the labeling of
Orestes to conform with the generic names used in the
system. These matrices will be modified and updated
as further informationconcerning waste compatibility
becomes available.

Facility operators should be aware of the problems
with mixing" of incompatable wastes and, i: at all
possible, guard against such practices. if consistent
mishandling occurs at a facility,the State can opt to
revoke the operation permit.

Training

Training of wastemanagement facility personnel in
safety, first aid, and facility operation is another
important aspect of overall facility management. All
site personnel should undergo some sort of training
either in a classroom environment or on the job site.
The type and degree of the training will vary r the
responsibilities of the site personnel.

Site Personnel
ii hazardous waste facility should have a manager,

a supervisor, and a technical advisor. The manage*

should be responsible for the overall management
the hazardous waste facility, knowledgeable about sue
operations and equipment design, and able to give
specific waste handling instructions and safety pre-
cautions to the supervisor and equipmen operators
on a continuing basis in consultatir a with the
technical advisor. The supervisor will direct the
everyday waste treatment/disposal activities and en
sure that proper waste handling procedures are fol-
lowed and safety regUlations are enforced. Other site
personnel, heavy equipment operators and laborers,
will be under the direct supr-vision of the supervisor.
The technical advisor should be available to answer
questions relating to waste compatibility and the
hazards of chemical toxicity, flammability, reactivity,
etc. The three positions, supervisor, manager. and
technical advisor fill the anticipated needs at an
average hazardous waste management facility, how-
ever, the operational needs of the facility may be

*Unpublished Paper Vivian', Don., A Rationale tot a
Waste Compatibility Matrix. US. EPA Hazardous Waste
Management Division. 4.

filled by fewer than the three people, since one person
may be able to perform more than one of these
functions.

, Training Needs
The need for training and safety requirements

peculiar to the hazardous waste management industry
has been debated. In a recent series of public
meetings held by EPA in December 1975, several
industry representatives questioned the need for
safety and training requirements beyond those regula-
tions the Occupational Safety and Health Adminis-
tration (OSHA) already have in effect for products of
comparable hazard within the chemical industry.

Many in the hazardous waste management- service
industry believe that the most important safety
precaution is the proper characterization and identifi-
cation of hazardous waste. Therefore, it is vety
important that the facility supervisor be able to
recognize the hazards associated with each of the
chrraical wastes managed at the site. Training of the
r tanagement personnel should focus on operational
procedures of the facility, special handling procedures

for the hazardous waste, occupational safety, first
aid, and industrial wastes.

Employee safety is an important aspect of proper
facility operations as well. OSHA standards for safety

in the workplace should be enforced, and any viola-
tions recorded in the event of permit review. State
environmental officials may need to highlight for
State or Federal occupational health agencies the
unique problems involved at waste management
facilities.

it would seem desirable t hat supervisor /manage-
ment personnel have either a degree in chemistry or
chemical engineering or have a strong background in
the subject matter. All site employees should be given
training on facility operations by the plant manage-
ment. In addition, site employees should be recjuired
to attend a basic safety course. Areas of instruction
should include accident prevention, *occupational
safety, first aid, and hazardous waste handling pro-
cedures. A basic safety course currently offered by
the National Safety Council is entitled, "Safety in
Chemical Operations." Because each facility may
have unique operations and handling requirements, it
will be necessary for the management personnel to
provide additional training unique to the site involved.
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Monitoring
In order to protect against pollution of surface and

4

groundwater, the site should have monitoring equip-
ment. Samples should be taken of the surface and
groundwater to determine if ;he facility is polluting
the water. In the event pollution is detected,
corrective steps can be taken. Also, monitoring of the
air quality and noise levels at the site should he...
undertaken. Chapter VIII deals with some of the
sampling and analysis facets of this issue in detail.

Fiscal Responsibility of Owners - Insurance
The owners and operators of any waste manage-

ment facility have a responsibility to the ptiblic to
operate in a manner which will not adversely affect
the environment or the public health. Within the
broad realm of this responsibility is the financial
responsibility' of the owner to Auire financial
protection against liability. The amount of financial
protection required by the waste management facility
should be the amount of liability insurance available
from private sources. It is assn ed. that the private
insurance industry will be a e to provide adequate
liability coverage. A hazardous waste management
facility ideally should be required to obtain coverage

over all aspectsof operating a hazardous waste facility
including transportation, contamination incidents,
and other risk activities associated with long term
consequences, even after closure of a facility and/or
a change in ownership. The protection should extend
to any persons who may be legally liable for a hazard-

ous waste incident.
The policy should cover liability for bodily injury

and property damage, and should contain a single
aggregate limit of liability for all losses and loss
expenses for bodily injury and property damage
arising during the policy period.

The service firm, as a condition for seeking
insurance, would be required to meet all State or EPA
standards associated with the operation of a hazard-
ous waste facility. By the same token, a permit
application must contain the names and addresses
of the applicant's current or proposed insurance
carriers, including copies of insurance policies in
effect.

Closure of Facilities
The final step in the control of hazardous waste

facilities is proper closure of the hazardous waste

management facility. Because hazardous waste con-
stituents may enter the environment after the day-to-
day maintenance of the facility has ceased, the owners

of the facility must plan for site closure and long term
surveillance, and the State must consider future uses
of the land. The funding requirements of the plan
must be estimated, and a means derived to acquire the
necessary funds.

Landfills for hazardous waste disposal will ulti-
mately reach capacity and must be closed; but the
potential for harmful occurrences would still remain.
Regardless of the kind of firm originally or currently
owning such a facility (whether public or private),
liability for damages is an important fact or burden
that someone will have to bear. The possibility
certainly exists that the owner and operator of a
closed hazardous waste facility still under his owner-
ship could be held liable for long term damages.
The problem is more complex when ownership has
changed. In order to provide protection in the event
of future occurrences after closurek, the liability
insurance requirement might include coverage for
long term damagezegardless of whether ownership is
retained or not.

The advantages Of this system are as follows:
(1) it is easy to implement and involves minimal cost
to the government; (2) the private sector (insurance
carriers),operates the liability insurance mechanism;
(3) it is self-enforcing, that is, if a company cannot
afford the insurance, it does not qualify for a permiti
and (4) it provides current and future liability protec-
tion against hazardous waste occurrences.

The disadvantages of this system are as follows:
(1) the insurance cost may be very expensive and lead

to an uneven cost burden within the private sector;
(2) the cost may force firms out of business; (3) firms
may be unwilling to buy insurance after they close or
sell a facility; (4) the insurance coverage from the
private sector may not be adequate to protect the
public health and the environment; and (5) adequate
amounts of insurance per facility and per incident are
unknown.

PLANNING LONG TERM CARE
The owners of a hazardous waste management

facility need to plan for long term care which should
address decontamination of equipment and structures
prior to sale, removal and disposal of remaining
h-azardous materials, modification to disposal areas to
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render the site secure; and expected resource commit.

meats or requirements. In addition, a long term care
plan (for disposal areas only) should be developed and

implemented after closure of the site. It _should

include monitoring, sampling, analysis of groundwater

and surface waters in the vicinity of; the site,
maintenance of the site (that is, cap maititenance or
replacement), containing operations to prevent
leachate from reaching the groundwater and surface
waters, and identification of officials responsible for
implementation of the plan.

Sufficient funding will be necessary to implement
the above plan. Provision for the financing' of long
term care of waste sites can be generally secured via

a posted bond, a perpetual care fee, or a combination

of both mechanisms. A mutual trust fund may also
be used. These mechanisms are explained in the
following discussion.

Bonding

One method of ensuring long term site care is to
require deposit of a cash bond or maintenance of a
surety bond by the waste disposal site operator. The

bond should be of sufficient size to assure sufficient

funds for proper site closing and site monitoring,
surveillance, and maintenance for a number of years.

The appropriate bonding level varies with site charac

teristics (size, geology, hydrology, etc.), the particular
hazardous materials destined for disposal, and the
degree of waste treatment prior to disposal. The

likelihood of of fsite damages which is relat ad to such

factors as proximity to population centers could be
considered as well when choosing an appropriate
bonding level, although it has not previously been a

factor.
A surety bond which is a certain level of insurance

maintained for the purpose of securing adherence to
Certain proctiures or regulations, would probably be
less burdenso:ne to the site operator than a cash bond

of an equivalent amount. The premium paid for a
surety bond would presumably be less than the con

of a loan needed for deposit of a cash bond.
In the case of a cash bond, adequate provision for

perpetual site care is assured if the annual real rate of
return (that is, the return on the principal over and
above the rate of inflation) offsets the cost of site
upkeep. A portion of the bond could be used to
correct major site deficiencies or to offset damages

s.

caused by leachate runoff or migration. Sufficient
funds would have to remain on deposit to provide for

annual site upkeep subsequent to such expenditures.

If a change in site operators occurs before site closure,

then the Fortner site operator should be allowed to
withdraw the bond's principal and the new operator
required to deposit an equivalent amount.

Perpetual Care Fee

An alternative to the required bond deposit is
assessment of a perpetual care fee on each user of the

waste facility. The user surcharge would be fixed on
a volumetric basis. Site operators should not allow
this fee to vary with the type of incoming waste. The
aggregate fees are deposited in an account, and when
a level sufficient to maintain long term care of the
she has been reached (including accrued interest), the

fee may be discontinued. (Of course, the fee may be

calculated such that the desired fund level will not be
reached until the site is full.) The major drawback to
this method of financing long term site care is that
the operator can cease site operations without having
accumulated a fund large enough to assure adequate

site closure and perpetual care..
Bonding/Fee Combination

Either a cash or surety.bond can b. ombined with
a perpetual care fee to provide for perpetual site care.

A cash bond deposited, with the State could be
withdrawn when an equivalent amount accumulated
through aggregate perpetual care fees had been
deposited by the site operator. Alternatively, a surety
bond, equal to the difference between the apparent

required linking fund and the expected size of the
sinking funds for that year (that is, the cumulative
perpetual care fees plus the accrued interest), could
be required of the site operator. The apparent
required sinking fund would be a site.specific reserve

sufficient to provide funds for routine maintenance,
surveillance, and monitoring cons, as well as contin
gency funds in the event of major site repair. In
essence, this method' of assuring long term site care
would require the site operator to purchase declining

term insurance to protect the State against early
closeout of site operations.

Mutual Trust Fund
Rather than accumulate a peryetuaI care fund for

each disposal site a mutual trust fund could be
developed for all sites within a given jurisdiction, for
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example, within a State. This proposal could be
funded by any of the foregoing mechanisms. The
trust fund would provide a larger reserve to cover
unexpected site repairs or damage clahni. Also, due
to the pooling of the risk of major site repair, the
contingency reserve required of each site operator
would be less thin that needed if a separate sinking
fund were maintained for each site. Private operators

might not be as careful in site construction and main-

tenance if they 'were not directly liable for these
oasts, however. The enforcement agency would have

to provide the incentive for, coMinued site care:
FUTURE LAND USE OF CLOSED FACILITIES
The Elate should require that the use of a site for a

hazardous waste management facility be recorded on

I

,

the deed to the propeitY. This information is neces-
sary to prevent future improper uses of the land.
After use as a land disposal facility, the site should
not be an area zoned for commercial or residential
construction. Construction of any structure on the
site should be Iiinited to only those areas where waste

was not disposed of. The use of the site for a
recreational area or park may be the best use for the
land. However, the location of the facility in a
highly industrial area may limit the appeal of such a
recreational facility. In the planning stages o the
hazardous waste management facility, the State deci-

sion makers should decide if future land use restric-
tions will be necessary in the context of what uses
of the land can serve.

so

.,

.



Chcipter 8

WASTE SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS METHODS
AND LEACHATE ANALYSIS METHODS

This chapter surveys the presently known methods

needed to sample and analyze the wastes placed in
landfills and to sample and analyze any leachate that

, may come out of the land disposal sites. Both types
of sampling and analysis are required in fulfilling a
comprehensive hazardous waste management plan:
1) to ultimately determine the proper disposal me.
thods for the waste and 2) to determine (from the
leachate) whether a disposal site is operating properly

as far as health and environmental effects areconed/led.

WASTE SAMPLING METHODS

The cornerstone of any viable waste manage rent

system is the procedure used to retrieve i/those
samples that are analyzed to determine how the waste

should be managed. Unless the sample taken is
representative of the waste material as an aggregate,

the information extracted from the sample will be
misleading.)trhe need for standardized sampling pro.

cedures is obvious, but unfortunately, most discus.
sions of waste sampling merely discuss the problems

involved in a general manner, without giving specifics

on how to deal with these problems, or descriptions
of particular sampling procedures.

There are methods presently being employed,
however, for sampling waste products and also for

sampling materials with consistencies similar to waste
products that can be adapted for use in waste
sampling. These methods are of primarily two kinds:
those that can be used for fluids and those that can be

used for granular nonfluid materials. Examples of

the former include the Falifornia Department of
Health's Coliwasa sanspicr and the oil thief for non-
viscous fluids [see American Society for Testing
Materials (ASTM) Standard D270,23). Examples of

the inner include s oil augers (see ASTM Standard
D452.19) and grain sampling triers.

There is still a need, however, for validated,

standardized step-by.step waste sampling protocols.

Several organizations are presently working on de-
veloping such protocols. It is unlikely that a single
waste sampling protocol will emerge from these
concurrent efforts, since different waste types may
well require different procedures. At this point, it is
apparent t.!.- at the methods evolved will contain the
following elements:

A method of obtaining either a continuous
vertical sample or many different point samples
on the vertical axis.

Specifications as to when a stream is to be
tested (that is, bagimiing of process, after
process, randomly, etc.).

Separate procedures for different physical char.

dcterizations of the waste (and possibly a
procedure for determining that characterization
Or state).

Methods of sample preservation.

Protocal to avoid crossvontamination by resi-
dues left in the sampler.

Very few specific sampling protocols have been
developed.

WASTE ANALYSIS METHODS

The analysis of waste materials is complicated by
the following factors. The composition of waste
constituents often ranges over a wide variety of
chemical types and over many orders of magnitude of
concentration. The presence of other constituents in
a sample under analysis can introduce interference.
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Since wastes often contain many of these other
constituents, it is very difficult to compensate for
their presence in the interpretation of the analytical
data. Also, most wastes are not in a physical form or
state that is amenable to analysis. For a standard
analytical .metlii;dology to be prescribed, thi wastes
must be in some sort of "standard state." For this
reason, significant amounts of pretreatment are often
required before analysis rsip begin. The following is a
discussion of how various organizations are addressing
the problem of waste analysis.

The United States Environmental Protection
Agency does have recommended procedures for waste
analysis; these are contained in the "Manual of
Methods for Chemical sis of Water and Wastes"

(Reference 1). It is r that these methods are
not applicable to the analyst of all waste streams, and
the Agency is researching analytical methods for
wastes.

The Federal Republic of Germany has a handbook
entitled °German Standard Procedures for Analysis of
Water, Effluent, and Sludge" (Reference 2) which

'addresses the problem of waste analysis. A short
"summary of those sections pertinent to waste analysis

are presented here:

Determination of Water Content and Dry Res.
idues. This is a procedure for preparing a dry
residue of the waste by evaporation (including
the removal of most water of crystallization
from wastes with high inorganic content).
Determination of Lass on Ignition of Dry Res
idue. The method described is a measure of
organic content. The method is an aching
Procedure (run at 550°C) and has some inter
ference from water of crystallization, magne
slum carbonate releasing carbon dioxide, and
organics which volatilize slowly at this tempera.
tune.

Determination of Hydrogen Ion Concentration
(pH Value). The method described employs a
pH meter, and describes sample preparation and
handling as well as meter calibration, and
possible interferences (that is, fats and oils).
In this treatment, it is recommended that the
test be run as soon after sampling as possible to
prevent gas exchange (pH can, to a large extent,
be a function of carbon dioxide concentration).

;

)

Not yet contained in the German Standard Method
are standard analytical procedures for free cyanide or
total mercury. These are available in preprint and are
summarized as follows:

Determination of Total Cyanides. Detection by
the German Standard Method, D13, Part 1

(total cyanides) 7th Serial, Verlog Chernie
GmbH, Weinbeim/Bergstor).

This method detects most CN groups including
metal cyanides, and various cyanocomplexes, such as
with iron. (The cobaltcyanide complex is only partly
decomposed by the method and, therefore, not
totally detected.) The method is applicable for
cyanide concentrations up to 100 trig/liter. Both a
volumetric and a photometric method are described.
The photometric method is more sensitive, but also
is more susceptible to interference from reducing
agents. ..

A rapid field test method for cyanide analysis in
wastewater is described by J. Bertlisg (Haus der
Technik Vortragsveroffendichung No. 283). This
method can be used in samples containing from 1 to
100 mg/liter of easily liberated cyanides. In this
method, hydrogen cyanide is liberated by mixing the
waste with acidic solution. Detection is by visual
colorimetric means. The liberated HCH is seen in a
standardized test tube (Hg C12/methylred). Inter
ference is caused by free chlorine; this, however, can
be overcome by using a reducing agent such as
sodium arsenite beforehand.

The 'Analytical Chemistry' Working Group of the
Caucus on Waste Disposal of the Lander (LAG) has
proposed analytical techniques for the determination
of cyanides in water samples, and it is working on
techniques for the determination of heavy metals in
solid wastes.
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Detection of Mercury. In order to determine
mercury content, organically bound mercury
must be transformed into inorganic mercury.
In this procedure, intense UV radiation in an
acidic, oxidizing medium, is used to accomplish
this transformation. This method is suitable for
all types of wastewaters, and for mercury
concentrations from .05 to 10 g/liter. The
method of detection is atomic absorption,
utilizing a hollow cathode lamp as a radiation
source.
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Another important aspect of waste sample pre.
treatment is elutriation of the waste followed by
analysis of the elutriate for various chemical species.
The "leaching" of a waste by the various waters with
which it comes into contact is one of the primary
vectors of pollution from.land disposal. Therefore,

this type of waste sample pretreatment is very
appealing, sirat.n the elutriation process can be thought
of as a leaching process. Some leaching or elutriation
tests attempt to mimic natural leaching processes,
while others simply attempt to indicate whether
there" is a "potential" for leaching for a particular
waste and do not attempt to recreate in the elutria-
tion solvent physical parameters identical to the
natural leachate.

The Federal Republic of Germany has such a
pretreatment procedure. It does not attempt to
reproduce the exact parameters of natural leachate,
but only serves to determine if various chemical
species may dissolve when the waste is in contact
with water.

The following is a general outline of the procedure.
The waste is separated into a liquid and solid phase
by centrifugation or filtration. The filter residue (or
solid phase) is mixed in a 1:10 ratio with distilled
water and vigorously shaken or stirred for 24 hours.
As the agitation is proceeding, electrical conductivity
measurements may be taken to determine whether
solubility equilibrium has been reached. This mixture
is then filtered and standard water analysis methods
are used on both the original liquid filtered off and
the filtrate from the elutriation process.

Also', performance of multiple elutriations may be
desirable both to simulate natural Piocesses and to
distinguish between the following situations:

s
Wastes containing contaminant species with
such a high solubility or which occur in such
minute quantities that they are leached quan-
titatively in the course of the initial elutriation.
Wastes containing species with such low solu-
baity, or in such a large quantity that they
become dissolved only partially in the initial
dilution.
Wastes with contaminants which show changes
in behavior, whbn they come into contact with
the leachate.

e

It is important to distinguish between these
various waste types for operational management
purposes. The technique of multiple elutriation
involves repetitive dehydration and filtration followed
by elutriation with fresh solvent. Each resultant
elutriate is analyzed separately

Finally, the solubility of contaminants in a waste
under conditions of various pH's may be of interest.
Wastes may come into contact with waters of pH's
other than neutrality due to dissolved CO2, actions
of other wastes, the presence of biological by-
products of waste degradation, etc. Depending on
the interest of the experimenter, the elutriate test
may be run using .1 N hydrochloric acid, .1 N sodium
hydroxide, or water saturated with carbon dioxide
substituted"for distilled water.

There is at present no official Federal elutriation
method for wastes. The State of Texas, however,
has recommended the following elutriate test, pro-
mulgated by the State Water Quality Boird.

Solid Waste Evaluation Leachate Test
1. A 250 gm. representative sample of the "dry"

material should be taken according to the Assn.
elation of Official Analytical Chemists or the
American Society of Testing and Materials
Standard methods and placed in a 1500 ml
Erlenmeyer flask.

2. One liter of deionized or distilled' ater should
be added to the flask and the material stirred
mechanically 'at a low speed for 5 minutes.

3. Stopper the flask and allow to stand for 7
days.

4. Filter the supernatant solution through a 45
micron glass filter.

5. The filtered leachate from step 2 should be
subjected to a quantitative analysis for those
component or ionic species determined to be
present in the analysis of the waste itself.

Note: Triplicate samples of the waste should
be leached in order to obtain a represen-
tative leachate.

The U.S. 'Environmental Protection Agency is
presently doing research on the development of a
standard elutriati ( leachate) test, as are other or-
ganizations such as American Society for Testing
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Materials (ASTM) and American Petroleum institute
(AP1).

Summary
Extensive separation is often required before

wattes can be analyzed, and the interpretation of the
analytical data is often ambiguous. Unless the analyst
has some fairly good idea as to what organics are
present in the waste, presently available methods are
too expensive and time consuming to be of use in'
routine waste analysis. _

Elutriate tests presently being used are not corn
parable to natural leaching action. Natural leachate
solubilizes waste components because of many phys
icel parameters of the leachate including pH, di.
electric constant, organic content (which can ac: as
chelating agents, buffering agents. etc.), temperature,
redox potential, and others. Also, standard infiltra
tion and centrifugation methods must be developed.
Leachate analysis can suffer from different inter.
ferences and matrix effects (due to high organic
content, turbidity, etc.) than those of wastewater
and waste analysis.

LEACHATE ANALYSIS METHODS
The leachate resulting from the land disposal of

wastes can contaminate ground and surface water/
causing environmental damage and a hazard to healtlf.
It is frequently necessary to analyze this leachate foi
various hazardous contaminants. Unfortunately, the
chemical analysis of leachate is not as straightforward
as the analysis of most aqueous samples with which
the analytical chemist is familiar. These Ieachates
contain a large variety of constituents whose concen
trations vary over a wide range. These factors cause
interference, and necessitate extensive pretreatment
procedures. making the interpretation of the analytical

data ambiguous. This interpretation can, be further
muddied by the significant chemital and biological
changes that may occur within the leachate during
sampling, transportation, and storage. For these
reasons and others, it is difficult to develop standard
procedures for leachate analysis. The procedures
cited here are not infallible, but are presently being
used in leachate analysis, and in some cases have been
endorsed by particular organizations.

The analytical procedures discussed will be for
those contaminant species fo, which drinking water
standards exist (Table 11) and for purposes of this
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discussion, have been separated into two classes, the
metallic and the nonmetallic species.

Metallic Species
The two most widely utilized methods for heavy

metal determinations are oolorintetric spectropho-
tometry and atomic absorption spectrophotometry
(A.A.).

ln A.A., a metal atom is volatilized (usually by
means of a flame). A beam of monochromatic (single
wavelength) electromagnetic radiation is passed
through this gaseous sample. 'The radiation is specific
for a transition of the metal from the ground state to
an excited state. Since most of the atoms will be in
the ground state, much of this energy will be
absorbed, hence the name atomic absorption. The
beam continues on to a photoreceptor. The amount
of absorbance is used as an index of metal con.
centration. -,

Late A.A., colotirnetry is an absorption technique.
The observance of the species depends upon its ability

to coordinate with some highly conjugated organic
molecule (for &ample, diphenyl carbazide) so that it
has a molecular orbital transition (as opposed to an
atomic orbital transition for A.A.) in the visible range.
A beam of visible radiation is passed through the
sample (the chroniatics being controlled and changed
by a filter, grating or prism) and the amount of
absorbance is recorded. Since we are dealing with
visible radiation, visual colorimetry is possible. ln this
technique, known standard solutions are prepared
and the unknown solution is visually matched to see
which standard it most closely resernbles jwith
respect to color (shade) I. This visual method is a less
precise, less reproducible method than the instru
mental. It requires that many standards be accurately
mat a and remade, since many have a finite lifetime.
The results are often qualitative and del=nd on
the experience and expertise of the operator. The

advantages are that it is considerably cheaper than
any instrumental method and can be done in the
field, if no extensive sample workup is necessary.

Colorimetry, in general, requires More sample
pretreatment than AA. The advantage conferred by
the ability in colorimetry to perform multiple species
scanning without changing the radiation source (as is
required in it A.) does not compensate for the strong
interferences to which colorimetric methods are
subject. This is especially valid given the often
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TABLE 11

METHODS FOR ANALYSIS OF LEACHATE FOR SUBSTANCES

COVERED BY DRINKING WATER STANDARDS

Metallic
Species

Atomic
Absorption

Arsenic
Barium
Cadmium
Chromium
Lead
Metcury
Selenium
Silver

Yes (A)
Yes (A. 8)
Yes (A, 8)
Yes (A. 8)
Yes (A. 13)

_Yes (A. B)
Yes (A)
Yes (A. B)

Instrumental
Photospectro

*copy

Yes (A, B)
No
Yes (A, 8)
Yes (A, B)
Yes (A. B. C)
No
Yes (B)
Yes (A. C)

Visual

Color.
intetry

Polar.
graphic

Wet

Analysis

No
No
No
Yes (8)
No
No
No
Yes (C)

No
No
Yes (B)
No
Yes (8)
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Non.

Metallic
Species

Gas

Chromate
graphy

Instrumental

Specuophotometry

.

Aldrin
DDT
Dieldrin
Cyanide
Nitrate
(as N).

Yes (A. B)
Yes (A. 8)
Yes (A, B)
No
No

No
No
No
Yes (A, B)
Yes A. B)

Wet

Analysis

No
No
No
Yes (A. 8)
No

Visual

Spectre.
photometry

4 No
No
No
No
Yes (B)

(A) EPA Method et Choice
(8) Standard Methods Recommended
(C) Standard Methods Tentative

"
complex nature of the leachate matrix.

Procedures. The methods endorsed by EPA for
heavy metal determination in "Methods for Chemical
Analysis of Water and Wastes" (Reference 1) and the
methods endorsed by "Standard Methods for the
Examination of Water and Wastewater" (Reference
2) ark outlined in Table 11.

AA. Analysis. There are several types of A.A.
spectrophotometers that are commercially available,
with different options for radiation source and sample
volitalization technique. The two types of radiation
sources available are the hollow cathode lamp, and
the electrodeless discharge lamp (EDL). EPA recom-
mends the single element hollow, cathode lamp
(Reference 1). This is the most widely used radiation

- source and the most familiar to analysts. The
electrodeless discharge lamp is more expensive. how-
ever, its use may be indicated for selenium and arsenic
determination. The EDL's are both brighter th in the
corresponding hollow lamps and more long lived for

c, these elements.

The sample atomizer may well be the most
important component of the AA. spectrophotometer.
especially WI leachate analysis, given its potential ,for
high organics content. There are two types of sample
atomizers commercially available: flame, and furnace
(and other nameless). Flame A.A., as the name
suggests, produces this vapor by means of a graphite
cylinder that is heated by an electric current.

The most widely used and best documented
method is flame AA. This technique is the least
expensive of the three. The method works well for
all the contaminants of interest except selenium and
arsenic. There is spectral interference by the flame
gases for the major resonance lines of these elements.
Furnace A.A. does not produce this interference and
has been used successfully for the detection of
selenium and arsenic (arsenic and selenium can also
be generated by use of the gaseous hydride method
(References I and 2)). There are several types of
each of these general methods. . Flame A.A., for
example can be eith combustion or premixed,
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and each of these types has advantages and dis-
advantages.

A related instrumental method is emission spectro-

scopy. This reles on atomic emissins rather than

abtorption for the detection of metal ions. There are
commercially available plasma emissions spectro-
photometers that analyze for up to 20 el
simultaneously. This instrument operates n the
following manner: The liquid sample is spray into
a very hot ionized argon gas (plasma) which causes
the sample to break down into elements. In the
8000.K heat, the elements emit list. The wavelength

of light always appears at the same location of the
spectrum. Photomultipiier tubes, which detect light
and convert it 'to electricity, are placed at the
locations along the spectrum where light will be
produced when any of the elements being sought are

present. A computer can identify the element from
the concentration from the intensity of the light. In
designing the instrument, one wavelength that would

be unlikely to be produced to any great extent by
other elements samples was chosen for each element.

The small' interferences that do exist are taken into
account in a computer program before the results
are printed out.

Plasma R.F. is a relatively new technique and the
results using thi's technique by differeya investigators

seem inconsistent. Also the equipment necessary is
at least an order of magnitude more expensive than
what is necessary for A.A. Plasma emission and the

two A.A techniques are compared in Table 12. (This
comparison merely comments on the general tend-
encies of the methods. Each type within the method
may exhlbit the advantages or disadvantages cited to

a greater or lesser degree depending on the equipment

and procedures used.)

Specific procedures for the determination of the
metallic species in Table 11 (both calorimetric and
atomic absorption) can be found in References I and
2. It must be stressed, however, that these procedures

were not specifically developed for the analysis of
leachate, but for the analysis of wastewater, and that

the complexity of leachate composition often in-
troduces interferences and error into these methods.

EPA has recently published a "Compilation of
Methodology Used for Measuring Pollution Param-
eters of Sanitary Landfill Leachate" (Reference 3)
which evaluates these methods as they are applied to

S9

leach ate analysis. This reference points out some of

the difficulties which may arise and how to address
these problems.

A final analytical method (for selenium) is recom-
mended in the seminar proceeding reports of "Pro-
ceddres for the Analysis of Landfill Leachates"
sponsored by the Canadian Environmental Protection

Service and is cpund in Reference 4.

Nonmetallic Species
Due to the complexity of organic and other non-

metallic species, analysis for these species is much
more complicated. The instrumental methods pres.
ently available for this type of analysis are: chroma-
tography (thin-layer, column, and gas liquid), and
calorimetric (spectrophometric and filter photo-
metric). There are also wet analysis methods
available. Table 11 illustrates what methods are
available for each species.

All the methods except chromatography have been

discussed in the previous section on the analysis of
metals. Chromatography is a general technique for
separatidg nr concentrating one or more components
from tiphysical mixture. It cpnsists of two phases,
a triovi4 phase and a stationary phase. The moving
phase contains the species of interest along with
other Veda and a solvent (either liquid or gaseous).
The species in the moving phase are dissolved or
absorbed into the stationary phase (which is usually
a solid support with a liquid absorbed on it). The
species that are more soluble (in the liquid of the
stational-if phase) spend more time in the stationary
phase and hence become more displaced than the less

soluble species which spend more time in the moving

phase. This displacement is the basis for separation

and ultimately detection of the various species. This

technique can be an in:tru-rental gas liquid chrome.
tograPhY (91c) or a wet technique (column or thin
layer), but all three have their basis in the above
physical principle.

Methods and procedures for the determination of
the nonmetallic species in Table 11 can bp found in

References i and 2. Again Reference 3 can be used
as an invaluable aid since it takes these standard
methods for wastewater and evaluates their utility for
leachate analysis.

In the proceeding report of the "Procedures for
the Analysis of Landfill Leachate" (Reference 5), the
following alternative method and observations were
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TABLE 12
COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVE METHODS FOR ANALYSIS

Flamr

Advantages Disadvantages

Least expensive Not re =tended
for As Se.

Best documented

Most chemists
are familiar with

Advantages

Fla/Wass (Furnace)

Disadvantages

Plasma

Advantages Disadvantages

Better than
flame for
atomization
when matrix is
complex.

Small percentage - Better able to
of atomic vapor dissociate metal
concentration oiddes than flame.
available.

Longo memory
of ptevious sant.

procedures. pia (esp. in
Prsinix type).

-Can be used for

. Technically
not as well
documented as
flame.

Must use sten.
dard addition
technique. (Stan.
dard addition
technique is also
recommended for
flame A.A.)

Sample injection
As or Se. is Ind. rap ,ge.

so that fiita,./-
liability of data

ionization effect. may be Wgited by
erent

,.-40 in reproducing
these small volumes.

Little or no

All laboratory
apparatus must be
ultra dean.

Takes longer than
flameless.

Can operate
on multichannel:.
up to 23 .
elemetus can be
analyzed at once.

Thermal energy
available ti the
largest: 10.000
Kcal, so that all
oxides are dis.
sedated.

. Technically
these are the
least well knowp
and documentation
is scant.

Most complex
and expensive.

.

Application is
limited to those
metals which do
not readily
atomize.
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WASTE SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS METHODS; LEACHATE ANALYSIS METHODS

reported as being used in leachati analysis of the
indicated spades.

Cyanide analyzed as in Reference 6.
Nitrates as N -The 'admit= reduction methods in

References 1 and 2 are recommended. The samples
generally require pretreatment to temove turbidity,
and the cadmium column marnave a short We if oil
and grease are not removed from the ample.
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Chaptei 9

STATE PROGRAMS FOR HAZARDOUS

WASTE MANAGEMENT

This chapter describes the recommended goals of a

Stile hazardous waste management program, and dis-
cusses the elements which would make such a
program effective and the phases of developing a
State program. -

GOALS

The major goals of a State hazardous waste man-
ageMent program may be summarized in the foibw-
ing way cognizance, control; capability; alternatives;
and prevention.

Cognizance.-The State should assure itself that
it has cognizance over the quantities, sources,
types, destinations, and di position of hazard-

. ous wastes within its borders. This includes
wastes which are generated within the State and
which never leave, but it should also include
wastes which are imported into or exported
from a State to other States. This cognizance is
a necessary precondition to understanding the
nature and dimensions of the hazardous waste
problem in any State, and to planning the
solutions to it.
The State can assure that it has cognizance over
hazardous waste through two devices: conduct-

,
ing a survey to establish baseline data; and,
instituting reporting ani mcnitortig systems
that allow the State to remain curvent at all
times. Conversely, the State cannot expect to
manage hazardous waste adequately without
basic information on what wastes are being
generated and where they are going.
Control The Sate should establish control
over hazardous wastes for the entire life cycle

of those wastes. EPA has long advocated
"cradle-to-grave" control, which means that the
State should control the storage and transporta-
tion of hazardous wastes, as well as their
treatment and disposal. EPA does not advocate
the "control" of generation, nor does it require
generator permitting; the State can best assure
"cradle-to-grave" control by requiring sufficient
generator reporting to give the State cognizance
over the existence of hazardous wastes, thus
allowing the State to monitor those activities it
does control (storage, transportation, treatment,
and disposal).

Capability -The State should seek the capabil-
ity to provide technical assistance to those
requesting it, and to monitor and enforce its
regulatory program. This may be expressed
primarily as personnel resources, but must be
seen as more than establishing a large staff. The
mix of skills must allow the State to deal with
problems of chemistry, engineering, geology,
and hydrology, to name only four areas.

AlternativesA major goal should be to offer
alternatives to those practices the State deter-
mines to be inadequate or unacceptable. The
provision of alternatives includes an oppor.
tunity for the private sector to respond to a
State's new regulatory climate, which pre.
sumably will be more favorable to those seeking
to provide the service of hazardous waste
treatment and disposal. The concept of alter-
natives also includes a determination by the
State as to which existing facilities are adequate
for hazardous wastes. This would allow the
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State to prevent hazardous wastes from being

landfilled at one location, while at the same
time identifying an area where the wastes could

be taken. The State may otherwise find itself
preventing the use of the only available treat-

ment or disposal practices, sites, or facilities.
PreventionPrevention of damage to the public
health or environment should be the central
goal of any State hazardous waste management

program, as it is for the Federal program.

ELEMENTS OF AN EFFECTIVE STATE
HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

All effective State program ought to have the
following elements:

Legislative Authority
Adequate Resources

Published Criteria and Standards

Established Permit Mechanisms

Transportation Manifest SYstem

Surveillance and Enforcement Functions

Each of these is an essential element in an et%
fective State hazardous waste management program.

An effective program will probably involve functions
and responsibilities beyond those listed above, but
the omission of any of them would severely hinder
the State program.

Legislative Authority
Many States will find their existing authorities

inadequate for establishing a hazardous waste
management program, and will have to seek new
legislation for this purpose. EPA does not require
new legislation in order for the State program to be
authorized, EPA's expectation is rather that the State

have (or seek) legislation which authorizes the imple-

mentation, administration, and enforcement' of an
effective program. This should include authority to
issue permits for storage, treatment, and disposal, to
require a transportation manifest system. to require
the keeping of records and the submitting of reports,
to conduct inspections and take samples. to establish

criteria and standards for storage, treatment, and
disposal, and to institute enforcement proceedings
against violators.

Some States that have this type of legislation for
water. or air pollution control may be able to use
those other authorities for managing land disposal.
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The existence of sufficient authorities in other areas

of environmental management does not, however,
guarantee that those authorities are applicable to
hazardous waste management on the land.

State legislation should not exclude those who
treat or dispose of their own wastes at the site of
generation ( "onsitedisposal "). This is a potentially
large loophole, and one of which the States should be

aware. Failure to include onsite hazardous waste
management activities would leave a significant por-

tion of the problem unregulated.

Adequate Resources

A State program cannot be considered effective
where the State does not commit sufficient resources
to administer and enforce an otherwise approvable
program. States must base the judgment as to the
effectiveness of their programs upon an assessment of
the actual performance to be expected, a judgment
largely dependent upon the resources a State invests.
The term 'resources' includes both personnel and
dollars_ The former would be assessed in terms of
numbers of people assigned to specific tasks, as well

as in terms of the mix of skills and the usefulness of
that mix for the administration and enforcement of a
hazardous waste management program.

The other category of resources (dollars) includes

considerations such as the adequacy of laboratory
analysis facilities (or services), the availability of data

processing facilities (or services), and the availability
of appropriate surveillance and monitoring equip-
merit.

Published Criteria and Standards

An effective State program should have adopted

and published criteria and standards for the storage,
treatment, and disposal of hazardous wastes, for the

transportation of hazardous wastes, and for the non-

process aspects of generation of hazardous wastes
(e.g., reporting, recordkeeping). EPA neither recom-

mends nor expects that each State will invest

significant amounts of its own time or resources in
repeating the developmental work performed by EPA
or other State agencies. Each State should review
the Federal standards, and those of authorized State
programs, with an eye toward adopting similar or
ideteical criteria and standards for themselves. States

will necessarily alter certain criteria and standards
adopted by other jurisdictions to account for unique
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circuratances or conditions, but EPA encourages
States to seek the greatest possible agreement of each
State's standards with those of the Federal program,
and with those of authorized State programs.

Established Permit Mechanisms
No State program should be considered "effective"

unless it has the capability to issue and enforce
permits for the storage, treatment, and disposal of
hazardous wastes. The permit function is central to
the administration and implementation of the Act.
Consequently, an effective State program should
include the administrative framework to identify and
notify those who must apply for permits; to process
applications for permits; to monitor renewal and
expiration of permits; and to monitor compliance
with the terms and conditions of permits.

Surveil laitce and Enforcement
The State shoulgidentonstrate both the willingness

and -the ability to assure that the program it has
developed is being implemented. This requires the
State to make inspections and to take samples from
those who are managing hazardous wastes, and to
require that prescribed practices for reporting, record-

. keeping, and labeling (to name only three) ere being
followed. It further requires that those who are
violating the law be prosecutad, and that the State
be able to suspend or revr,::e permit:, and impose
fines which, are erne:kat to deter other would-be
violators. Consequently, a Stale program which did
not include surveillance and enforcement provisions
should not be considered "effective."

Manifest System

Section 3902(5i of the RCRA directs that EPA
require the use of a min:fest to .sure that hazard-
ous wastes which leaTZ tine Site of generation are
taken only to permitted eterage, treatment, or
disposal sites. This requirement is based upon the
experience or expectations of several States which
believe the manifest to be an essential element in
managing hazardous wastes, a belief which EPA
shares. The State will not be able to effectively
control hazardous wastes by regulating only the
treatment and disposal sites. The "cradle- to-grave"

concept implies knowledge of the existence and
movement of hazardous wastes throughout their life
cycle.

An effective State program will necessarily include,
therefore, a manifest system. The form used, and
specific information required, should be consistent
and compatible with the manifest developed for the
Federal program, and with those in use in other
authorized State programs.

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT PHASES

The State should expect to go through two distinct
phases in developing an effective hazardous waste
management program: These may be called "De.
velopment and Implementation" and "Operational"
phases. The first phase can require from 1 to 3 years,
while the second phase encompasses everything there.
after.

During the "Development and Implementation"
phase, the State should develop procedures; develop
and promulgate standards, criteria, and guidelines;
obtain staff members, and emphasize training of both
the regulatory staff and of the regulated community

(in the sense that the regulated community should be
made familiar with the requirements of the new
program).

The "Operational" phase will see the State begin-
ning its emphasis on enforcement, surveillance, and
monitoring activities. During this phase, the State
should allocate about 75 percent of its personnel
resources to the above activities; the remaining 25
percent will be used to continue the developmental
tasks, and for administration and management. This
is in contrast with the initial phase, in which about
10 percent of the available, resources may be expected
to go to administration and management, with the
remaining 90 percent going to development of the
program.

A second contrast between the two phases is in
the importance of field work. The State, should give
field investigation and surveillance activities a lower
priority than in-house tasks during the developmental
stages of the program, but should reverse this ordering
of priorities in the operational phase.



Appendix A

MODELSTATE 'HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT

ACT WITH ANNOTATION

a

Recent Federal and State environmental management legislation has
addressed :he quality of our air, our water, and our oceans. One result of
this legislation has been to curtail the disposal of potentially hazardous ma-
terials into these media, thereby improving the quality of our air, water, and
marine resources. But there has been a second result: potentially hazardous
wastes continue to be generated which can no longer go to other media, so they
are placed on or into the land. The 375 million tons of industrial wastes gen-
erated in the United States in 1974 included about 30 million tons of potentially
hazardous wastes.

New Federal legislation, the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA) (P1... 94.580), controls the disposition of potentially hazardous wastes
on land. Congress made clear that Federal and State partnership is intended for
the implementation of this new pollution control program. Regulatory prat
sions of the new Act are scheduled to take effect in October 1978. States should
begin to develop their own control programs now.

An essential element in any State hazardous waste management program is
the enabling legislation. In some cases, existing legislation authorizes parts of
what would constitute the State's program; in other cases, existing legislation
may be reinterpreted in such a way as to cover some of the threats posed by the
mismanagement of potentially hazardous wastes. Most States, however, will find
that an effective program requires new legislation explicitly delineating the
obligations and responsibilities of those who generate, store, transport, treat, or
dispose of these wastes; but even here, States should consider the possibility of
supplementing existing solid waste legislation with the appropriate hazardous
waste management authority. Whether or not the State develops a separate
hazardous waste management act, the State must obtain adequate legislative
authority to develop and implement its program.

This document includes a tekt and annotation. The latter is intended to
explain the reasons for including certain phrases or ideas, or for choosing one or
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ar)ther among various options, and to highlight potential difficulties in interpre-
tation or implementation of the text. Further, this document is intended to
show the reader the kind of legislative authority the State may find useful in
developing an effective hazardous waste management program. Readers should
not construe this Model Act as showing -what EPA will consider to be an
"equivalent" State program, or as setting out the criteria against which applica-
tions for authorization under Sectioh 3006 of RCRA will be judged; the Model
- Act is not so intended.

MODEL STATE HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT ACT

Section 1 Short Tide
Section 2 Finding of Necessity and Declaration of Purpose

Section 3 Definitions

Section 4 Powers and Duties of the Department

Section 5 Permits
Section 6 Hazardous Waste Treatment/Disposal Facilities and Sites
Section 7 Transportation of Hazardous Wastes

Section 8 Records; Reports; Monitoring

Section 9 Inspections; Right of Entry
Section 10 Imminent Hazard
Section 11 Enforcement
Section .12 Interstate Cooperation
Section 13 Repealer

Section 14 Severability

Section 15 Effective Date

SHORT TITLE

Section I
This Act may be cited as the Hazardous Waste Manage-
ment Act of 19

FINDING OF NECESSITY AND
DECLARATION OF PURPOSE

Section 2
(A) The legislature of this State finds:

(I) that continuing technological progress, in-
creases in the amounts of manufacture, and
the abatement of air and water pollution
have resulted in aver-increasing quantities of

hazardous wastes;
(2) than the public health and safety, and the

environment are threatened where hazardous
wastes are not managed in an environmentally
sound manner; 73
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(3) that the knowledge and technology necessary

, for alleviating adverse health, environmental,

and aesthetic impacts resulting from current

hazardous waste management and disposal

practices are generally available at costs with-

in the financial capability of those who gen-

erate such wastes, but that such knowledge

and technology are not widely used; and

(4) that the problem of managing hazardous wastes

has become a matter of State-wide concern.

(B) Therefore, it is hereby declared that the purposes

of this Act are:
(I) to protect the public health and safety, the

health of living organisms and the environ-

ment, from the effects of the improper, in-
adequate, or unsound management of haz-
ardous wastes;

(2) to establish a program of regulation over the

storage, transportation, treatment, and dis-

posal of hazardous wastes; and
(3) to assure the safeand adequate management

of hazardous wastes within this State.

DEFINITIONS

Section 3

When used in this act:

(A) The term, Department, means the Department of

this State charged with the administration and

enforcement of this Act.

The term, Disposal, means the discharge, deposit,

injection, dumping, spilling, leaking or placing of
any hazarcloui waste into or on any land or water

so that such hazardous waste or any constituent .

thereof may enter the environment or be emitted
into the air, or discharged into any waters, includ-

ing groundwater&

(C) The term, Generation, means the act or process of

producing waste materials-
(D) The term, Hazardous Waste, means any waste or

combination of wastes ofa solid, liquid, contained
gaseous, or semisolid form which because of its

. quantity, concentration, or physical, chemical, or
infectious charactertstics, in the judgment of the

Department may (I) cause, or significantly con-

tribute to, an increase in mortality or an increase
in serious irreversible or incapacitating reversible

illness; or (2) pose a substantial present or poten-

tial hazard to human health or the environment

(B)

DEFINITIONS

Section 3
The definitions have been worded so as to be con-
sistent with the new Federal solid waste legislation.

(B)
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"Disposal"-This definition is taken from the
RCRA, (P.L. 94580). The definitions of dis-
posal and storage taken together mean that the
traditional landfill can be construed as disposal
if there is any leaching or other discharge; a non-
leaching landfill, however, would be considered
storage (albeit very long term). The rationale
for this is partly to increase awareness that one
has not done away with hazardous constituents
by simply putting them into the ground. Where
there is no discharge or emission, the hazardous
waste has Peen retained in one place and requires
monitorin i and/or care-hence "storage."

(D) "Hazardous Waste"-This definition is consistent
with that in RCRA, (P.L.94-580). EPA recom-
mends that enabling legislation contain a generic
definition, and that it not contain specific cri-
teria, lists, or wastes. The definition should
instead give generic examples of hazardous

wastes, such as ". . . including, but not limited
to, toxic, flammable, etc " The listing of
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examples shows-to the Department, the courts,

industry, and the public, what the iegi iature
intends the-term, hazardous, to mean.

"Storage" This definition is singer to that in
RCRA. If the State does not use the concepts
of storage and disposal as they are used in RCRA
(and in this paper), any substitute definition of
storage must limit the duration for which a waste
may be stored. One reason for thirlimitation is
that indefinite storage, or storage for a long

period of years, may otherwise become a way

for generators to avoid the controls which the

State exercises over cli al. A second reason
is to avoid the enforcement problem-of the

possessor's intent. Where the State defines

storage or disposal to include the concept of

"intending to reuse or recover," or "intending
to hold for future use," the State invites the

difficulties attendant to proving intent. Third,
the longer one stores a hazardous waste, the

more closely one approaches the environmental
effects and consequences of disposal, For all
these reasons, where the more traditional de
nition of storage is used, it should include a
phrase such as, "Storage in excess of lone year,
for example I shall be considered disposal for
the purpose of this Act."

"Treatment Facility"This definition explicitly
includes onsite hazardous waste management.

The law thus recognizes that the environmental
threat is no less from those wastes managed at

14.ht site of generation than from those wastes

managed anywhere else. It is for this reason that

the State's regulation of hazardous waste treat

meet or disposal facilities must include regulating

those who manage their own wastes at the site of

generation.

when improperly treated, stored, transported,

posed of, or otherwise managed. Such wastes in-

chide, bet are not limited to, those which are

toxins, corrosives, flammable materials, irritants, (H)
strong sensitizers, or materials that generate pres-

sure through decomposition, heat, or other means.

(E) The term, Hazardous Waste Management, means

the systematic control of the collection, source

separation, storage, transportation, processing,

treatment, recovery, and disposal of hazardous
waste.

(F) The term, Manifest, means the form used for idea
tifying.the.quantityrcomposition,-origin,-roudng,

and destination of hazardous waste during its

transport.

(G) The term, Person, means any individual, trust,
firm, joint stock company, corporation (including
a government corporation), partnership, associa
don, StateNvileiejlasommission, political
subdivision of a State, or any interstate body.
The term, Storage, means the containment of haz

ardous wastes, either on a temporary basis or for

a period of years, in such a manner as not to con-

stitute disposal of such hazardous wastes.

(I) The term, nansport, means the movement of

wastes from the point of generation to any inter
mediate points, and finally to the point of ultimate
storage or disposal.

(J) The term, neatment, means any method, tech
pique, or process, including neutralization, de.

signed to change the physical, chemical, or

biological character or composition of any haz

ardous waste, so as to neutralize such waste or

so as to render such waste nonhazardous, safer for

transport, amenable to recovery, amenable to stor-

age, or reduced in volume.

(K) The term, nutmeat Facility, means a location at
which waste is subjected to treatment and may in-

clude a facility where waste has been generated.

POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE DEPARTMENT

(H)

Section 4

(A) Within one year after the effective date of this Act,

the Department shall conduct and publish a study

of hazardous waste management in this State, which

shall include, but not be limited to
(I) a description of the sources of hazardous waste

generation within the State, ir.71uding the types

(K)

POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE DEPARTMENT

Section 4

Subsecti-tn (A) directs the Department to conduct and

and publish a study of hazardous waste management

with in the State. Inclusion of this requirement is in.
tended partly to assist the Department in gathering

information it needs, but which it may not hay ex-
plicit authority to elicit under existing statutes.
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and qiiantities of such wastes; and
(2) a description of current hazardous waste man

agement practices and costs, including treat
meat and disposal, within the State.

(B) Within 6 months after the publication of the study
required by Section 4(A) of this Act, the Depart.
ment shall develop and publish a plan for the safe
and effective management of hazardous wastes
within this State. Such plan shall include, but not
be limited to - -
(1) identification of those locations within the

State- which- are suitable for the establishment

or disposal facilities or sites; and
(2) identification of those locations within the

State that are not suitable for the establish.
merit of hazardous waste treatment or dis-
pose facilities or sites.

(C) Within 2 year: after the publication of the study
required by Section 4(A) of this Act, the Depart.
tent shall, after adequate notice and at least one
public hearing on the record, adopt, and may re
vise as appropriate - -
(1) criteria for the determination of whether any

waste or combination of wastes is hazardous
for the purposes of this Act;

(2) rules and regulations for the storage, treat
ment, and disposal of hazardous wastes;
rules and regulations for the transportation,
containerization, and labeling of har4rdous
wastes, which shall be consistent with those
issued by the United States Department of

Transportation;
(4) rules and regulations specifying the terms

and conditions under which the Departmen t
shall issue, modify, suspend, revoke, or dent
such permits as may be required by this Act;
rules and regulations establishing standards

and procedures for .the safe operation and
maintenance of hazardous waste treatment
or disposal facilities or sites;

(6) a listing of those wastes or combinations of
wastes which are not compatible, and which
may not be stored or disposed of together;

(7) procedures acid requirements for the report
ing of the generation, storage, transportation,
treatment, or disposal of hazardous wastes
pursuant to Section 8 of this Act;

(3)

.-.......(5)
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The subsection specifies that the study must address
the costs of current hazardous waste management
practices. This allows the State to assign likely costs
to its regulatory deciOns, making possible an analysis
of the economic consequences of many of the Hazard.
ous Waste Management Act's provisions. This process
is analogous to the Federal government's "Economic
Impact Analysis"-process for its own actions.
Subsection (B) requires the Department to identify
locatiOns suitable for hazardous waste treatment or
disposal sites. This phraiing is not intended to pre.
dude engineered sites. The Department should seek
those locations which have been favored by geology,
climate, and other relevant factors, and which offer
natural protection to the environment; EPA recog-
nizes, however, that there is a need for facilities in
States, and sections of States, which have no suitable

natural sites, and that this need ran only be met
through artificial devices which protect the environ
ment. Where the soil does not meet acceptable
standards of impermeability, for example, artificial
liners may be sub%ituted. This means that the
Department should include those areas where a site
is needed, but in Which a site would have to be engi
veered to protect the environment.

Subsection (B) additionally requires the State to idea.
tify those parts of the State which are not suitable for
the location of hazardous waste treatment or dispose

sites. This decision, as well as the above decision t
sites should be located in certain areas, must be based
on a number of factors besides geology and hydrology.

EPA encourages the kind of determination which re
sults in certain areas being designated as "critical" or
"sensitive" for ecological or other reasons, and in
which the State would allow the location of hazard
ous waste treatment or disposal facilities vith great
reluctance and under especially high standards of
design, construction, and operation. An example of
such a "critical area" might be a major aquifer.
Subsection (C) (3) requires that the State rules and
regulations for the transport of hazardous wastes be
"consistent" with those of the U.S. Department of
Transportation (DOT). This does not mean that
States must adopt the DOT rules by reference or un
changed; however, where the State chooses to estab-
lish any rule or regulation for transport that is
different from (including stricter than) DOT's, it will
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(8) rules and regulations establishing standards
and procedures for the certification of su-
pervisory personnel at hazardous waste treat
mentor disposal faci lities or sites as required
under Section 6(A) (3) (a) of this Act; and

(9) procedures and requirements for the use of
a manifest during the transport of hazardous
wastes.

(D) In complying with this Section, the Department
shall consider the variations within this State in .
climate, geology, population density, and such
other rectors as may be relevant to the manage-
ment of hazardous wastes.

PERMITS

Section 5
IA) Beginning 6 months after promulgation of the

regulations required under Section 4(C) of this
Act, no person shall construct, substantially alter,
or operate any hazardous waste treatment or dis-
pose facility or site, nor shall any person store,
transport, treat, or dispose of any hazardous
waste without first obtaining a permit from the
Department for such (may, site, or activity.

(B) Permits issued under this Section shall be issued
under such terms and conditions as the Depart
meat may prescribe under the authority of Sec.
don 4 of this Act, and under such terms and
conditions as the (appropriate State agency)
may prescribe for the transportation of hazard-
ous wastes under Section 7 of this Act.

be incumbent upon the State to avoid conflict with
the latter.
Subsections (C) (5) and (C) (6) arb important for
bccupational health and safety, as well as for environ-
mental protection. EPA has documented cases where
an individual disposing of hazardous wastes has been
injured or killed because of handling unmarked con-
miners without the caution one would use were the
containers prominently labeled to show their poten.
tial danger. Similarly, EPA has documented cases
Where the dismal of incompatible wastes (such

acids being disposed of with cyanide wastes)
has resulted in injury or death. Subsections (C) (5)
and (C) (6) are an important part of the State's effort
to assure that those Who handle hazardous wastes are
fully informed as to the nature of the hazard, and as
to the safest method of handling those wastes.
Section (C) includes a requirement fora "public hear-
ing on the record." Readers should be aware that the
use of this phrase will, in many States, trigger the use
of an "Administrative Practices Act" or equivalent.
This entails the advantages and disadvantages of a
formal proceeding, including the keeping of a tran
script, and so on.

l
Subsection (D) gives the Department an opportunity
to recognize the differing regions within the State.
Nevertheless, the Department must establish certain
minimum standards above which the environment will
be protected; it is in the process of determining how
far above this minimum the State,sets specific require.
ments that Subsection (D) comds into play.

PERMITS

Section 5
The word "permit" has been used throughout this
document to stand for the process by which the State
can insure cognizance of, as well 41 control over, vari-
ous activities. The provisions and requirements of each
permit system should be explicitly stated in the regu-
lations which implement the State Hazardous Waste
Management Act; consequently, the reader should be
aware that certain uses of the word "permit" here may
refer to a license or registration concept, and need not
imply the detailed criteria' and compliance schedules
attendant to the kind of permit issued under the Fed.
eral Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of
1972 (P 92.500).
Subsection (A) requires a permit to construct, "sub-
stantially

7alter,"

or operate any hazardous waste

7
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(C) Permits shall be issued fora period not to ex-
ceed 5 years, and may be renewed at the
optiott of the issuing agency.

(D) Any permit issued under this Section may re-
yoked by the issuing agency at any time whe
the pirmittee fails to comply with the ter riand
conditions of the permit, PROVIDED, no permit
shall be revoked until she Department has pro-
vided the affected party with the opportunity for
an adequate heating, and with written notice of
the intent of the Department to revoke the Far
mit and the reasons for such revocation.

(E) Where the application for or compliance with any
permit required under this Section would, in the
judgment of the Department, cause undue or un-
reasonable hardship to any person, the Depart.
ment may issue a variance from the requirements
of this Section. In no case shall the duration of
any such variance exceed one year; renewals or
extensions may be given only after opportunity
for public comment on each such renewal or ex.
tension. '

(F) Regintiing 6 months after promulgation of the
regulations requited under Section 4(C) of this
Act, any person undertaking one of the activities
for which a permit is required under this Section
or under Section 7 of this Act, or. violating any
term or condition under which a permit has been
issued pursuant to this Section Of pursuant to
Section 7 of this Act, shall be subject to the en-
forcement procedures of Section I I of this Act.

treatment or disposal facility. This poses at least two
issues for the Stat e to address: defining "substan-
tially alter;" and, deciding whether construction and
operation entail two separate permits.
The phrase "substantially alter" is intended to allow
the State latitude in deciding what kinds or degrees
of alteration change the environmental impact of a
site enough as to make reassessment necessary.
Neither the State nor the site operator wants to re-
peat the permit application and evaluation process
each time there is a change to the site, no matter how
trivial or irrelevant that change may be. Therefore,
the State regulations should describe the circum-
stances under which an existing site would be
required to apply fora revised or amended permit.
The Model Legislation is purpose* vague on the
issue-of separate versus combined permits for con-
struction and operation. Some States issue a permit
to construct, but require the permittee to apply for
an entirely separate permit after construction to op-
erate the site. Other States issuea single permit for
the construction and subsequent operation of a site.
The State should be explicit in describing which of
these systems it is using.

Subsection (A) requiies a permit to "store" hazardous
wastes. As stated above, this use of the word "permit"
is not intended to parallel the use of the word in the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act, or even in other
parts of this Model Legislation. The provision is
nevertheless an important one. It is intended to con-
trol the environmental abuse from "storage" which
is really "disposal," and which has the same (degrad-
ing) environmental result as improper disposal. Con-
sequently, the State might require a permit from
those who store hazardous materials in large, open
ems (pits, ponds, lagoons) for some period sufficient
cf threaten the environment. The State should also
use this provision to control the creation of large
piles of tailings or mining residuals above the surface,
as there are cases of such residuals remaining long
after the generator has gone out of business or other-
wise left the scene. Conversely, the State might not
require permits of those who store small quantities
in closed tanks awaiting shipment, or those holding
residuals for short periods awaiting use or reuse.

The State should use the permits it does issue for storage
as a source of information, so that the State is aware of,
and can track, wastes through their life cycle, and as a
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way of preventing su abuses that might otherwise
follow from the ntis ed "storage" of hazardous
wastes described he
Subsection (A) citly applies also to generators that
treat or of their own wastes. This frees the
State from having to allege that someone treating his
own wastes at the site of generation is operating a
treatment or disposal site; this Subsection renders such
an issue moot, since anyone treating or disposing of hat-
ardous wastes (including his own wastes, and including

on his own property) may be required to use proper
management practices.
Subsections (A) and (B) require permits for the trans-
portation of hazardous wastes; as elsewhere in this doc-
ument, however, the word "permit" is not intended
to imply the kind of detailed criteria and compliance
schedules attendant to permits under the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act. (A number of States have elected
to regulate the transporters of hazardous wastes, several
throt4h the use of a "trip ticket" or 'manifest" system.
These systems are described in the annotation for
Section 7.)

Subsection (13) includes the phrase "appropriate State
agency," a phrase which appears throughout the Model
Law where the subject is the transport of hazardous
wastes. Institutional arrangements and responsibilities
for the transport of hazardous wastes vary widely from
one State to another, making it impossible to generalize
in a document such as this. The reader Should distin-
guish, however, between the economic aspects of re-
gulation (usually assigned to the State Public Utilities
Commission or equivalent agency) and other aspects
such as transportation safety (often assigned to the
State Highway Patrol or equivalent agency). The Model
Law addresses only the latter function; where the eco
nomic and safety aspectrare divided between two
agencies, all transport responsibilities specified in the
Model Law would logically be assigned to the latter
agency.

Subsection (C) suggests a term of 5 years for all per-
mit:. This figure is presented for example only and
is admittedly arbitrary. The State should issue permits
for a sufficient term so that investors will commit neces-
sary funds, but not for a period which is so long as to
obligate the State to continue an unsatisfactory situa-
tion any longer than it must.
Subsection (E) provides for variances. The State may
choose to issue variances for durations other than
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HAZARDOUS WASTE TREATMENT/DISPOSAL

FACILITIES AND SITES

Section 6
(A) No permit shall be issued to any hazardous waste

treatment or disposal facility or site unless that
facility or site meets such terms and conditions
as the Department may direct. Terms and condi-
dons shall include, but not be limited to - -

(1) Evidence of liability insurance in such amount
as the Department may determine to be neces-
sary for the protection of the public health
and safety and protection of the environment;

(2) EVidence of financial responsibility in such

form and amount as the Department may
determine to be necessary to insure that,
upon abandonment, cessation, orinterrup
don of the operation of the facility or site,
all appropriate measures are taken to prevent
Present and &turf damage to the public
health and safety and to the environment;

(3) Evidence that the personnel employed at the
hazardous waste treatment or disposal fad-
ity or site have met such qualifications as to
education and training as the Department
may determine to be necessary ro assure the
safe and adequate operation of the facility
or site:
(a) Persons charged with the direct super.

vision of the operation of any facility or

1

12 months; the figure used in this Model Legislation
is for example only.
The State should also decide whether variances may be

renewed, and, if so, how many such variances may be
Overt to one applicant or permittee. This decision must
take into account the environmental effecis of variances,
since continued noncompliance with minimum standards
*team no less a problem for being sanctioned by the
authority of a variance: Balancing this is the reakation
that many factors may militate against immediate
closure of a permittee who can be brought into com-
pliance within a finite period if allowed to continue to
operate. The Model Law includes a requirement that
the public be allowed to comment on any renewal or
extension of a variance. This is intended to make ex-
plicit the State's authority to continue variances, but
also its responsibility to demonstrate to the public the
reasons for so doing.

HAZARDOUS WASTE TREATMENT/DISPOSAL
FACILITIES AND SITES

Section 6
This Section includes several subjects which could be ad.
dressed separately in hazardous waste legislation. These

include: funding or other provisions for long term care
of sites; insurance requirements; training requirements
for operating and supervising personnel at sites; and, a
possible method for financing the State regulatory pro-
gram. The State should be certain that the first three
areas above are addressed somewhere in the authorizing
legislation, if not in the section describing the duties
and responsibilities of treatment/disposal site operators.
The initial paragraph in Subsection (A) is intentionally .
broad in order to give the State wide latitude in deter-

_mining those requirements recessary to the safe opera
tion and environmentally-sound design of treatment/
disposal sites. The State should use its regulations to
detail the terms and conditions required of all permit
holders. Terms and conditions will vary (as they should)
between permit holders, depending upon geology, hy
drology, geography, and many other factors, and the
Regulations should recognize this by stating that the
Department may require such other teems and con
ditions as are necessary to meet the purposes of the
authorizing legislation. General terms and conditions
will include such things as a specific monitoring and
sampling system approved by the State, and evidence of
financial responsibility in such form and amount as the

So
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site shall be ces,tified by the Department

according to the regulations required
under Section 4(C) (8) of this Act and
after a review of the types, properties,
and volume of hazardous wastes to be
treated or disposed of at the facility or
site.

(b) The Department may req use the weer
tification of supervisory personnel where
there is any significant change in the
types or properties of hazardous wastes
being treated or disposed of at the facil .
ity or site.

(B) The Department is authohged to establish a sche-
dule of fees to be paid to the Department by haz-
ardous waste treatment or disposal facilities or
sites.

Department deems necessary.
Subsection (A) (2) does not suggest the specific type of
financial responsibility to be required. There are two
separate concerns involved in "long term care": The
first is the expense of continued monitoring and main-
tenance of the site after cessation of operations; the
second is the potential expense of environmental
damage occurring (or being discovered) after cessation.
The first concern is relatively inexpensive and can be
estimated in advance. The State can, therefore, recite
an amount equal to X dollars a year for Y years. For
example, the State might require a bond of $10,000
based upon monitoring and maintenance costs of

$1,000 each year for 10 years. This would assure the
integrity of fences, signs, monitoring wells, and so
on, for whatever period the State determines appro.
priate.

The second concern is considerably more difficult to
quantify. The type of damage which could occur, the
cost of correcting that damage (if it can be corrected),
and the gestation time between closin g a site and the
discovery of any damage are all relative unknowns.

States have devised different responses to these un-
knowns in order to protect their citizens. One ap-
proach has been to require that any site licensed for
hazardous waste disposal or treatment be deeded to the
State, in effect making all sites public land. States which
have done this believe that the State will ultimately be
responsible for correcting any environmental damage
caused by hazardous waste treatment or disposal sites
anyway, making it prudent that such sites be on public
land from the start. EPA does not necessarily endorse
this concept, as there are many facets to the issue of
public versus private disposal or treatment facilities,
not all of which favor public ownership., Most States
have instead required some form of bonding. The
chief drawback to this approach is the difficulty in de-
terinining an adequate amount for such a bond. A third
alternative is some type of trust fund or revolving account
which would receive money from currently operating

sites, to be used to correct damage caused by any treat
ment or disposal site, even if closed longago. The
specific course chosen is less important than the fact
that the State have legislative authority to address the
problem of potential environmental damage from haz
ardous waste treatment or disposal sites and to institute
some type of protection for the public before that damage
occurs.
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Subsection (B) describes.a system that would make the
State regulatory program self-supporting, whiqh is
similar tq the system used in California. The logic of
such a system is that the "polluter pay," and Subsection
(B) offers cSne way by which the itherators a hazardous
wastes might be charged for the costs of :. State program
to assufe adequate treatment and disposal of thosrwastes.
if the State does choose to establish a special fund for
hazardous waste management, or an similar area, the
legislature will have to amend the State revenue code;
legislation such' as a State hazardous waste management
act is not the proper vehicle for this.
Whether or not the State establishes eny new fund,
thought should be given to some type of mechanism
which will allow the hazardous waste management sys
tem to be self .sustaining. The State may elect a vari-
ant of this system, such as.retuming a surcharge from
treatment/disposal sites to the General Fund white
allocating the same amount to its regulatory program
through the usual appropriations process. In this case,
the State would avoid establishing any special accounts
within the.General Fund.

TRANSPORTATION OF HAZARDOUS WASTESTRANSPORTATION OF HAZARDOUS WASTES. ,..

Section 7
(A) Following adequate public notice, and not less than

one public hearing op die record, the lappropriate
State agency), in consultation with Department,
shall issue rules and regulations for the transporta
Lion of hazardous wastes. Such rules and regula-
tions shall be consisten: with applicable rides and

regulations issued by the United States Depart
ment of 'Transportation, and consistent with any

rules, regulations, and standards isst td pursuant
to Section 4 of this Act. The 'appropriate Statei
agency I shall comply with this Section within
3 years after the effective date of this Act., v

(B) The provisions of this Section shall apply equally
to those persons transporting hazardous wastes
generated by others and to those transporting
hazardous wastes they have generated them-.
selves, or combinations thcreof,

Section P
Many States have recognized the importance of trans-
portation in the "cradleloirave" life cycle of hazardous
waYte management, and several have initiated hazardous
waste hauler permit or control systems as,their first step
in managing these wastes. The Congress has also recog-
nized the importance of transport control in managing
hazardous wastes, as demonstrated by the inclusion of
a manifest system in she Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act of 1976:
The Model Law directs the "appropriate State agency,"
rather than the environmental management agency, to
issue rules, regulations, and permits for the transport of
hazardous wastes. The wide variation in institutional
arrangements and responsibilities for the transport of
hazardous wastes make it impossible to specify the
"appropriate" agency for each State in this document.
The reader should distinguish, however, between the
economic aspects of regulation (usually assigned to the
State Public Utilities Commission, or equivalent agency),
and other aspects such as transportation safety (often
assigned to the State Highway Patrol, or equivalent
agency). The Model Law addresses only the latrer
aspects.
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Environmental agencies in a few States have been charged
with the responsibility for control of hazardous waste
haulers. Where a legislature chooses to do this, Sub-
section (A) should read: ". . the Department shall issue

rules and regulations for the transportation of such
wastes."*

Note that P.L. 93-633 provides as follows:
Sec. 112. (a) GeneralExcept as provided in sub.

section (b) of this section, any requirement of a State
or political subdivision thereof, which is inconsistent
with any requirement set forth in this title, or in a
regulation issued under this title, is preempted.

(b) State Laws.Any requirement, of a State or
political subdivision thereof, which is not consistent
with any recitikernent set forth in this title, or in a
regulation issued under this title, is not preempted if,
upon the application of an appropriate State agency,
the Secretary determines, in accordance with pro.
cedures to be prescribed by regulation, that such re.
quirement (1) affords an equal or greater kid of
protection to the r.lblic than Is afforded by the re
quirements of this tide or of regulations issued under
this title and (2) does not unreasonably burden com-
merce. Such requirement shall not be preempted to
the extent specified in such determination by the
Secretary" for so long as such State or political sub
division thereof continues to administer and enforce
effectively such requirement.

(c) Other Federal Laws.The provisions of this
title shall not apply to pipelines which are subject to
regulation under the Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act
of 1968 (40 U.S.C. 1671 et seq.) or to pipelines which
are subject to regulation under chapter 39 of title 18,
United States Code.

EPA and nOT are presently consulting upon implemen-
tation by regulation of Sec. 112 as hereinabove set forth
and relevant requirements of RCRA of 1976. f.
The State can achieve several ends through regidation
of the transportation of hazardous wastes:

(1) The State must be aware of the whole life
cycle of hazardous waste, from "cradle-to-
grave." Were the State to reguiite only the
treatment and disposal sites, there would be
no way of knowing which wastes should

have been delivered to such sites but were
not. Neither would the State know where
those wastes had gone. A system which re
quires the hauler to report where he on-
loaded and where he offloaded wastes al-
lows the State to be me that wastes realty
went into the sites that the State directs,

*EPA has published a guide to assist the States iq imple-
menting the kind of transportation control systems authorized
under this Section. "Staia Program implementation Guide:
Hazardous Waste Transportation Control." EPA/$30/SW-512.
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Transportation control is an effective sub-
stitute for generator reporting. There may

., be political or other obstacles which prevent
the State from requiring that generators re-
port the fact that they have produced haz-
ardous wastes. These obstacles probably
will not interfere with a system requiring
generators to tell transporters what they
are consigning, which effectively makes the
information available to the State.

(2) Another use of transportation control is to
insure that hazardous wastes actually reach
the treatment or disposal sites to which
they are directed by the State. Several
States have developed "manifest" systems
to this end. (The use here of the word
"manifest" is intended to represent the
several systems already in effect. These sys-
tems usually use the words "manifest" or
"trip-ticket" to distinguish such documents
from the shipping papers used in ordinary
commerce, such as billsoflading.)
The two basic variants of the manifest sys-
tem use either the singlepart or the multi-
part document. In the singleart variant,
the generator is required to give the mani
fest to the hauler, who, in turn, surrenders
it to the treatment or disposal site operator.
Each party fills in his part of the document,
so that the final product includes certifica-
tions as to the origin, composition, quantity,
disposition, and handlers of each load of
wastes. The State may then require the
treatment or disposal site operator to sub-
mit reports on the manifests received, and
to maintain copies of them for specified
Periods of time so that the Department may
inspect them. The hauler is required to have
the manifest in nis possession while he has
the wastes, and .nust be prepared to show
it to authorized persons. The generator,
through filling out his portion, makes a full

disclosure to the hauler as to what it is that
he is consigning, and may be subject to such
penalties as obtain for perjury, where be is
not truthful. The multipart system -:,-..
in that each party submiu his copy of the
manifest directly to the Department as he
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finishes it. The State can then compare the
fonns which are submitted, identifying ship-
ments sent to specific sites which have not

acknowledged their receipt. The State can
then determine whether the wages were
disposed of at some other (possibly unac-
ceptable) site, or whether the reporting sys
tern has malfunctioned. Either of these
variations on the manifest system meets the
first purpose of controlling the movement of
hazardous wastes from generation to treat-
ment or disposal. The single-part system is
simpler, and generates less paper; the cost to
the regulatory agency is that there is no se-
parate submittal from the generator to match
with the form that arrives (or fails to arrive)
from the treatment/disposal site. Conversely,
the cost to the State in using the multi-part
system is a large increase in the amount of
paper to be monitored. in many States this
would require automatic data processing
equipment, with the attendant increase in
cots and personnel.

(3) The manifest system serves an important
function in expediting emergency response
actions. Both variations of the manifest
system described above require the hauler to
have a copy of the manifest %stem in his
possession when he has the wastes. A prop-

erly designed and accurately completed man-
ifest tells emergency response personnel what
the material is, the dangers it preser.ts, and
the proper procedures to follow to mitigate
damages. Equally important, the State en-
sures that the hauler is fully aware of what
he is carrying by requiring full disclosure
from the generator at the time of consign.

ment.
Existing Dar regulations require only that
the material be marked as "flammable,"

- "'toxic," or whatever the appropriate hazard
may be. The waste hauler, treatment /disposal
site personnel, and emergency.response person-
nel all need a fuller description of the material
being carried. This is especially true because

of hazardous wastes: there may be combina-
tion and mixtures of any number of different
substances, possibly posing several different

%
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RECORDS; REPORTS; MONITORING

Section 8
(A). The Department shall adopt, and revise as appro-

priate, rules which prescribe:

1.1) the establishment and maintenance.of such

records;
(2) the making of such reports;
(3) the taking of such samples, and the perform-

ing of such tests or .nalyses;
(4) 'the installing, calinradng, ping, and main.

raining Os such monitoring equipment or
methods; and

(5) the providing of such other information as
may be necessary to achieve the purposes of
this Act.

(B) Six months after promulgation of the regulations
requited under Section 4(C) (7) of this Act, it
shall be unlawftti for any person to generate. store,
transport, treat, or dispose of hazardous wastes in
this State without reporting such activity to the
1"...partment according to the procedures described
in said regulations.

types of threats.
(4) The manifest system is useful to the State in

compiling information on the quantity and
disposition of hazardous wastes within the
State. Because it is, in effect; a self-reporting

i system for generators (generators must dis-
close information to the hauler which is later
submitted to the State), the State can monitor
the aggregate generation and he tment or dis..,
posal of hazardous wastes throw out the,
State. Any manifest system mu be monde.
tory, including a prohibition against the
hauler acoeptim any wastes without a prop-
erly executed form.

Subsection (B) inclpdes explicit coverage of those haul-
ing hazardous wastes "... they have generated thew
selves." This is an important provision and the State"
should be certain that any regulations of hazardous waste
haulers include this or a similar phrase. Some States re-

quieted; this can be a significant loophole. Wastes are
no less hazardous, and the need for State cognizanco - I
different, for the fact that the hauler and the generator
are the same person. The existence of this loophole may
leave a large segment of the hazardous waste problem
unregulated.

RECORDS, REPORTS, MONITORING.

Section 8
This Section allows the State to require submittal of the
information h needs to assure "cradle-to-grave" control
over hazardous wastes. This is a crucial element M the
State hazardous waste management program, as the

State mutt be aware of the kinds and quantities of haz-
ardous wastes for which it is responsible, the origins and

destinations of these wastes, and the integrity of the
treatment or disposal method used. The State can do
these things most effectively through rules or regulations
describing what is nee
Section 8 explicitly cove ain participants in
hazardous-waste management. The tate can only assure
sound management if it is aware of all potentially haz-
ardous wastes in the State, including those which remain
at the she of gerieration.
Subsection (E) is especially important to generating Indus'
tries. Those States which have begun their own hazardous
waste management programs have encountered concern
from generators that trade secrets, or other proprietary
information, could be deduced from their wastes, or

SC 41.
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(C) -.Six months after promulgation of the rules required
under Section 8(A) of this Act, it shall be unlawful
for any poison to generate, store, transport, treat,
or dispose of hazardous wastei within this State
without complying with the Procedures described
in said rules.

(D) Any person violating any requirement authorized
by this Section shall be subject to the enforcement
provisions of Section II of this Act.

(E) Information obtained by the Department under
this Section shall be available to the public, unless
the Department certifies such information to be
proprietary. The Department may make such
certification where any person shows, to the sat.
isfaction of the Department, that the information,
or parts thereof, if made public, would divulge
methods, processes, or activities entitled to pro-
tection as trade secrets. Nothing in this Subsec
tion shall be construed as limiting the disclosure
of information by the Department to any officer,
employee, or authorized representative of the
State concerned with effecting this Act.

INSPECTIONS; RIGHT OF ENTRY

Section 9
I

For the purposes of developing or enforcing any rule
or regulation authorized by this Act, any duly author
ized representative or employee of the Department may,
upon presentation of appropriate credentials, at any
reasonable time - -
(A) enter any place where hazardous wastes are gen-

erated, stored, treated, or disposed of,
(8) inspect and ot:tair, samples of any waste, includ

ing samples from any vehicle in which wastes are

being transported, as well as samples of any con-
tainers or labels; and

(C) inspect and copy any records, reports, informa
tion, or test results relating to the purposes of this
Act.

IMMINENT HAZARD

Section 10
(A) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act,

the Department, upon receipt of information that
the sto i ge, transportation, treatment, or disposal
of any to may present an imminent and sub-
sten dal hazard to the health of persons or to the
environment, may take such action as it determines
to be necessary to protect the health of such per-

from reports to the State concerning their wastes. The
State should recognize and accommodate this concern
in establishing its program. However, the State should
retain the prerogative of determing that the release of
information would not be harmful if the claim of trade
secret is not valid. The Model Legislation includes the
requirement that persons seeking protection of informa-
tion demonstrate "... to the satisfaction of the Depart.
ment ..." that the information is indeed a "trade
secret."

INSPECTIONS: RIGHT OF ENTRY

Section 9
This Section parallels a common provision of existing
State and Federal environmental statutes. Subsection
(B) is of special importance to States regulating land
disposal and treatment of hazardous wastes.
Industrial wastes have traditionally been mobile, and the
State cannot effectively regulate the management of
these wastes without authority to monitor their move.
meats. The State must be able to inspect voste-carrying
vehicles to ensure that they are hauling what they say
they are, and that Federal and State safety provisions
havb been met.

r

IMMINENT HAZARD

Section 10 t.
The purpose of this Section is to allow the Department
to act immediately where the potential for environ-
mental damage may be realized before the completion
of normal administrative or judicial remedies. The
corollary to this is that the Department would use this
Section to pievent or minimize such damage only in
situations where immediate action was essential.
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sons or the environment. The action the Depart.
meet may take includes, but is not limited to -

issuing an order directing the operator of
the treatment or disposal facility or site, or
the c tstodian of the waste, which consti-
tutes such haiard, to take such steps as are
necessary to prevent the act or eliminate.the
practice which constitutes such hazard, which
may include permanent or temporary cessa-
tion of operation of a facility or site; and

(2) requesting that the Attorney General or ap-
propriate District Attorney commence an
action enjoining such acts or practices, and
granting a permanent or temporary injuc-
tion, restraining order, or other Order upon
a showing by the Department that a person
has engaged in such acts or practices.

(B) In ahy civil action brought pursuant to this Section
in which a temporary restraining order, preliminary
injunction, oz:permanent injunction is sought, it
shall not be necessary to allege or prove at any
stage of the proceeding that irreparable damage
will occur should the temporary restraining order,
preliminary injunction, or permanent injunction
not be issued; or that the remedy at law is irmde-
quate, and the temporary restraining order, pre.
liminary injunction, or permanent injunction
shall issue without such allegations and without
such proof.

(1)

ENFORCEMENT

Section 11
(A) Whenever the Department finds that any person

is in violation of any permit, rule, regulation,
standard, or requirement under this Act, the De-
partment may issue an order requiring such person
to comply with such permit, rule, regulation,
standard, or requirement, or the Department may
request that the Attorney General of this State
bring a civil action for injunctive relief in [the
apprcpriatel court; or, the Department may re-
quest that the Attorney General of this State
bring a civil enforcement action under Subsec-
tion 11(C) of this Act.

(B) Any person who knowingly violates any order
issued by the Department pursuant to this Section
shall be liable for a fine not to exceed $25,000 per

The Section provides considerable flexibility. 'Mere
the Department chooses, it may issue an administra-
tive order, but the Section also allows the Department
to seek a court order if it prefers.
Subsection (B) includes ..te phrasing "... it shall not be
necessary to allege or prove ... that irreparable damage
will occur .. .41' that the remedy at law is inadequate
... " for the Department to take immediate action
under this Section. Such a waiver is a useful element in
any imminent hazard provision the State includes in its
hazardous waste management legislation. Its purpose is
to prevent lengthy legal delays over the correctness of
the Department's judgment that a threat is immediate,
and delays caused by affected persons forcing the De-
partment to exhaust such other (slower) legal remedies
as may be available to the Department. This phrasing
may be of special interest in those States where the
courts have been reluctant to consider limited environ-
mental damage to be "irreparable."

ENFORCEMENT

Section 11
Section 11 provides the mechanism by which the De-
partment can enforce the permits, rules, regulations,
standards, and requirements promulgated under the
authority of this Act.
The Department has three options under the Recom-
mended Legislation's enforcement provisions:

(1) the Department can issue an order
to the violator instructing him to
comply with whatever rule (or re-
gulation, etc.) he is violating;

(2) the Department can ask that an
action be brought for a penalty
against a violator; or

(3) the Department can obtain an
injunction against a violator.
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day of violation, imprisonment for not to exceed
one year, or both.

(C) Any person who violates any permit, rule, regula
tion, standard, or requirement pursuant to Sec.

tions 4, 5.6, 7, or 8 of this Act shall be liable for
a fine of not to exceed $25,000 per day of viola-
tion.

(D) Each day of noncompliance with any order Is

sued by the Department pursuant to this Section,

or of noncompliance with any permit, rule, regu
lation, standard, or requirement pursuant to Sec-

tion 4, 5, 6, 7; or 8 of this Act shall constitute a
separate violation of this Act.

(E) An order issued under this Section shall be de-

livered by personal service apd shall be served on

the person designated by the laws of this State as

appropriate to receive service of process.

4

INTERSTATE COOPERATION

Section 12
The legislature of this State encourages cooperative

activities by the Department with other States for the

impriwed management of hazardous wastes, for im

proved, and so far as is practicable, uniform State laws

relating to the management of hazardous wastesr and

compacts between this and other States for the im-
ptoved management of hazardous wastes.

: .
REPEALER

#
Section 23

The following laws of this State are hereby repealed on

the effective date.0f this Act:

:t

These options provide the Department with wide lat-

itude ir. enforcing the rules and regulations promul

gated under the Act. The Department may, choose to

simply issue an order preventing an act or the cumin.
uation of a practice which violates applicable regula

dons, where the act or practice does not pose an.

imminent threat of extreme hazard. Section 11(0)
then allows the Depirtment to invoke criminal
penalties where such an order has been knowingl!,

violated.

Where damage has already occurred, and where that

damage appears to warrant e..xnpensation, the De-

partment may choose to seek civil penalties.

Last, the Department may choose to seek injunctive
relief for those situations where the potential hazard of
an act or practice appears to make that appropriate.

Subsections 11(C) and 11(D) specify the Sections of

this Act which, if violated, can result in the imposition
of penalties. Failure to specify those Sections which

carry such sanctions may result in problems of "due

process," as persons.subject to the Act must be given

clear notice f the sanctions which may result from
a violation.
ident;fy tiro

to State legislation should clearly

provisions which carry penalties.

Subsection 1 (E) is similarly important for reasons of

due process: he violator must receive "effective

notice" that bas violated an order which may result

in criminal sanctions.

INTERSTATE COOPERATION

Section 12
Interstate cooperation is especially important in the

management of hazardous wastes. While air pollution

moves as the climate dictates, and water pollution as

geography and geology dictate, residuals destined for

the land move at human whim. Wastes going to the
land can and are transported by all manner of vehicle

to sites in any direction as far away from the point of
generation as economics allows. Many jarge industrial

centers are at or near the boundary of .1neighboring

State, with the movement of wastes from generation in

one State to treatment or disposal in another State

being part of longstanding residuals management prac-

tices as a result.

The Congress has recognized this in the Resource

Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976, Section 1005
of which encourages certain interstate compacts. Where

States do not establish formal agreements, they may

89
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SEVERABILITY

Section 14
If any provision of this Act, or the application of any
provision of this Act to any person or circumstances,
is held invalid, the application of such provision to
other persons or circumstances, and the remainder of
this Act, shall not be affected thereby.

EFFECTIVE DATE

Section 15
This Act shall take effect on

find it useful to at least recognize publicly that inter-
statecooperation is especially importar t in managing
hazardous wastes by including phrasing similar to that
in Section 12 of the Model Law in their own Hazardous
Waite Management Acts.

90
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Appendix B

INFORMATION SOURCES FOR DISPOSING
OF SMALL BATCHES OF HAZARDOUS WASTES

Mismanagement of industrial waste and indiscrim-
inate disposal of certain business and commercial
wastes and household items have already resulted in
numerous documented cases of air contamination,
land and water pollution, property damage, and in-

Juries and death of humans and animals. Small

batches of hazardous wastes are generated as dis-
carded household items (for example, battery acid or

small pesticide cans), or as chemical wastes from small

business and manufacturing estabir.hmentsi and from

commercial, university, and high school laboratories.

The °Native of this vide:is to outline informa-
tion soutces on waste handling and disposal, and to

..present available pethods and options to advise the
waste holder on the disposal of small batches of haz-

ardous wastes.

It also provides a step-by-step procedure on what
to look for, who to ask, and what steps to take if you
suspect you have hazardous waste or material that

must be disposed of. It will enable you to answer the
following crucial questions concerning the disposal of
hazardous wastes:

What are they?

Vow do I identify them?
How do I properly dispose of them?

IDENTIFYING HAZARDOUS WASTE

A hazardous waste Is a waste that poses a threat to

life and property. It can contaminate the environ-
ment by virtue of being toxic, radioactive, explosive,
or flammate, as well as nonbiodegradable and bio-
accumulative. When a hazardous chemical used in the

84

workplace or the lab is contaminated, or no longer
useful, the material is a potential threat if disposal is
not carried out properly.

The fundamental fact about these hazardous wastes

is that they are a menace to human health and the
environment. They can poison, burn, maim, blind,
and kill people and other liming organinns immediately

when inhaled, swallowed, or brought in contact with
the skin, or they may wreak their havoc slowly over
time, affecting the nervous system, causing cancers,

or spawning birth defects. Some are nondegradable
and persist in nature indefinitely. Some may ac-
cumulate in living things. Some may work their way

into the food chain.
Hazardous wastes are found in a wide variety of

solid, liqUid, or gaseous forms. They may be packaged

in small tars, bags, drums, cyclinders, cans, or aeter5I

containers. Table B-1 provides a partial list of com-
monly encountered sources of hazardous waste.

According to the Resource Conservation and Re-
covery Act of 1976, EPA must formally define a'
hazardous waste by Spring 1978. Meanwhile, several

Federal regulations already deal with the hazardous
properties of chemicals, and the transportation of
these chemicals, or certain commercial products that

contain hazardous components. Several States do

maintain lists or criteria for hazardous wastes which
makes those agencies an excellent source of inform-
don for determining what is hazardous.

All pesticides are regulated under the Federal
Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rod4aticide Act (FIFRA),
as amended, and disposal must be in accordance
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TABLE B-1

COMMONLY ENCOUNTERED HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AND PRODUCTS
FOUND IN SMALL BATCHES 01 WASTE

TYPICAL WASTE SOURCES HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

1. ACIDS

Pickling Liquor
Battery Acid
Acidic Chemical Manus
Spent Acid
Plating Operations
Laboratory Glassware Acid Baths
Glass Etching Solutions

4

2. ALKALIES

Miscellaneous Caustic Products
Alkaline Battery Fluid
Caustic Wastewater

J.-leaning Solutions

Lye

3. ORGANICS (Mainly Nonllalogenated)

Capacitor Fluids
Chemical Cleaners and Solvents
Chemical Toilet Wastes
Electrical Transformer Fluids
Furniture and Wood Polishes
Laboratory Chemicals

... Paint Removers
Silver Cleaning Agents
Shoe Polish

4. HALOGENATED ORGANICS

Cleaning Solvents
Laboratory Chemicals
Paint and Varnish Removers
Dry °min g Solutions
Capacitors and Transformers

Containing PCB

S. INORGANICS

Catalysts

Chemical Toilet Wastes
Laboratory Chemiscal Wastes

Paint Sludge
Plating Solutionk
Fluorescent Lamps
Germicidal and "Disinfectant"
Solutions

Pain's
Fluxes
Aluminum Cleaning Agents

Chromicsulfuric acid mixture, hydrobromic acid. hydro-
chloric acid, hydrofluoric acid, nitric acid, perchloric
acid, sulfuric acid

Ammonia, lime (calcium oxide), potassium hydroxide.
sodium hydroxide. sodium silicate

OM

Aromatic compounds, organic amides. organic Mercaptaps,
nrganomtriles, nitrobenzene, phosgene, thioureas

Carbc. tetrachloride, chloroform, methylene chloride,
polych >mated biphenyls (PCB)

Ammonium fluoride, ammomiton silicolluoride.
antimony salts. arsenic salts.asbestos products and
fibers, 1;eryllium compounds, barium salts. borane
compounds. cadmium salts,thrOMitim salts. cyanide
compounds, inorganic halides (potassium bromide,
sodium iodide), lead compounds. mercury salts.
selenium salts, sodium ulicolluoride, vanadium com
pounds. zinc chloride

i
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TABLE B-1

COMMONLY ENCOUNTERED HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AND PRODUCTS
FOUND IN SMALL BATCHES OF WASTE (CONTINUED) -

TYPICAL WASTE SOURCES HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

6. EXPLOSIVES

Illegal Explosive "Firecrackers"
Laboratory Wastes
Obsolete Explosives
Track Torpedoes
Blasting Caps
Detonators
Commercial Pyrotechnics for Private Use

7. PESTICIDES

Waste Pesticides

House and Garden Discarded Pesticide Cans

Waste Water from Cleaning of Pesticide
Containers

Containers and Pesticide Application
Equipment

8. GASES

Welding Gases

Laboratory Gas Cylinders
Local Anesthetic "Aerosol" Cans
Medical Oxygen Cylinders

9. BANNED PRODUCTS

Banned Pesticides
Banned Hair Sprays
Banned Aerosol Bathroom Cleaners
Waste LeadBase Paints

Ammonium nitrate, ammonium nitratefuel oil mixtures
(ANFO), dynamite, mercury fulminate, nitroglycerin,
2,4,6trinitrot Dinette (TNT), water gel explosives

Chlorinated hydrocarbon pesticides, organophotehate
pesticides, phosphorotbioate pesticides, organic
carbamates, organic thiocarbamates

Acetylene, ammonia, car bon monoxide, chlorine, ethyl
chloride, hydrogen, hydrogen sulfide, methyl chloride,
nitrogen dioxide, oxygen, other gases under high
pressure

Aerosol products containing vinyl chloride as propellant,
aldrin products, leadbascd paints containing 0.5 permit,.
lead or greater

/
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INFORMATION SOURCES FOR DISPOSING OF SMALL BATCHES OF HAZARDOUS WASTES 87

with label directions or with regulations and pro-
cedures published pursuant to Section 19 of the Act

see Appendix C). Published guidelines provide for
the disposal of single containers of household pesti
cide products that are securely wrapped in several
layers of paper in regular municipal solid waste dis-

posal facilities.

INFORMATION SOURCES
Detaled information on the hazardous charac-

teristics of laboratory chemicals and on the most
commonly used commercial and household products

can be obtained from the manufacturers/suppliers,
from open literature, and by contacting appropriate
governmental agencies.

Most chemicals used in the laboratories, or pro-
ducts used in the household or in small commercial
and business establishments carry warning labels as to

the hazards involved, if they contain hazardous sub-
stances or if they may be hazardous under certain
conditions of use. Thus, if the original label still
remains on the container, it should be read very
carefully as a first step toward waste identification
(and for safe handling and disposal). If the name of
the manufacturer or distributor of a product is known,

this source can be oontacteu for information on haz-
ardous characteristics of the product and on proper
handling and disposal procedures.

There are five reference manuals, available in many

public libraries and in most chemical laboratories,
that can be consulted on properties, uses, and hazard-

ous characteristics of laboratory chemicals and many

consumer products (Table B 2). Generally, descrip-

tions of the material's hazardous nature will be in
terms of its toxicity, flammability, reactivity, explo-
siveness, or corrosive nature. The reference manuals

noted describe the hazardous nature ,f the material
in these terms, and some may give a :alative rating of

its danger. Some of these references also tell whether

Or not these materials are potentially -arciriogenic
(cancer-causing).

Federal agencies can also be contacted for assist-
ance in the identification of hazardous material. A
list and brief description of these agencies are
presented in Appendix F.

DISPOSING OF HAZARDOUS WASTE

Some pertinent reference materials on treatment
and disposal are given if? Table B-3. These references

identify treatment methods that have been used by
universities and industrial trade organizations (for
example, the Manufacturing Chemists Association).
The treatment and disposal methods given in these
references generally have not been evaluated by EPA

for their effectiveness and should be carried out only

by qualified personnel.

SELECTING TIDE PROPER DISPOSAL OPTION

Depending on the nature of the waste, the specific

location where the waste is generated, and the appli-

cable local ordinances and State regulations on v .ste

disposal, small batches of hazardous wastes can be

disposed of in a numbs of ways including, in order of
preference:

Recycling or rettrning to supplier
Transporting to a hazardous waste management
facility
Wing available lab ory equipment for treat-
ment/disposal

Disposing of mate
incinerators with permissio
agencies (only if the previous
not available)

Disposing of material in "appropriate" landfills
with permission of local and State agencies
(and only as a last resort)

REUSE/RECYLE
The first disposal option selected should be to re-

turn the material either to the supplier or manufac
turer or to the approved chemical trader, broker, or
reclaimer who can reuse or recycle the taste for some

useful end product. Lists of local laboratory supply
houses can be found in the "yellow pages" of the
telephone directory or in certain publications such as

the American Chemical Society Nblication 1975-76

LABGU1DE.

DISPOSAL IN HAZARDOUS WASTE
MANAGEMENT FACILITIES

Throughout the United States there are over 100
centralized facilities for processing and/or disposal of

hazardous wastes. Although a large number of these

facilities are owned and operated by private waste-
disposal service companies, there are also some which

are operated by municipalities and county agencies
(for example, County Department of Public Works in
several California counties). Some facilities, especially

ro te municipal

d State
three options are
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TABLE B-2

REFERENCE MANUALS ON HAZARDOUS PROPERTIES OF LABORATORY CHEMICALS
AND COMME RCI AL/INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS

REFERENCE COP.TENTS

4.

Gleason. Marion N.. et al. Clinical toxi
coloj' of commercial products.
acute poisoning. 3d ed. Baltimore,

The Williams & Wilkins Co., 1969.

various pagings.

Stecher, P.C.. et al. The Merck

index. an encyclopedia of chemi-

cals and (bugs. 8th ed. Rahway,

N.J., Merck & Co., Inc., 1968.

1713 p.

Sax. NJ,. et al. Dangerous properties

of industrial materials. New York,

Reinhold Publishing Corporation,

1957. 1467 p.

Weast. R.C. Handbook Of chemistry

and physics 56th ed. Cleveland,

CRC Press. 1975.1976. various

Pa8ifills-

Chtistensen. ILE.. Luginbyhl. T.T.,

and B.S. Carroll. Registry of
toxic effects of chemical sub-

stances1.1975 edition. Washington.

U.S. Govetriment Printing Office.

June 1975, 1296 p.

Contains alphabetical compilation of 3.000 major

chemical substances (ingredients) found in widely used

commercial products, and gives toxicity information

and a to :city rating for each ingredient. In addition,

the manual contains a trade name index for 17,000

products, identifies the manufacturers and lists the

ingredients for each product and iuenti lies the toxic

components.

Describes 10,000 individual substances. provides data on

theit toxic effects on humans and test animals, and lists

common uses for selected entries. In addition, the index

lists poison control centers and first aid procedures. A

cross-index of chemical names and formulas is also

given.

Lists 9,000 general chemicals and products; gives

descriptions of physical properties and toxicity, explo-

sion. fire. and radiation hazard ratings. For each

chemical. pertinent data arc provided on personal hygiene.

ventilation, disaster control. shipping regulationk. and

14 storage/handling procedures.

Identifies physical and chemical properties of most

organic and inorganic chemicals. The handbook gives

toxicity of select chemicals, and general information on

chemical hazards. fire precautions and fire aid.

Identifies toxicity (to man, animals. and aquatic life) of .

mom known organic and inorganic chemicals and identi-

fies carcinogenic, teratogenic. and mutagenic nature. if

any.
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those operated by public agencies, handle a variety of

wastes including small batches of hazardous material.

. At these facilities. a certain area within the disposal
site is set aside. for handling hazardous wastes. A
number of waste disposal companies also provide
waste hauling service to their customers. Others that.
do not provide hauling service usually request their
regular major clients to use only the services of re

llstered waste haulers to bring wastes to the disposal

89

site. Unlike most regular refuse disposal sites which are

open 8 to 10 hours a day. 5 to 6 Aar per week,
some hazardous waste disposal sites have .a very
restricted business-ht.,ur scheduletwith a few accepting

wastes only : I prior appointment. Nearly all facili-
ties require the waste generator's to provide some data

on the general characteristics of thpir wastes andtheir
hazardous conitituei.ts. Such data are needed to
assure safe waste handling and disposal.7"

TABLE 133

SEL'CTED LLITO, F PERTINENT PUBLICATIONS ON tREATMENT AND DISPOSAL
OF siyintt, BATCHES& HAZARDOUS WASTES

REFERENCE CONTENTS

Laboratory nave disposal manual
Washington, Manufacturing Chemists
Associatio.i. May 1970. 176 p.

(
How to dispose of hazardous household

waste& Sacramento. California State
Water Resources Control Board.
On preparation.)

Steere, Norman V., ed. CRC hand.
book of labomtbsy safety.
Cleveland. The Chemical
Rubber Co., 119711. 854 p.

Shill. CC., and D.F. Dal Porto
(TRW Systems and Energy).
Handbook for pesticWe disposal
by common chemical methods.
Washington. U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency. (1:i
preparation.)

Lawless, E.W., Ti... Ferguson. and
A.y. Meiners (Midwest Research
Institute). Guidelines for the
disposal of small quantities of
unused pesticides. Publication
No. EPA 670/2.75.057.
Washington. U.S. Government
Printing Office, June 1975. 331 p.
(Also distributed by National
Teebrikai Information Service,
Springfield. Va.. as P11-244 557.)

The manual stresses safe procedures for onsite waste disposal from
small laboratories, ;specially those in small communities not possess.
mg sophisticated equipment. Gives detailed waste disposal procedures
for 25 classes of chemicals (covering 1,121 individual chemicals) in
common use in laboratoriesand related facilities. Also provides
several recommended metitoda for the recovery uf certain spilled
chemicals. Data on physical properties and hazardous properties of
the chemicals are also provided.

Lists 10 types of hazardous wastes most commonly found around tha
home. and gives a brief description of the options available for the
disposal of these matenalsincluding direct disposal to the land. use of
municipal sewage treatment systems, use of special collection pHs at
gasoline stations. etc. The booklet also provides hunts for handling
hazardous wastes.

...

Gives procedures for chic disposal of 1>aous wastes and presents'
chemical. biological, radiation, fire. and/tiler hazards associated with
several thousand chemicals. The handbook also contains general
laboratory safety procedures.

Contains step-by-step chemical degradation /detoxification and dip
posal procedures for 20 major pesticides which are representative , .

of the several hundred pesticides currently m use. The handbook also
contains an extensive review of the pertinent literature on various t

reported chemical methods lot tut degradation and/or detoxification
of the selected pesticides.

-

Provides 14 detailed methods for the treatment and disposal of 550 i
pesticides and discusses treatment of small spills of pesticides and
methods for the disposal ;Imply pesticide containers. The manual
contains reference charts of pesticide properties pertinent to disposal.,
an:' a cross index of chemical names, common- names, and trade

°''riarrie:. The manual is intended to be used by regulatory authorities
in advi ang the layman on the disposal of pesticide wastes
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In areas where Fasardous waste disposal facilities
are readily accessible, small batches of hazardous
wastes should definitely be taken to such sites ffi
disposal. These sites, which are generally operated by
professionals with training and expertise in waste
management, utilize dispOsal methods which assure
riiininium environmental damage. These facilities also
operate under permits from on9 or more governmental

agencies and are regularly inspected-by the regulatory
agencies to assure compliance with the conditions of
their permits and all applicable regulations.

EPA has published a list of such facilities (EPA/
530/SW-l46) called "Hazardous Waste Management
Facilities .n the United States," which is available
through EPA. Office of Solid Waste.A

"IN.HOUSE" TREATMENT/DISPOSAL
After it has been determined that the recyclehleuse

disposal.option is not available and that the services
of a commercial hazardous waste disposal facility are
also unavailable, the generator of a small batch of
hazardous waste may investigate ."Whouse" treatment
possibilities for "on-premises" or "offsites" disposal.
Under_ approprriate conditions, and if regulations
permit, small batches of certain hazardous waste can
be disposed of "on.premlses" after the waste is ren-
dered harmless or less hazardous (diet is, detoxified,
neutralized, or encapsulated, e.g., in cement) by proper

treatment. In some cases, the treated waste may be
suitable for disposal in sanitary landfills or municipal
incinerators. Certain hazardous wastes, such as explo-
sives, for example. should not be handled "in-house."

HAZARDOUS WASTE DISPOSAL IN

MUNICIPAL INCINERATORS
Small batches of certain combustible hazardous

wastes can be incinerated in municipal incinerators
if it is determined that the disposal will not result in
(a) explosion or emission of products which can be

damaging to the equipment or injurious to operating
personnel, and (b) generation of pollutants which
cannot be adequately controlled by the existirg emis-
sion control equipment and procedures. Municipal

'solid waste incinerators generally are not appropriate
for incineration of pesticides other than casual house-
hold containers. For regulations concerning destruc-
tion of hafardous wastes in municipal incinerators,
the local agency responsible for operation or regula-
tion of the incineration ta-cility should be contacted.
In general, information on waste quantities and char-
acteristics would be required in order to determine
whether a hazardous waste can be safely handled in a
municipal incinerator. For all hazardous waste dis
posal in municipal incinerators, obtain approval from
the local and State agencies responsible for solid or

-.hazardous waste disposal.

HAZARDOUS WASTE DISPOSAL IN

SANITARY LANDFILLS
Specific regulations on disposal of hazardous

wastes to sanitary landfills vary from locality to
locality and from State to State. As examples, some
States, such as Illinois, allow disposal of small amounts

of hazardous chemical wastes in certain sanitary land-
fills, whereas other States, -such as Florida, prohibit
any land disposal of hazardous wastes unless they have
been "detoxified" prior to disposal. Generally, single
containers of household pesticides can be wrapped in
several layers of paper and discarded in the regular
municipal solid waste collection system. Local and
State agencies retionsible for the operation or regula-
tion of a sanitary landfill should be contacted for
regulations on waste disposal before any hazardous
waste is taken to the sanitary landfill for disposal.
For all hazardous waste disposal in landfills, obtain
approval from the local agency responsible for solid or
hazardous waste disposal.
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Appendix C

INFORMATIONtON DISPOSAL OF PESTICIDES
AND PESTICIDE. CONTAINERS

As State hazardous waste problems may include
disposal of pesticidei or*pesticide containers, some
background on current recommendadons and infor-
mation sources is useful. Pesticides are reguIlated by
EPA under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and
Rodenticide Act, as amended, Section 19(a) of this
Act requires EPA to establish recommended pro-
cedures and regulations to control the disposal and
storage of pesticides, and pesticide containers, and
accept for safe disposal those pesticides canceled
under Section 6(c). Thus far, EPA has publied two
declarations on this subject.

On May 1, 1974, "Recommended Procedures for
Disposal and Storage of Pesticides and Pesticide
Containers" 39 FR 15236 was promulgated. This
publication provides guidance on the subjects of
disposal and storage (Subparts C and D) to the public,

but they are only regulatory for Federal agencies or
where Federal funds or property are involved. This
document also provides regulations relating to the
acceptance by EPA of suspended and canceled pesti-
cides (Subpart B).

Subpart C separates pesticides into three specific
categories for purposes of disposal organic, orgeno-
metallic, and inorganic,, with appropriate mom-
minded disposal procedures for each group. It also
cautions against the use of certain disposal procedures
which pose threats to the environment. Pesticide
container disposal is addressed in a similar fashion.
Finally, criteria and recommended procedures' for
storage of pesticides and containers are outlined.

Subpart D relates to pesticide-derived wastes; if
such wastes are part of an industrial waste stream,
.then the Federal Water Pollution Control Act or Safe

91
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Drinking Wiser Act permits may apply; otherwise,
such waste- should be handled as specified under Sub-
part C.

To provide control of the worst acts of pesticide
disposal, regulatidns were proposed on October 15,
1974, 39 FR 36867 to prevent water dumping and
ocean dumping except by permit, and open dumping,
open burning, well injection, and storage which could
lead to contamination of food or feed. These regula-
dons would amend the previously issued recom-
mend pr uses and prohibit those procedures not
r moneride (165.7). These regulations are ex-
pected to promulgated in 1977. .

The state-of-the-art on pesticide disposal and
storage is not well developed.: Criteria for pesticide
incineratidn, disposal in landfills, rinse solution dis-
posal, chemical degradation methads4otoclegrada-
tion, and storage have not been completed; grants and
contracts to answer these questions are planned and in
progress. The Solid Waste Management Represent
Live in the EPA Regional Offices is the best source
of information on current regulations and status of
the developing pesticide disposal technology.

Included in this Appendix are several pub dons
addressing pesticide disposal and storage issue These
publications deal with information sources, sposal
of pesticides, including dilute solutions, current pesti

cide disposal research, the reconditioning of pesticide.
containers, etc., and should be consulted for details:
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Regulations for Adceptance and Recommended
iocedures for Disposal and Storage of Pesti-

cides and PeSticide Containers, 39 FR 15236,
May 1, 1974 '
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$

Proposed Regulations for'ProhibitiOn of Certain
Acts Regarding Disposal and Storage of Pesti-
cides and Pesticidq Containers, 39 FR. 36867,
October 15, 1974

s,

REFERENCES

Day, H. R. Disposal of dilute pesticide solutions. En.
yirotunental Protection Publication SW.5I9.
CI Washington I e U.S. Environmental Protec-
tion Agency, June 1976. 18 p.

Day. H. Pesticide disposal information sources; a guide for
EPA personnel. (Washington j, U.S. En-

.vironmental Protection Agency, 1976. II p.,
app. (Prepublication copy.,

Ghaswmi, M., and S. Quinlivan (TRY/ Systems Group] . A
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Appendix D
THURSDAY, APRIL 1, 1976

PART V:

NVIRONMENTAL -

PROTECTION

AGENCY

111111111111
POLYCHLORINATED

BIPHENYL-CONTAINING

WASTES

Disposal Proce d uses

Errata:

1. p. 14134. 1st column. 4th t, 8th line: insert to read
"The possible adverse effect' on animals (including man)..."

2. p. 14135, middle column, 4th 1. 5th 1-ine-: should read
"Checking to assure that the materials are being properly
handled, treated, transported..."

3. p. 14136, let column. 1st t, 2nd line: should read "burial"
instead of "bureau"...
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14134

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY

Arm steel
Pal.CONTINING WASTES
(INDUSTRAIAL FACILITIES)

. Recommended Procedures for Disposal

On December 22. 1975. the Adminis-
trator of the Environmental Protection
Agency announced an action Mari 01
regulatdry and administrative actions to
help ensure that polychlorinated Moberg-
yb currentlY in service do nos enter the
environment. One portion of that pro.
gram Includes investigation and recom-
mendation of .appropriate disposal pro.
cedures for Industrial users of this fain-
tly of chemicals or products containing
them. The Agency is also evaluating the
consumer waste disposal problem and
may issue further guidance on that sub,
jest at a later time.

Purpose. Pursuant to Section 204eb
Cl) of the Solid Waste Disposal Mt. as
amended. the Administrator may issue
advlsOrY_guidance.and recommendations
related to the disposal of aaste mate-
rials These recommended procedures do

----not-navg-suilMaYrFiratliiir or re(Tira-torY
sleets. but represent the best informa-
tion avaitalile on preferable disposal op-
tions for PCB-contaillie.g waste mate-
rials. The Agency plans to conduct
studies to deterrnine other options for,
treatment and disposal of PCB-contain-
ing wastes (including incineration of ca-
pacitors containing PCB liquids( during
calendar year 1978 On addition to
Agency activities, the American National
Standards Institute is its the process of
revising ANSI CI07.1-1974. its guidelines
for disposal, of askarels containing
PCBs.) As sigitifietint new information
becomes availible from these and other
sources, this PLUM REMITS Issuance
win be revised.

The purpose of this issuance Is to
provide infrianceaor the disposal of
PCB-containing %Estes This guidance. is
addressed primarily to industrial users
of PCBs. particularly those manufactur-
lng and/or using capacitors and trans-
formers cant:lining KEW. although the
recommended Prooedores are aPoropri-
kte Wail PCB-c. Wining wastes
*General Bac/crowd. -.. pnlythspri.

slated biphenyls (PCBs) are chlorinated
aromatic organic compounds which give
iiie to concern because of their chronic
toificity. their pervasiveness and per-
sistence in the environment, and their
tenlenCy to accumulate in food chains.
On oat' meal. resulting from the bio-
accifilitdaUon of PCBs In the food chain.
cans, the present and continuing concern
over Vie disposition of PCBs to the en-
vironment, PCBs have been used both in
eland Systems. especiallY as sealed di-
electric fluids In transformers and ea-
paeltoks, and raistunPtIve tor -open")
applications. where the PCBs are used In
and consumed and discarded wile
Product.

In the pest. consumptive or "open"

NOTICES

uses-of PCBs have included: impregna-
tors of cotton and asbestos for braided
insulation of electrical wiring: plasticiz-
ers in wire and cable coatings: plasticiz-
ers otvinyl chloride polymer films; com-
ponents of high - pressure hydraulic
fluids: specialized lubricants and gasket
sealers. heat transfer agents: and ma-
chine tool cutting oils. Former "Open-
aMilications also include, formulation
into some epoxy paints: peptective Coat-
ings for wood, metal, and concrete: ad-
hesives: and in carboniess reproducing
Paper. .

TodaY domestically produced PCBs are
supplied only to "closeer applications in
the electrical power distribution industry
PCBs used as dielectric fluids hi trans-.
formers and capacitors are referred to
generally as &Wads.

Capacitor applications include power
factoe correction of both high an low
voltage power, ballasting in fluorescent
lamps. and motors in 'air conditioners
and industrial applications Transformer
use of PCBs is primarily in those areas
what the non.,nanimabilfty tithe major

'consideration dandy those atmlications
in proximity tolitupansLybese _Include

-WirrPortaCion applications (electric
trains, rapid transit systems' and power
supply transklnners in commercia And
public buildings

The Sole producer of PCBs in the
United States is the Monsanto Company.
under the trade name of Aroelor Some
domestic manufacturers either modify
Aroelor or have Mdnsapto prepare spe-
cial formulations for them These, have
been marketed and used by manufac-
turers in their products under various
trade names Additional quantities of
PCBs are imported, both as a raw ma-
terial and as a substance incorporated
into manufactured pant or products
Appendix A provides a listing of the
trade names used by domestic and for-
eign manufacturers on their products
containing PCBs.

Cumulative sales in the U S. smog the
introduction of PCBs in 1929 are esti-
mated to be 15 billion pounds An esti-
mated 700 million Maids Of the PCBs
Produced are still service It is esti-
mated that less than half the PCBs ever
produced bare enterecHhe environment,
ohthis amount, only about 10 percent 50
million Pounds ate estimated to have
degraded or been incinerated. 300 million
pounds are estimated to be In landfills at
this time UM distribution of PCBs is

bi teillustrated on Figure I The recommen-
dations of this publicatioti are directed
only at the PCBs praVhtly in service 'or
which will enter service as a result of
future production;

In 1970 Monsanto voluntarily re-
stricted domestic sales'01 PCBs to use in
transformers and capacitors 'closed sys-
tems As a result, current domestic Pro-
duction of PCBs Is down about 50 per-
cent from the peak yearsjiefore 1970, but
stilt amounts to :,bout id million pounds
per year '19741 Imports of PCB liquids
currently amount to about 04 million
Poistids per year.

PCS WORN' ma ma to 5
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Most capacitors cuSena PCBs, pro-
duced in the past two years use Arodor
1018. while transformer applications
continue muse Arocior 1242 and 1254.

Technical Backoroung.Potychlori-
nated biphenyls are a class 01 synthetic
compounds which have no known coun-
terpart in the natural environment
PCBs are.thanufactuted by the chlori-
nation of biphenyl with irillydrous chlo-
rine using iroil filings or ferric chloride
as a catalyst. The most important physi-
cal properties of PCBs arc low vapor
Pressures. low water solubility, and high
dielectric constants They are ,riseible
with moat organic solvents,

Tile chemical properties that make
PCBs desirable industrial materials are
their excellent thermal stability, their
strong resistance to both acidic and basic
hydrolysis. and their general inertness
They are quite resistant to oxidation
Unfortunately_ some of the characteris-
tics Istabiliki. nondegradabilityr which
-make PCBs so valuable in industrial ap-
*loath:u also mace them highly per-

busting in the environment.
Theoretically 210 PCB compouiida can

be prepared. but less than 100 hornologs
and isomers,iire likely to occur in com-
merical products. PCB compounds con-
tain from 12 to 68 percent chlorine The
typical commercial product is a mixture
of several homologs

Monsanto. the sole U S producer of
PCBs, has adopted a four-digit designa-
tion for its Aroclors The first two digits
indicate the type of material biphenyl,
triphenyi, or mixture of the two The last
two digits represent he &Pal oxemate
chlorine content by Percentage weight
iAroclor 1016. with approximately 41
percent Nikon*. Is an exception to this
nomenclature system) Biphenyls with
higher chlorine content are non-flamma-
ble and have extremely low volatilities

The chemical stability, low volatility.
high dielectric constant. and compatibil-
ity with other chlorinated hydrocarbons
have resulted in many and varied indus-
trial applications for the PCBs

The ready solubility of PCBs in non-
polar solvents explains why they are
easily absorbed Into fatty tissue and into
the liver. Patty tissue acts as a non-
polar solvent, and PCBs-are retained.
rather Umb excreted Their resistance Lo

eat. 41, NO. 61siniabist await I, 1974
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POLYCHLORINATED BIPHENYL.ONTAINING WASTES

oxidation ot other types 011.11m:cal deg-
irodatoosi esmains their 1/e1SISLI1010A1
ACe0MU/at1011 di 001041 WSW.

The cpenin al inertness and resistance
to metabolism of PC11, actount for their
:UN acute wearily (Trout' toxic effects
sat y at different anitnaLspecies they in-
clude skin. [tier and kidney -Teslonstii
rabbits chloractie and hepato-
toxic effects in wall

The low solubility of PCBs in water
in .ibabty lupins the rate at %Ouch they
are dispersed by water systems PCBs
discharged into a riser or lake wilt ac
innulate in (lie sediment in relatisely

high come:mations Plants and animals
can concentrate PCBs above their les el
in water alone Some fish species taken
from Lake Michigan ut 1370 and 1971
have exhibited PCB concentrations
greater than 5 ppm Shrimp and oysters
'exposed to :0 ppb of Arocior 1254 have
shown biqaccumulattons fiom 130- to
3300 -told knoaccumutations in me
species of 40 000 hi. 75.000 have been
exile rented

PCBs are not intended to get into the
.. ens ironment but- they-do-because-thew

unique chemical vaporises prevent them
from being destroyed by usual waste
treatment methods Thus. they madfert-
ently escape and become widely dis-
persed EtivirotinienMi tiansport models
for PCBs have not been net:eloped Con-
clusions regarding their b..ihavior, par-
ticularly their distribution and transpoLt
in the environment, are based largely
upon the results of DDT research Recent
data indicates that aerial transport may
play a major role in the worldwide dis-
sentinatton of PCBs, although dumping
and river runoff may contribute more Mt-
portaittlY to local contamination of fish,
wildlife, and (Winking water sources
Degradation characteristics of PCBs are
not well understood Sonic clibenzofei
:ens, winch are extremely toxic. may be
degradation products of PCBs -

&moat o/ PC8-Coritaingaq Wash's
The persistence of PCBs net essttates ex-
tremely carefulattention to tine: dis-
position of PCBs and PCB-containing
materials First the use of PCBs should
be reduced Manufacturers or users
should use more environmentally acceP-
I able substitute materials whenever pos-
sible However, spills. damaged goods,
and housekeeping materials will require
disposal All absorbents and other clean.
op Materials should be carefully selected
with disposal implications in mind

Recta mation.of PCBs is usually feast-
. ble only with relatively uncontaminated

liquids and should be carried out only rf
there is virtually no chance of PCB losses
to the environment Recycling is advisa-
ble only as Icing a adequate substitutes
for PCBs are not available Monsanto
maintains a toll-free telephone number
1800 325 -3850. for the public for advice
on scrap PCBs If liquids cannot be re-
used these liquids should be disposed of
by high temperature incineration

Recycling of transformer fields is ac-
complished by several companies The
tank and inside copper of the trans-
former is reclaimed, the PCB liquids, if
they cannot be reused, should be
incinerated'

NOTICES

IN 13. a an be leas lied 110111 solid niana- PC 11.. aunt pollute the atotosphete Tn
At (lit LW wastes w1tI1 A suitably st iit .iddatuni. nisi rienitotat ion awl handling
g ulehlulacthsipne us a. etone flip

de( initamitialed waste s .11I then be dis-
puseti Tht ilittiuti l utitaittum IN Es 111.1)
be eimstea bt distill..tion into PCB
wino ti inay be a ecta tined the +anent
which ail7c ilTe ill ftll:5=
non tei Immo. is aim. .oipit. able to re-
mane PCns from coinaminated liquids
This tee macaw of law hum ,mhd I et 1.1-
Unit IOW is (Nisei la d% useful after mei-
&owl .inits of tumid PCBs Spills mad
be absorbed on di> sand ash s.tudii,t
or coninteitial absoi Leek' and t.t,
ptioreend As above.

As noted on Figure 1 these .etc ti.-
Joiukigiutgel!. 350 trillium pounds of PCBs,

t iiiiiintieut arc usually riot sufficient for
inaionoin, liaaidoiss trialenais There.
lore PCII-sto naming waste should not be
alit to snit nillit6 iptl inimetators for
dtspusai _

Zianimitiationn Qui.
able fur Intilais hwittetation of solid
A.tstes 5 utitaiumg t'Clis has not been
iteminisi;ated How es er such destruction
does apdear feasible For example. a
iotais wait (ornate. silts an afterburner
and st tubbing *sten.. could Probably
-aids ins itieratesoled wastes containing
PCBs Lii.ew tie other smaller. high
temperature incinerators with sufficient
icsidenee times may be satisfactory for

tut 01110i Ated into pi whoa t eon Null the smaller waste generator
setote These products will utilmately As a se:lice. Monsanto will incinerate
tysitasie disposal 5.511,150.ni or (tans- for a fig' any returned liquids in their
Winter has a label ninthly wig one of the high
teadi' want's shown in Appendix A it meal
should be hatidled as a PCB anti the tine
options listed below followed 11 the eon- E

95

perature incinerator .A tech
description of tile Monsanto an-

at.,' is provided in Appendix B
A publication, Ilaaardous Waste

tents are unknown but the mainifec manaaemeat Facchhes tEPA 530/8W-flues °tie of those listed in Appendix Hs pi in ides informatlorron-sonle-in'
--N should cheat triformation ineration facilities Use of these teeth-

ou the contents of the equipment Or es for incineration of PCB - containing
product aste should be checked with EPA

Etreeene *sateiniards should be em- egional and State representatives fo
ployed in the handling and transport of assure that the facilities have adequate
the PCB-contaitung wastes These in- eirviionmenta: controls tO nice; Federal/
hide the use of protective, clothing State local regulations
toted a ontamei2 fot transportation. and Land Disposal -- Wastes containing

adequate labeling to alert personnel to peBs slictild not be disposed of with
Innards beta routine disposal as well as other mixed wastes al a sanitary landfill
emergency response In the event of a See EPA Guidelines on Thermal PrOc-
spill or accident (*sung and Land Disposal 0: Solid Waste.

Anyone responsible for the disposal of Federal Register, August 14. 1974)
Mix should select high-qoality Arms Characteristics of transport of PCBs
for the transpqrt and thiposal of their through the soil are not definitively es-
PCB- containing wastes Also, spot- tablishied The interaction with other
check to assure transported and disposed decomposing wastes is not well under-
is recommended The generator of the stood Some landfills may contain or
waste should take risponsibility for accept wastes which. could cause the re-
proper waste management lease of PCBs The ubiquity and per.'

Recommended options far the disposal sistence of PCBs indicate that. their cks-
of PCB-containing wastes in priority posal should be carefully controlled until
orders are additional data ate developed While
incineration 'these data sere being gathered. PCBs

mcontrails(' ud disown v..hen disposed to the land) should only,
- be placed it. a secure chemical wasteManerationThe proper mconera- landfill. .

non of waste PCB must involve a sults- in general terms. it chernica: waste
ble balance among temperature in the landfill provides complete long-term Pro-
ineineralor dwell tune in the tiring section for the quality of surface and sub-
chamber amid oxygen availability Also, a surface waters from hazardous waste de.suitable scrubber shotild be provided on posited therein, and against hazards tothe e must stack to remove the hydro- public health and the environment, Suchchlo is acid mist that is formed Exhaust sites should be located ot. engineered to
gases nosed to assure com- svotd direct hydraulic continuity withphance with air regulations surface ;end subsurface waters. Oen-

Recommendeti requirements are (1' erated leachates should be contained.
2-second dwell time at 1100 C (2000 P and subsurface flow into the disposal
and 3 percent excess oxygen in the stack, area eliminated Monitoring wells should
or ' 1 , !la second dwell time at 1500 C be established, and a sampling and
'2700 Fa and 2 percent excess oxygen In LanalYsis program conducted. Additional
the stack gas' open hearth and other characteristics of a chemical waste land-
incinerators used for municipal refuse In- flu are described in EPA publiCelilot
coneration are not normally suitable. the Landfill Disposal o/ Haardous Wastes:
relatively low operating temperature of A Review 0/ Literature and "otos Ap.
such equipment would only volatilize the Preaches [EPA/Of/SWAM'

Thew values are from ANSI pio7 -1974
°mounts for Handling and Disposal at
Capacitor ilia TringonnerOrsde Annette
Containing Polychlorinated Biphenyl*.
American Nimrod Standards institute

Documents rtresencen Pere may be ob-
tained from 301111 Waste inforsinitios. III{,
Environmental Protection Aimee, Mela-
nin, Ohio 4520a

imam amnia vat 41, NO 4411411INDAY, 601111 1 1076
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ncpaulaUon of wuI iicemen how.e liquid wastes and contaminated 2 C.rnts. ft DOltSt J. Sps,1s. H L.
prior to bureau en a sanitary land011 baa PCBs ftom customers, Polydriosinkted bIpheny. In sOlid waste and

beeq wtd for rmaIl quantlUas of lotida Wcxk Charcctcruftes The large *0ltd-Ww.ie.fti.ted $Cr.tetisls Cincinnati
SW'Sor dudgá. Thit Is usually don, by cast- maorriy f ibe Wastes burned are Pen Ausican Haeionai $tsd.rds teisiuI*lie

mu the wtest in concrete InsIde a drum derIvatives lb. sOurces of these *2445 sANSII Ooldelinci or haeteiiitg and dtsp$eaz
pnor to dpfr.ttriqn Ip the tisndfthl. are piocess stilt bottoms and containi- or lapactror-ane transtounet.geaas i.irs,.1

Onh*( thO* specifle titca which have uiated trsu$lormer our The h.allng contaluting pOchiocletated bipttenyte Ne*
been t.ste/approved (or PCII waste. value or the snalenaie 11 about 9000 York. anusly 1004
shOuld bqiiMd The EPA pubhettrqn. b'rU'lb Other, in-house high 1J 4 PeatsaIl, D cas nsa thea ratirois
SMt7dqt Wdrtc Manqinwnt Fcci!t. liquid ttaLcs are also incinerated. Phon- I hal SlitCU CvIItcat Restew, In Environ-

maictal Coiiirol 'CRC iass
fees. 4EP ,O/SW.l1t6. provider some phorous eompoimds cannot be burned I Becaguttest IS Use and r, bittey of
information to iioteuuinl disujosos,.. useso due to the lormation of particulate. poiyetrlotiit*ted bipitenyls EuwicecyInenasI
data when u'ed us (unsult.uwn WiUt P0' whIch foul the Iniectlon system 11dm Parspeomiw.. Oct 1973
Binds s.oim waste nusivagetnens. ottc(al.. The system is hot qIpp4d to handle 4 venc., las Awemment of waatewatt
can 2.54,4 or n disponnl urt:on .nsi*nded wIlds Four 20.000 gallon management. treatment. tiCnnOlO(y, and as-

malts are available for Horøge. The. hOclited Colts rOr statement 01 PVBv conceit-Dt 'March 24. t&'16 waste,. are typically stored. for reycral tISilOill.. in I
floors SrsceLoW, days belore btciisersticn to allow undis- Dmft

7. Sit an, K Snail 0$ COncemuts ci time Lairsetrstsas,i( 4drnanrsfzator 'olveil tolids to settle Alter the setUluig Mictrigan 'toxic Subtt..rces Colamnittas ri-J.AIr mid Wmtr Mee,rnec..msiril period. the wastes are pumped dlrectl3 ieao to PCE Cblc$97 ifllfrnli EPA .pnt
Airrienix A tram the tanks to the liquid fombuslor 8. MO{1cp PulyOhIonnamed poiyphcyls ill-

?Iicrncpafor DcrcrlpUoit The In- 9sgnylsi l'ec*uncat Besileltit. 04'FflR. St.
&1STPIG 0? HAMES USED rOR iCht .IY e'inraIor is a liquid lnectioit type Louis Siontanlo fisdusluill ChemiCal. Con.

housed in a horiZontal cylInder 20 ft. pan). Nov. 5971

H
tii,n1 , Mcuur,ereup.- long pisO 9$ ft. iii dhisneter High pses- PCB'm-ecWonme.tsi impact Environ-

w
mAu..iov . - sni e steam Is used to aloniIe tie waste attlitat iteisaich 1972'

10 PCB's their use Sod controL Olgenisa.*,crIirt c,urp liquid aijd'iuilect It (ato the llquld1om- CoopefaltOn Stud Derlip.A.kiti budor The feed eat, measures 2 gai/ ment psAs 1974'nk,iextl.I Aili. Vtudmtr'. luiti Act additional jun whIch burns nat- i L Sewage .Jtr.ige incineration Section IVftOP - . LSIWAnIO ecirlc urni gas is .110 p1UOns inside the Etreci of inemneretlon on tud 95*100w.
DYkar..ul ... 5teiidl Dnbiiicr plenum The nglutal gas rervea as as and polrrhlodn*ted bipitenyls lP.t 151k
K13.flcx MrOtnw Ediul auxiliary fuel to :upplement the healing P01CC Match 1,72

PHy.wi Mrntex .'
J$hCIt(c$b W.jl5$rhui.e iuc of the was4e ii necessav. The 12 PCB COitlemnce Na'lOn.l Swediris Sit-

utectric operating temperature varies jiOon 2000 vleonment PT0t4C1i00 board 070 pg. 43-0
13 Hsxardosls wait, management actilu,.

- N$$4'tflilifli Wagner Electric to 2200 F If the temperature 11100 high,
u the United 8tOA Lssbe000il. 1' Enaiton.

Vyrnciui -- Oeswrni Ilicririr tyater can be aiiayed Into the ch.mber menial Protection AgenCy OW-544. teviald-1-Klei Kili1l Iirctrir to act as a ieat sink The cylinder Is to7g
Cinphe'n ii4tcP ioerilinulyl protected ftoln the heat by a lining of re- 54 Sceutiock. A. It Si Inctneratldn In has.
OK t'ntrrn. I 1153%) (ractory brick High alumina bitck is ordomus waste sqanagement. EiivftmxtmenteI
Pq'flelar. . - Cutitain Hacy) mused in the Plenum chfnber A blower PrOft*cd011 PubiIe..tiOim SW-tel, iOTe
Keislicrileor ...... Mitailbiihi iJap.n).
iqueuicior - ., P7ndC1 I PJ5ilPt supplte 25'% excess air forcing the (times Ltndsey, A and PjeIdr. 1 Landhii dia-

Pyrnleuse .' . . in,to , (corn the pleisusn and through an oxi- po.al of hasardoul wastes -review 00 iiljtI-
lure and known sppseactrei. Envircninsntal

StIithttrenhi . .. Mit'ybblht ijnpaiui direr. The residence hone inside the Protion Publication SW-t$$ 597$.
'Oelie,pe' item. 'urn Inc iilnlinttng liquids Oxidizer is 2-3 seconds Is Pub. D and Ward. 2 0 Ifilormatlon

hi iSpACitOfi aid i,aulilntin.ii, limp Cohllain The unIt Is opemied 34 hOurVd$y se- about harerdoul Waite easosgenmenc SacS-
pc. qutring 2 men/shift bsltl$I capital costs ClipS Entiromimenial Protsttion PubliCatlen

were *740.000 Th disposal cbst has SW-IlL 0970
IT lurker. C, et .1 MigratIon 0$ Pens inArreanix BDrscnrttoa OP MOrs.aTo t.,erised 10./lb. soil induCed by p.rcolaucts water NonaintoIcixrmAno Pecslir? Mr Poflufton CoNtrol The fumes exIt Co Bulletin oI Environmental C*slamina-

' Lwcr. ittiwocs th, oxidizer aild enter ir water quench lion and Tlalcology. vol is. 197$

B0ckorouusd The iCinritunrich pimt colnnln The nmalh pilrpoee of the quench it *81W 2tandSfd method of test s.

15 0154 of Monundo's large chemical is to reduce lime temperature of the h ra?ld S* ehrcnualclt.pblC edimsuon .01
fumes Particulate are removed next km hughes tolihmig tIOnSOlOCUes Of chlorinated bi-

onanujacturhsg plants 7119 p0C IIflS high energy venturi ktUbber. T'hcmaliy pheCyll (or capacitor sib's. Opeoioeauoa', IncIides Sulfuric acid. bentene. chlorine, the emissions are cleaned In a Packed 03303 mieys
ii *81W Allslli of entulonrnectal liaiSepolydhlorinated blpheny1i several rub- bed c polypropylene packing) at the b*te n, pofychiOrIna00 biphenyla Spend.

'er Compounds. and various chemical of theslpck.The 40k $tftcP.Is equipped 03304 97el.
IntermedIate.. The plant Is located In- smith a demlUer. 20 IISW. ftIgI,try of toxIc eSectaef chain.

a ,, mediately south *1 Earn Bt toula. 111 Utit(O*taaitt scsi iubetancae tIll Edition N1OSH Sum,
1976near the Mississippi River Since June 1 PolyChlOtlnatcd biphellyil fluid ?: *itr. Coop £ntironnWnt.l fycitcig ot

1971. Mon$tmtio isis operated a liquid mironmeict Iuulerdepsttmefleal Talk Poic. OS'S PCU's tOts 'unpObhiahed dssI itpect%.PCWa DIpte of AgT*ul%ilre, Inteior :gW,
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a

a.

VINYL CHLORIDE

Recommended Procedures foe Disposal of
Aerosol Cans

Background. On January 22. 1075. the
Environmental Protection Agency ,in
the Frogest. Rzcssrsit canceled certain
indoor aerosol pesticide products which
contain vinyl ebb' Mc as a propellant (40
FR S4941 Following that action, the Of-
fice of Solid Waste Management Pro-.
grams 40SWMP) dr EPA developed in-,
ternal guidance for the use of its Re-
gional Cams should they be requested
to provide thspusal advice to affected
Parties.

On September 5. 1975, and Imam on
February L. 1976, the Consumer Product
Safety Commission (CPSC) reaffirmed
in the FEasam. Rsciszeit its regulation
declaring any self-Pressurized products
intended or suitable for household use
that contain vinyl chloride monomer as
an ingredient or In the propellant to be
-banned hazardous substances-. That
Bebop '...chided certain repurchase re-
quirementsmesas for manufactur and had
obvious disposal implicatto . fn fact.
CPSC in the Septembe . 7 FEDERAL
Recurs(' ru bey requested appropriate
Industry °Metals to conduct their repur-
chase and disposal actions in accordance
with EPA guidelines -440 PR 41170). It
was also noted that 'many
Stales and municipalities have adopted
codes for the disposal of hazardous
wastes (which, in many leuttiottes)
are in eonfomtity with EPA guidelines
and will insure the proper disposal of
the products involved " No seizure, ac-
tions have been Initiated to date. but the
CPSC. if necessary. 'will recommend to '

*the Courts disposal methods consistent
with EPA guidelines.%

Paspose Pursuant to eectlon 2044b)
(1) of the Solid Waste Disposal Ad, as
amended. the administrator may issue
pedalo and recommendations to State

and local government, industry. organi-
sations, and related to the
disposal of waste materials. .

The.purposo ot_this publication le-to--
provide, gufiliiice for the disposal of
vinyl chlorlde-eontaining aerosol cans.
This guidance Ls-addressed primmilY'to
holders' of lam Quantities of vinyl
chloride-containing aerosol cans. *I.
thoulth the recommended procedures are
appropriate to disposal of -.ny such
wastes. These recommended procedures
represent the best inforination available
on preferable disposal oPtIolls for vinyl

"chloride-containing aerosol Cans.
When the problem of disposal sur-

faced, little was known about the chemi-
cal Interactions of vinyl chloride mono-
mer (VCM) with the environment.
While the chemical and physical Prop-
erties of VCM as they generally relate to
Its manufacture and use are known, there
is limited information on how Vat re-
acts in a land disposal site environment.
However, comparison of the known prop-
erties of VCM to those of other gases has
been attempted in order to provide a base
for recommended procedurbrior the Ms-
tonal of VCM-contairting iterosolk. The
following recommendations acknowledge
recommended procedures for pesticide
disposal as well as' procbdures for dis-
posal of heavy-metal containing mate.
dais.

Technical bac/refound. Vinyl chloride
monomer (VCM) is a chlorinated alkene
hydrocarbon with a density of twice that
of air Since VCM boils at 13.31'C. It Ls
a gas at normal atmoherle temperature
and pressure Vinyl chloride is highly
flammable having a flash point of
C. The exolosive limits are from 4 to 22
percent VCM in air by volume. I

VCM is soluble In organic,soivents.
but not very soluble In water. The Quan-
tity of VCM, that dissolves In water de-
pends on the partial pressure of the gas
above the solution. if the partial pres-
sure bf the gas above the wager is re-
duced, VCM will escape into the filla
phase and be released to the ambient air.
Chemical reactions. which can occur be-
eaute of water impurities, might tend to
.inhibit escape of vinyl chloride. Certain
salts have thC" ability to combine with
Vat!: for example. soluble silver and
comer salts increake the solubility of
VCM fn water by forming complex dis-
solved salts.

VCM makes up about 20 percent by
volume (equivalent to *bout I0 percent
of the net weight) of the propellant in
most of the canceled pesticide aerosols.
The pesticides involved are mainly pyre -
thrins: llndpne, and malathion. in hair
Sprays, *odorants. paints, etc . however.
VCM may constitute as much as 40 to 45
percent brvolume of the contents. Other
propellants are chlorofluorocarbons 11

*The CPSC tatemseed in eta September 6.
1016. Federal Rosner souse that rut esti-
mated 99 million taw or vinyl 'monde
aerosols were In emloMast Of these. approxi-
mately one million wore in the bonds of
manufacturers, wholesales, and retailer'

relealausg 2 ltruillton ems, ware in In.
p0116t$4011 of the consumer

Mutat stoma, VOL. el, NO. 112volotntort, NNE 9, 1924
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and 12 te.g . Freon). Although EPA has
no data on the ingredients of non-peeli-
etch aerosols. 1W:sprays. for example.
would be expected to consist mainly of
organist. while palate may contain heavy
metals such as cadmium, lead. thy*.

.mium. or mercury.
Disposal of VCM-contalsiop aerosol

cons. Phial disposal of VOL-containing
aerosol cans should be undertaken using
methods listed In order of preferred
Priority:

Mull temperature Incineration (except
for products eontielnIng liee47 metals)

2 Burial Ina Stettepprered chemical (or
haterdotui) rut* laugh*

3. Bunt) la a separate ar441 atete-
approved sanitary,tattall.

It should be noted thatchemical treat-
ment to recover the active materials may
be technically feasible. but would re-
quire special handling techniques to
remove the contents from the cans. Since
this process Is very costly_ its feasibility
depends largely upon the value of the
recovered materials.

Incineration. Incineration should be
.used when possiblefor Anal destruction
of the materials. This method is limited
to heavy duty rotary-kiln or other in-
cinerators that (I? can handle aerosol
cans without damage. (2) operate at a
temperature of 1000 C with two seconds
dwell time, and (3) are equipped with
appropriate pollution controls to rirect
State or local air pollution control re-
quirements. incineration should not be
used where the product contains more
that trace *Wffle. of heavy metals
such as lead, mercury. cadmium and
chromium.

High temperature incineration of
Pesticides. VOrt, and the other propel
lints and solvents or carriers found in
aerosol unit" can effectively be carried
out at 1000 C with a dwell time In the
combustion Ione of two, seconds. Al-
though VOL probably Is destroyed at a
lower temperature (one source indicated
100 C was sufficient), preparations con-
taining pesticides May not be complete-
11 combusted. Additionally, the hair
Oran deodorants, eta contain unknown
resins which may require higher/ tem-
peratures for con: Mete destruction.

Since the cans explode and produce
shrapnel at high temperatures, only
heavy duty rots17-1010 or eterivolent
units should be considered if more than
about la cans era to be disposed of at
one time. hseincesator feed mechanisms
should be adhated to prevent injury or
daaroilda iron blow -back which may oc-
cur when several atfor01 =hi (such
as one cant are introduced simultane-
ously.

A pollution control system will be re.
milted to remove polajitiar at' eon.
tismininte, WA et same:* Ma.
1.11 ebiralel10100111101 0110141111$1 ar
well asst iinavAn semi%
Deity 1q4Nriva NW is,e
drawn teed& OM.

VINYL: CHLORIDE 99

NOTICES

publication, Hazardous. Waste
Management Facilities tEPA/$30/8W-
ieti.2).$ Provide Information on some
incineration facilities. Use of these fa-
citifies for Incineration of VCMcori-
Mining aerosol cans should be checked
with EPA Regional and State represent.
"tires to assure that the facility has
adelOttedenvirOnmental controls to meet
Pederal/State/local regulations.

Chemical Waste Landflits. In some
areas there are public or commercial
IspdAlls *Lae have been approved by
,State agencies to accept Industrial haz-
ardous wastes. Such sites art located.
engineered, or constructed to avoid hy-
draulic continuity with either surface or
ground water. Disposal of VCM aerosols
in these facilities does. however, require
extraordinary care above that given to
other toxic or hazardous wastes (such
as sludges). because the gases that could
be released upon rupture of the unit are
highly volatile and flammable as well as
toxic.

Further details on the recommended.
site enter la and operating procedure* for
land011ing are given in the,following sec-
gQtr- Specifically, however. in the case of
VCM disposal in a chemical waste land-
fin. special bottom liners would not be
needed althourh all other criteria and
procedin es should be followed.

State.aoprovel Sanitary Landfills.
Sanitary landfills for disposal of aero-
sols containing VC. should only be con-
sidered if an adequate incinerator or
chemical waste WHIMl is not available.
Even then. special conditions should be
observed to assure proper disposal. Such
a tendril! -ltould be located and orcested
in an appropriate manner and be in-
spected and approved by State and icreal
agencies.

The following proceduies discuss the
landilliing aspects of disposal of aerosols
containing VCM and are only concerned
with the propellatit. The active ineredi-
ants in the aerosol can could dictate
more stringent disposal requirements due
to their potential hazard to the environ-
ment. However, the quantities of active
traredidit contained are usually smolt (t
percent of the net weight or lessArMoat
a the pesticide chemicals involved are
Insoluble in water and biodegradabfe.
Thus. they may not move from the burial
site in ground water or percolattog

, water, but v Id be biodegraded to their
basic constituents In place. Other prod-
ucts, however, may contain soluble mate-
rials capable of polluting grundwasera
Procedures Abound In the next section
will ham groundwater degradation

C.

V

potential.
Little is known of the soli degradation

of VCM gas. HO/0M the polar mole.
auks ragged that Use gas trill be loosely
heti in place by soil organic matter, and

fisteserot document may to &teem
hemSone Wane utorimetra.
=Mat PuStrettore Agency, Cadens% Cate
11001

=27
by the clay fraction of the soil. Soli
moisture also impedes the dispersion of .
gases In solts:liowever. the best medium
to contain gases would 'have a moisture
content approaching 50 percent of field

Emelt/. SOO. soils also normally con
n a large, varied population of micro.
anions Including several species that

Might attack the organic eompounds
found in aerosols

Recommended Procedures for Land-
Mine. State-approved sanitary landfills
that are located. designed. and opetnted
fir accordance with EPA's "'Guidelines
for the Land Disposal of Solid Wastes"
(40 CPR Part 241? published Aumut is.
1914. In the Federal Register t39 FR
29328) are acceptable. provided that the
following snecial criteria and procedures
are utilized:

(1) Advollee notice Is given t. the appro.
mato Stall goner

131 A Wilily is chosen which has ground-
water monitoring faclittlei or such fattlitlet
ate 'landed prior to disposal of the cane
Quarterly monitoring for heavy menus or
other potential pollutants should be CAI C0,1
Out:

13) The burial specificalls rerntr.i
la the property records:

14? A separate. dearly marked area It ei
setae so that the bottom of the trench On
*Mich the aerosol cans are to he placed) is at
least one root above the 60)cor high write
table.

(SI A (tench with minimum depth of in
feet is dug

161 A rogirdetrity polyethylene Alm 120
to so mat? for 'quarries' eurian is Proll
*dr installed at the bottom of the trench

$21 One foot of topsoU covers the Atm -.ee
note).

15$ A Single 13See of ewes nr readomic
dietelbuted eats do not *Kemal .I2 ,,..tw 4.,
depth and 3 feet tit tttallt

191 One Mot of topsoil cuter. the coos 0.0e
notes .

torn els feet of cove materiel Is stun-
patted over the topsoil (see note?:

(I 1) A higIdensity polyethylene Rum IInCt
(30 to 30 IMO is bald over the compacted
cover:

(o) One foot of final cover Is emnpacted
and

(r3) The buoying safety precaution. are
observed durIng,disposal

No smoking or open dime muse vCal .1,
flammable gm.

No direct :ompsdtton of tans Is wide.-
token Woe rupture writ expose wurkers toy
hazardous or toxic upon.

Each day's secumuletIon is towed iIth at
TOMB one toot of topsoil and 6 tees of covet
and compacted.

Nosh -- Organic Matte., flay, and molittne
contents or sons Will provide addltionet pro-
',Knott by interiming with the movement of
ehtorlasted ormocanion paucities and vcrd
to the curses or to the water table The top.
sou sad tom'snmerial should contain lees
thsb the optinnien moisture content far corn.
;echos. In order to provide snore pore spore
for the absorption or pees. The dna! corer
should he mounded to opprokimately ols
meter abort parse in the center to promote
runoff and sedum inditsation.

Vbated: June 4. 1071.
Roan Stmer.ww,

itaKelast Administrator for
Air and Week Marimement.

IRDos./4100 PIMA 11-04140:41 sal

MEM legIngit, VOL 41, MO. titV/10MP" nee t. i5741
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Appendix F

FEDERAL AGENCIES

The activities in hazardous waste management at
the Federal level are 'concentrated in the EPA, Office
of Solid Waste LOSW). Within OSW, the Hazardous ro
Waste Management Division (HWMD) is primarily
involved. in: (a) building a data base in the hazardous
waste management area, particularly in conneption
with public health and environmental damage assess-
ment, quantification of hazardous waste generation,
and definition of applicable treatment and dispotal
technology; (b) development of guidelines and stand-
ards for hazardous waste management; and (c) pro-
gram implementation involving assistance to States in
development of hazardous Waste management pro
grams. HWMD has sponsored numerous studies on
.hazardous waste management and has an extensive
data file on pertinent literature publications and do
CilltrettS

as*

The EPA has ten Regiorial Offices. Each Regionaf

Office has a solid waste management representative to
whoa; inquiries should be directed. Figure F1
contains a map locating the regional offices and their
coverage; i'able F1 lists addresses and telephone
numbers for the Regional Solid Waste Managemen
representatives. Air and Hazardous Materials Division,
and the Regional Administrator.

In addition to the Office of Solid Waste, a number
of other EPA offices have certain programs and
sponsibilities related to identification, handling, and
regulation of hazardous substances. A listing of the
most pertinent of these agencies is shown in Tgble
Major Federal agencies other than the EPA, which are
concerned with various environmental aspects at haz
ardous materials. are listed in Table F3 along with a
brief description of their responsibilities.
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Figure F 1. United States Environmental Protection Agency, regional offices.
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F ERAL AGENCIES

TABLE F1

...

101

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY REGIONAL OFFICE

. -
. .

SWIM Representative
Air & Hazardous
Materials Division

.

Regional
Admits IstrItor

..

Arldnss

Addreu as:
.

Solid Waste

Addreu as:
Director

Address as:
Regional

Mal:eget:lent Rep. Air & Huai tow Administrator
EP4 Region No. Mantilla Division EPA Region No.
Stunt. EPA Region No. Street
City, State. Zip . Street City. State. Zip

Oty..State. Zip

I (617) 223.3775 (617) 223.5186 (617) 223.7210 John,F. Kennedy Building.
Boston. Massachusetts 02203

t 1
U (212) 264.050314d ' (212) 264.2301 (212) 2a2625 Federal Office Building

. 26 Facial Plus
New YorkeN. Y.10007

. .
III (213)597-8116 (215)97-8131 (215) 597.9814

.
Curtis Building

- 6th.and Walnut SUeet

. Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 19106

IV. (404) 881.3116 (404) 881.3454 (404) 8814727 345 Courtland Street. N.

0
Mama, Georgia 30308

V (312) 3334197. (312) 353.2212 (312) 363*000 230 South Dearborn Stryet

a - Chicago. Illinois 60604

VI (214) 749.7601 (214) 749.1121 (214) 7494962 1201 Elm Street First int, Bldg.
Dallas. Texas 75270

VII (816) 374.3307 (816) 374.3307 (816) 3744493 1735 Baltimore Avenue .
Kane City, Missouri 64108

VIII (303) $37.2221 (303) 8374896 OM .074896 1860 Lincoln Street
Denves, Colorado 80203'

IX (415) 5564606/7 (415) 556.0217 (415)566.2320 100 California Street
. San Flanisou.Califousla 94111

X (206) 442.1260 (206) 442-1236 (206)442.5510 1200 6th Avenue
Seattle, Washington 98101

1.
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102 STATE DECISION14 AKERS GUIDE FOR HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT

TABLE F2 C.

EPA OFFICES CONCERNED WITH ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

OFFICE

Hazardous Waste Management Dirtsurn
Office of Solid Waite Management Programs
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Waterside Mall:114m 2111 t
4.01M. Street, S.W.1`

Washington. D.C. 20460
(202) 755.9185 , 't

Division of Water and Hazardous Materials
Office of Water Program Operations
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Waterside Mall East. Room 1113C
401 M. Street, S.W.

Washington, D.0 20460
(202) 426-3971

Pesticides Registration DilitSt011
Office of Pesticides?rograrns

U.S. Environmental Protection Agent.),
Waterside Mall East. Room E139A
401 M. Street. S.W.

Washington, D.C. 20460
(202) 755.8036

PERTINENT RESPONSIBILITIES

The office quantifies hazardous waste generation and defines
applicable treatment and disposal technology, develops
guidelines and standards; directs technical assistance to
Regions, States, organizationsand private individuals

on treatment and disposal of hazardous wastes-

.
The office provides information on the government's role
in the safe handling of hazardous materials. It also estab:
kites regulations for the prevention, control and clean up
of oil and hazardous material discharges to water.

--

11
.

Areas of interest include pesticide toxicology, ;pesticide
residue tolerances, pesticide analytical standards, and
pesticide chemical methodology. The office also answers
letters of inquiry about the status of pesticide uses under
the provisions of the Federal Insecticide. Fungicide, and
Rodenticide Act.

Office of Radiation Programs
U.S. Envirorunertial Protection Agency
401 M. Street: S.E., E. Tower. Room 611
Washington, D.C.. 20460
(202) 755.4894

Air Pollution Technical Information
Center (AMC)
Office of Air and Waste Management
U.S..Environmental Protection Agency
Reseals li Triangle Lark. North Carolina 27711
(919) 688-8146 n-

Office of Toxic Substances
U.4. Environmental ProteLtion Agency
401 M. Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20460

The office publishes Rt7dilion Data and Reports (monthly).
Other services are providedierFekraiand State agencies,
scientific organizations and industry.

- ...

APTIC collects basic data on the chemical, physical and
btological effects of varying an quality, and other informa-
tion on the prevention and control of air pollution.
Citations, abstracts, and extracts from the literature file
arc provided. APTIC prepares state-of-the-art reviews and
publishes Air Pollution Abstracts.

Areas of interest include toxic chemicals. The office
collects basic data on such chemicals and also answers
inquitics.

-t
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FEDERAL AGENCIES

TABLE F.3
SELECTED FEDERAL AGENCIES (OTHER THAN EPA) CONCERNED WITH VARIOUS

ASPECTS OF HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT*

103

. AGENCY PERTINENT RESPONSIBILITIES

Food and Drug Administration \ The FDA acts to recall consumer products which lupve been
U.S. Department of Health. Education determined to be hazardous, and publishes recall reports
and Welfare on such products. This agency also investigates. sets
5401 Westbord Avenue standards, and enforces regulations on safety of food, drug,
Bethesda. Maryland 20016 I and cosmetic items. FDA has offices in most major cities.
(301)496.1691

Medical Library Areas of interest include ad rse effect's of drugs. cosmetics.
Bureau of Drugs, BD45 household chenncals, and fee and food additives; packag.
Food and Drug Administration ing and containers for above items; natural occurrence of
5600 Fisheis Lane .. ,

2
foodioxicets:contaminants of foods, drugs,and cosmetics.

Rockville, Maryland 20852 :, The library 'Aso has InToks. periodicals, microfilm, audio
(301)443.3182 equipment. extensive ca: ti .ndices on toxicants and their

adverse effects. The library also answers inquiries and
Provides references:-

U:S. Consumer Product Safety Commission This agency publishes periodic fact sheets which provide
Washington. D.C. 20207 infonuauon on dangerous consumer products (exclusive
(800) 638.2666 (loll free) of food, drag, and cosmetic items). It answers inquiries
(800) 492.2937 litlasyland residents only 1 and compiles data on reported product hazards and .

productrelated injuries.
0

Office of Hazardous Materials This office establishes regulations on the transportation of
U.S. Department of Transportation hazardous materials via public earners and provides infor.
400 Sixth Street. S.W. ination and advice on egulations and procedures for safe
Washington, D.C. 20590 handling. transportation. and clean up of spills of hazard.
(202) 426.0656 ous chemicals. The agency has 14 district offices across

the country. ...._ _ . __ - -- -

Mail Classification Division This office establishes standards for what can be sent
U.S. Postal Service . through the mail and how it should be packaged.
Washington. D.C. 20260
(202)961.7405

Environmental Mutagen Information Center Maintains a data base of chenucal niutagenesis information.
Environmental information System Office Evaluates and analyzes data and makes them available to
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
P.O. Box X
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

researchers. Publishes stateof.the-art reviews. critical
- areviews, and a newsletter.

fr,

(615)483.8611 Ext. 3.7998

Division of Technical Services The division answers inquiries and proiides consulting
National Institute for Occupational services on questions related to industrial safety, medicine,
Safety and Health hygiene, toxicology, working conditions, and sanitation.
U.S. Department of Health. Education.
and Welfare
5600 Fishers Lime
Rockville. MartAland 20852
(302) 443.214M

%

Rased in part on the Antonym ion conisined In the following reference which should be consulted for additional linings.
Selected Information Resources on Hazardous Materials. National Referral Cam,. Science and Technology Dysision.

Libruy of Congress. Washington. D.C.
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